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Abstract 
Purpose: This research proposes a method for developing a data warehouse in a 
clinical environment while particularly focusing on the requirements specification 
phase. It is conducted primarily to target organizations whose requirements are not 
clearly defined and are not yet aware of the benefits of implementing a data 
warehouse. By integrating key ideas such as the agile manifesto, maintaining data 
quality, and incremental and prototyping approaches, it provides a platfonn for 
collaboration and participation between users and designers, as well as identifying 
relevant processes and their additional value. It is also important to note that this work 
was perfonned in the context of a Clinical Unit with limited experience of IT, and 
limited budget. An important research objective was to demonstrate how to obtain 
significant "buy-in" to a data warehouse solution at low-cost, and minimal risk to the 
clinical unit. 
Background: Data warehouse (DW) projects are inherently risky with significant 
causes and sources of failure, in addition to the inherent difficulties of any technology 
project. Data warehousing faces a number of challenges in tenns of cultural 
perspectives, proper selection of the development approach, and standardization. As 
the business requirement analysis phase is one of the most important factors in data 
warehousing success, there is a need for specifying and gathering the right 
infonnation in a more comprehensive, effective, and fonnal manner, anticipating 
future requirements with less effort, and exploring the ways to stimulate end users to 
be more creative in the expression of their needs. 
Method: The research was based on an intensive literature review that covered: (1) a 
review and analysis of the leading data warehouse development methodologies and 
most common approaches, (2) a survey of ten real life examples of developing data 
warehouse in healthcare industries, and (3) a study of related work in data warehouse 
development methodologies. In addition, 26 professionals from the King Faisal 
Specialist Hospital and Research Centre in Jeddah (KFSH&RC-J) were interviewed 
for over 55 hours, summarized in a document containing 58 interviews. The 
researcher also attended three training workshops (lasting a total of 8 hours) to 
become more familiar with the systems and its end users. The current research on data 
warehouse development methodologies is presented in three cases: developing a 
standard platfonn, improving a single method approach or integrating more than one 
approach with another. Different kinds of techniques have also been adopted to 
improve on the business requirements phase. However, difficulties are still 
experienced in data warehouse development. Thus, a proposed methodology 
supported by Agile development processes was presented. It was closely developed 
with cooperation from a leading hospital in Saudi Arabia; the King Faisal Specialist 
Hospital and Research Centre in Jeddah (KFSH&RC-J). 
Conclusion: The study proposed a DW development methodology that has been able 
to deliver a fully functional DW within a good time scale and with minimal resources. 
It was able to meet business requirements for the system and maintain a positive 
engagement with the end users. Required changes needed no significant re-work to do 
and iterations stimulated the generation of requirements from end users. While 
additional features could usefully be added in later releases, the reception of the 
system was favorable and was deemed very useful and beneficial. 
We note that our experience is situated in a very specific context. As a result one 
needs to be cautious about the generalisability of the experience. For this reason, we 
have reported our work as a detailed narrative and emphasise the importance of taking 
a holistic view of the experience reported in this thesis. 
x 
1 Introduction 
Data warehouse (OW) implementation has gained increasing interest from both professional and 
research communities due to the challenging demands of today's business environments and the 
failures of past IT techniques to cope with the business requirements. The current IT decision 
support systems often cannot cope with many of the users' needs and are unable to respond to 
the numerous business requests in a timely and interactive manner. Moreover, the data and 
information supports needed for strategic decisions are different from those available from 
operational systems, which require new and various types of information content, structure, and 
usage. As a result, collecting, managing, and making the best use of large amounts of different 
data over time has been a challenge to most business organizations. Such demands have 
triggered advances in data modelling tools, data indexing, and data organization techniques, to 
respond with viable approaches for better management, collection, and utilization of large data 
sets while still presenting optimized data structures for complex queries. The conception and 
development of OW ideas and technologies is within the evolution of database technologies. OW 
represents a very viable solution for data integration towards business intelligence in modem 
enterprises. 
This chapter presents a brief introduction of the concepts, problems, and motivations of a data 
warehouse and the application of a clinical data warehouse (COW) in the healthcare domain. The 
chapter is structured as follows: section 1.1 introduces the basic concepts and issues of data 
warehousing as well the potential of COW research. Section 1.2 presents the rationale of this 
research and the definition of the problem. Section 1.3 introduces the main direction, objectives 
and expected contribution of this research. The research hypothesis and methodology will be 
presented in section 1.4. Finally, section 1.5 presents the main structure and overview of the 
research. 
1.1 Data Warehouse and Clinical Application: A General Background 
This section introduces the basic definitions and aspects of both data warehouse and COW that 
serve as important background material related to the core of this research. The review covers the 
definitions of DW, their potential and their applications in the healthcare domain. The major 
problems and challenges in healthcare environments are also addressed together with the 
potential advantages of OW. The focus is given to the promises of CDW versus the challenging 
demands of the clinical domains. 
1.1.1 Data Warehouse: Definitions and Basic Concepts 
A data warehouse is a repository of historical data that provides an integrated view of the 
enterprise and delivers strategic information for analysis, reporting, and data mining [I]. The 
term "Data Warehouse" (OW) was first used by Barry [2], but Bill Inmon has won the most 
acclaim for introducing the concept and defining the basic characteristics of a data warehouse as 
being a collection of data that is subject oriented, integrated, non-volatile and time-variant in 
support of management decisions [3]. From a functional view, the OW integrates and 
consolidates data from many sources with diverse data structures into an information asset. Once 
centrally located, these data can be used by applications running on the warehouse or 
redistributed to other information systems for analysis and support of more efficient query 
reports [4]. Accordingly, the data warehouse presents a more optimized system for data storage 
as well as a better candidate for data analysis, and thus, provides a viable approach for 
knowledge management and decision-making. Meanwhile, a data warehouse may provide 
granular, historical and easy-access data and may become the centre of the intelligence 
environment in different organizations [5]. Consequently, one could claim that OWs support and 
overlap with major knowledge technologies, including database modelling, intelligent decision-
making, and knowledge management. 
Applying the common data warehouse definition to the clinical domain, it can be inferred that 
the COW is a copy of patient data and other systems in the healthcare organization, stored on a 
separate system and reorganized for query and retrospective analysis [6, 7]. Chog defined COW 
as the application of patient population data that can be analyzed to perform clinical quality 
management and medical research [8]. The CDW is a place where healthcare providers can gain 
access to clinical data gathered in the patient care process, including vital signs, laboratory 
results, treatments, specific demographics, and procedures performed [9]. These data may be 
stored redundantly at various levels of aggregation and are often organized into subject-oriented 
domains. 
1.1.2 Some Related Data Warehouse Concepts 
The OW concepts and technologies have released quite a large number of terms, ideas, and 
techniques. While a OW is expected to present an integrated view of all aspects of a business 
organization, a Data Mart focuses only on a specific view or on certain aspects of the business 
functions, events, or elements. The Staging Area, on the other hand, refers to any data store that 
is designed primarily to receive data into a warehouse environment. In contrast, an Operational 
Data Store (ODS) is a collection of data that addresses operational needs of various operational 
units [10]. An ODS can be a helpful step toward building a DW because it can supply data that 
have been extracted and cleansed from the source systems [11]. An ODS is accessed through 
Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems to run day-to-day operations [1]. In contrast to 
OLTP systems, On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) systems are developed to perform 
interactive analysis of data of varied granularities in multiple dimensions (multidimensional 
analysis) to provide strategic information (e.g. planning, budgeting, forecasting, knowledge 
discovery, etc.) and to support better decision-making; hence, OLAP facilitates data mining [t 1-
13]. Multidimensional analysis is a statistical technique for looking at the influence of the 
various variables comprising a data set, and it defines a number of metrics used for identifying 
such key variables. Examples of related operations are referred to as "drilling-down," "drilling-
across" and "slicing and dicing." The two dominant modelling techniques that exist for a DW are 
the relational DB and multidimensional models. Most data warehouse modelling and OLAP are 
based on the multidimensional data model when query performance is the criteria for judgment. 
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This model is composed of logical cubes, measures, dimensions, hierarchies, and attributes and 
can exist in star, snowflake and fact constellation schema [10, 14]. 
Typically, the main components and processes ofa OW include OW back end tools and utilities, 
a OW repository, and front end tools [15]. OW back end tools encounter a number of key data 
tasks and different technologies including extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL). ETL is 
the interface needed to bring data into the OW. It includes the processes that retrieve the data 
from multiple sources, then reformat and cleanse them, and finally load them into the data 
warehouse for analysis or on another operational system to support a business process. Such 
tasks impose a number of difficulties and challenges facing the development process of a data 
warehouse and call for ETL tools that are customized to perform the three major tasks more 
efficiently. Designing a good ETL process includes several issues. The first one is solving 
problems related to data chaos and missing values to improve data quality and to standardize 
data and codes. The second is minimizing the time required to extract and store the data in the 
warehouse without affecting the performance of the operational systems. A balance should be 
considered between the need for timely information against the need for complex transformation 
and subsequent aggregation of data [9]. The result of the DW back end tools is the OW 
repository that contains all data needed to support decision making more effectively. On the 
other hand, DW front-end tools are used to support knowledge discovery and strategic decision-
making. Such tools can be categorized into database reporting, data analysis, and data mining 
[14]. 
1.1.3 Data Warehouse: Challenges, Problems, and Evolution 
The success of data warehousing poses the same challenge as any other technology project 
because it needs to be aligned with the organization's mission, vision, and goals [16]. Similarly, 
the organization must be open for cultural change and consider opportunities openly for the 
development of creative solutions and commitment to the changes often required for action to 
occur, which is a long-term and potentially difficult undertaking [17, 18]. There are also 
challenging aspects associated with OW development when compared to other operational 
systems. They include value and expectations, risk assessment, choice of development approach 
(top-down, bottom-up, etc.), and decisions to build or buy from a single vender or best of breed 
[1]. In sum, the entire process of developing a data warehouse can be complex, expensive, and 
time consuming. Careful planning should be conducted for the selection of an appropriate design 
and the identification of a proper methodology that fits the nature and requirements of the 
organization. The data warehousing program should be applied at the level most appropriate for 
the organization, taking careful consideration that the reported DW implementations are to some 
extent biased by technology vendors. 
Further, the challenges and difficulties increase when building a data warehouse in a healthcare 
environment or a clinical domain due to the huge amount of accumulated and diverse health care 
data collected throughout the organization's On Line Transaction Processing (OL TP) systems. In 
many occurrences, the numerous data are oftentimes not integrated for management, decision-
making, and clinical care processes [19]. For instance, a clinical environment generates vast 
amounts of data about patients and their medical conditions yet most healthcare professionals 
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and systems lack the necessary operations to offer customized, up-to-date, patient specific, and 
disease specific information [20]. In addition, clinicians consider the health problems and the 
clinical status of specific patients as well as the expected outcomes of a population of patients 
with similar health problems and clinical status when making healthcare decisions. Despite the 
use of many information management tools and the adoption of electronic patient records (EPR) 
aimed at making the collection and access to patient data more manageable to support simple 
administrative decisions (e.g .. determine the proper queue for work flow), the EPR and clinical 
decision support systems still poorly support the aggregate OLAP [6]. Moreover, they cannot 
support the evolving demands in the clinical environments and the full range of clinical decision 
needed for best practice. This shows the need for more advanced tools to discover trends and 
patterns hidden within the clinical data. These advanced tools should be in a position to provide 
powerful decision support capabilities to increase the productivity of medical personnel, to 
analyze care outcomes, to identify and solve problems before they occur, and to refine care 
delivery processes continually in order to remain profitable while holding the line on costs and 
maintaining quality of care [21]. 
The importance of DW was recognized subsequently in the healthcare sector than in other 
sectors due to patient-data security and confidentiality concerns and due to the complexity of 
medical data and the systems' integration problems in clinical practice. Factors such as the 
reported success of data warehouses in different business industries, the aforementioned 
challenges, the need to optimize cost cutting while maintaining quality of patient care and the 
increasing awareness of knowledge management in the clinical domain have stimulated 
substantial research in the clinical environment. These factors have led to the implementation of 
healthcare and clinical data warehouses (COW) to support best practice and better clinical 
decision support (CDS) systems [6]. 
To sum up, developing a successful COW involves a number of challenges of a diverse nature 
including cost effectiveness, quality of care, change management, and technology limitations. 
Thus, the success or failure of CDW implementation depends on the responses to a number of 
challenging questions: 
(a) Can a OW provide reports on clinical and resource utilization? 
(b) Is a DW capable of empowering clinical decision-makers that include physicians to 
improve patient care and safety? 
(c) Will the OW be capable of facilitating changes in the work-practice of clinicians to 
implement best practice? 
(d) Will the physicians, if required, change their behaviours in order to conform to 
conditions where the OW has maximum effectiveness, and thereby increase their 
productivity? 
1.1.4 Benefits of a Data Warehouse System 
There were many reported potential benefits and motivations of OW implementation. A data 
warehouse system offers efficient access to aggregated high quality information that supports 
management for better decision-making. A data warehouse enables management to recognize the 
key trends and anticipate the expected outcomes. It also enables management to comprehend the 
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causes and effects of what has already happened, which in turn helps organizations to become 
more competitive and to meet market demands more rapidly [16]. According to Benmechiche 
and Chouinard, the greatest potential benefit of a data warehouse occurs when it provides 
management with a logical understanding of their events, which facilitates the responses of 
decision makers to reengineer an organization's business process and to support strategic 
business objectives for their competitive benefit [16, 22]. Data warehousing provides many 
diverse benefits. In most cases, claims regarding their benefit justifies the initial expense by 
proving long-term gains. A summary of the most common benefits is shown in Figure (1.1) [19]. 
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Trend and Outcome 
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Unlimited Query and HOUSING Present Data to Create 
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DWs allow users to run any type DWs give users tools to look at 
of queries/reports to answer data differently that make 
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day-to-day operations. speed and in an easy to use 
manner. 
Figure 1-1 Benefits of Data Warehousing [From Shams and Farishta [19]] 
1.1.4.1 Potential Benefits of a Healthcare Data Warehouse 
DW can help healthcare organizations in the same manner as it does for other industries in three 
instances. Firstly, DW technology eliminates data redundancy and inconsistency by achieving 
the paperless sharing of data throughout an organization and increasing the confidence in data 
quality [18, 23] . Secondly, a OW improves the efficiency of operational tasks as it has the 
promise of enabling organizations to generate cost-effective reports and ad-hoc analyses for 
improved decision making [19]. Thirdly, a DW better understands and meets the needs of 
customers, maximizes campaign results, builds loyalty and, ultimately, improves bottom-line 
results [24]. 
A number of additional potential benefits are claimed due to adopting a DW in healthcare 
organizations: 
(i) A OW can provide physicians or healthcare providers with immediate valuable 
information; such information can be used to trend clinical outcomes, evaluate 
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treatment options, and measure the effectiveness of treatment protocols along with 
determining the cost-effectiveness of treatment protocols, understanding cost 
structures of services, and implementing process redesign initiatives [19, 20). 
(ii) A OW may offer a deeper understanding and monitoring of specific healthcare issues 
which in return will improve the efficiency of care management programs and patient 
satisfaction [24]; it enables healthcare organizations to study historical records of 
patient treatments for disease management [25]. 
(iii) A OW will help to integrate clinical, financial, and operational information in a single 
view of the data to provide immediate access to health care practitioners and 
management to support decision-making. 
In many cases, a DW provides better access to information particularly with regard to data 
mining for research purposes. Other organizations embed statistical analysis programs that 
automatically offer descriptive statistical analysis on simple data to give clinicians an overview 
of the relevant statistical information contained in the data forms. This embedded feature of the 
OW is helpful when a clinical environment is pushing for an evidence-based practice within their 
organization. For instance, the administrator within the clinical domain may want to 
descriptively analyze the influx of patients diagnosed with cancers to determine whether the 
number of facilities can respond to the predicted number of patients in the coming years. The 
OW can potentially provide the administration with accurate statistical information that can 
improve the delivery of health care for patients. Further, the OW can be a powerful tool for the 
administration to minimize the cost of hiring more research staff to do the organizational 
planning. 
1.1.4.2 Potential Benefits of a Clinical Data Warehouse 
A comprehensive clinical decision support system must be able to provide information from both 
a patient and a population focus in all phases of the clinical process of assessment, planning, 
intervention, and evaluation. A COW can provide transactional analysis at point-of-care and 
aggregate analysis for retrospective population based studies [6]. Different stakeholders can 
potentially benefit from a COW. For example, hospitals can analyze and forecast the level of 
utilization of their facilities, compare their quality of care with comparable facilities, perform 
analyses that include patients' family histories, and utilize medical data to reduce medical errors 
[22]. Moreover, health plans can be made to conduct medical management analysis, detect fraud, 
monitor patient behaviour, and implement preventive care programs. Clinicians can also identify 
quality improvement opportunities, develop interventions (clinical alerts, reminders, clinical 
pathways, protocol order sets, and guidelines) and conduct clinical research by employing quick 
and efficient access to information from legacy systems and linkages to departmental databases 
[26]. In addition, clinicians could be provided with feedback about the effectiveness of certain 
treatments or medications based on actual use in the institution [9]. Patients will also be more 
visible with their clinical data and can interact more easily with their providers. COW also 
facilitates decisions by the clinical committee to make changes in clinical practice and to 
implement them in the operational EPR system. Consequently, organizational monitoring and 
tracing of any important outcomes that may be affected is enforced [6]. 
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1.2 Research Motivation and Definition of the Problem 
The general momentum behind this research can be summarized as follows. Firstly, there are 
increasingly high demands for OWs due to the reported successful improvement of information 
assets that support decision-making. Secondly, the potential benefits of COW implementations 
are the enhancement of decision-making, improvement of the quality of care, integration of 
various types of health data, and enhancement of health practice and standards. Thirdly, CDW 
implementation is in the early stages of research and implementation requiring further empirical 
understanding. Finally, the recently addressed research has increased awareness in the clinical 
domain of the importance of adopting new and efficient knowledge management approaches and 
technologies in Saudi Arabia. 
Meanwhile, recent reports and surveys related to healthcare indicated a continuous and 
increasing investment in IT infrastructures and health informatics, yet remain less satisfied of the 
cost effectiveness of these infrastructures. For instance, a number of observations have been 
reported from the primary investigation at King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre 
in Jeddah (KFSH&RC-J). It was noticed that there was a great investment in adopting standard 
healthcare packages and financial administrative tools. Such tools and other hospital systems 
lack the data integration resulting to invest in other infrastructures that can provide a minimum 
data analysis. The numerous and complex software packages resulted in fewer system outcomes 
in terms of decision support for both health practice change and physician behaviour. Further, the 
management at KFSH&RC-J was well prepared in the investment of IT that could be justified 
through the improvement of quality of care and the promotion of organizational human resource 
cost reduction strategy. 
Although there has been intensive research in data warehousing, several problems and issues still 
need to be resolved from a technical point of view. For example: 
• Different approaches are being used in data warehousing yet some of the organizations 
failed to recognize the purpose of each of the approaches. For example, process-driven 
and goal-driven approaches assume the required data will be available at the operational 
level to be fed into the DW repository, ignoring data constraints and operational user 
requirements. On the other hand, a bottom-up data-driven approach is easy to develop 
and generates the initial data warehouse faster. Moreover, most of the reported 
methodologies are to some extent technology biased. They present some iteration on top 
of each other by addressing how the proposed methodology outperforms a counterpart 
one in some areas, or favours the adoption of ideas from various or common development 
methods at different levels of mixing. In short, there is no agreement on what priority 
should be given to selecting or identifying the proper methodology and there is a lack of 
well defined criteria that would establish a link between methodology and environment 
needs which guide DW developers to distinguish the alternative approaches towards 
proper selection of a methodology that best fits their specific needs [27, 28]. For instance, 
different application domains or business types (e.g. educational, clinical, manufacturing, 
etc.) feature different views and requirements at every layer of the DW architecture. They 
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also feature quite a high degree of diversity in terms of their data types, data modelling 
complexity, classification structures, and degree of advanced temporal support. 
Moreover, from a functionality point of view, such business domains vary in their 
required queries, decision-making, and other types of supported functions. 
• Most of the proposed approaches in data warehouse development with different data 
models are partial solutions that deal with one phase of the development cycle, and do not 
take into account an integrated and standard method for designing the whole DW [29, 
30]. 
• There have been different terminologies such as supply oriented or data oriented when 
classifying types of development methodologies. However, it could be claimed that most 
of the published methodologies may fall in one or a combination of three primary focus 
directions: data, user, or goal. For example, one may look at what is referred to as supply 
driven to be data or source driven and demand driven to be ways that cope with the user 
and goal driven types. 
• Failures of many DW projects may be due to organizational or stakeholders' reactions, 
poor quality and complexity of data sources, or the way a design process is constructed 
(e.g. adopted methodology and/or design approach). Each of these may make it difficult 
to derive data for decision making, especially when there is a large number of complex 
schemas of operational sources. 
• Many DW projects do not give enough attention to the business requirements phase and 
focus instead on more technical aspects [27]. Difficulties with requirement analysis arise 
from overlooking the phase of requirement definition or from the required information 
not being gathered correctly and comprehensively. Difficulties can be categorised into 
three types: (i) difficulty in anticipating future requirements for the decision making 
process; (ii) difficulty in specifying the required information because users have 
difficulties in expressing their requirements or because the encountered decision process 
has a flexible and unstable structure and/or is poorly shared across large organizations; 
and, (iii) difficulty in identifying requirements for decision making due to missing 
information in the required form; this requires extra derivation from the data sources, and 
in tum, requires extra integration, transformation, and cleaning [31]. 
The analysis of current research showed in particular the general lack of specific guidance for the 
requirements elicitation process, requirements analysis, and system validation. G/QIM, use cases, 
Tropoz, and other tools were mainly used to support identifying requirements but not to motivate 
end users and stakeholders to be creative about what they might want to do with a system like a 
data warehouse. This might refer to the lack of end users' awareness of the power of a data 
warehouse. Therefore, the implemented methodology has to consider a way to motivate end 
users for participation and innovation. Currently, software development processes have improved 
in concept and implementation through adopting the agile method. Applying such a concept 
might solve one or more issues concerned with data warehousing. 
Our method is based on a practical implementation of a data warehouse that is technology 
independent. The main focus of the developing process is the business requirement phase with 
more emphasis on new requirements elicitation and usability. The goal is to layout an interactive 
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innovative requirements-based DW development approach coupled with a set of guidelines that 
would fill the gaps and help developers to choose the most appropriate approach. 
The proposed methodology has been tested from a real life experience at KFSH&RC-J which 
helped to answer some particular research questions, and to get feedback that would enrich the 
business requirements phase in DW development. 
Research Motivation 
A key motivation is that many DW projects do not give enough attention to the business 
requirements phase and focus instead on the more technical aspects of the task. 
We make the following observations in business requirements: 
o Requirements can be misunderstood or expressed incorrectly. Therefore, 
requirements should be expressed in a clear and concise manner to ensure better 
understanding. 
o Requirements often change in projects that have a long time frame and that do not 
deliver the software until the last phase. Therefore, the project should have 
enough flexibility over time to consider changes until software delivery is 
completed for the last phase. 
o It is impossible to gather all the business requirements up front, especially 
because the requirements of the data warehouse are often not fully explicated 
when it is first built. However, the uncertainty of data gathering requires the use 
of the maximum specific details available, even during the early stages of 
building a data warehouse, to avoid difficulty. 
o End users with limited experience of IT often do not know exactly what they want 
and are not aware of the potential uses of the software. Therefore, the end users 
should be provided with ideas that encourage visualization of the future software 
- how it will work, what it will look like, and how it will assist them. 
o The OW developers themselves face difficulties in anticipating future 
requirements and in being specific in requests for information. Therefore, OW 
developers must also learn to visualize and anticipate future requirements, and 
then, to specify clearly and accurately the required information. 
Despite the primary objective of the warehouse to record, maintain, and analyze historical data, it 
becomes important to define the business ofthe warehouse and to couple those two things tightly 
together - the information architecture with the business strategy. A number of questions can be 
raised with regard to the nature of the warehouse. Is it only a large wealth of information? Will it 
be used to improve decisions, to redesign business processes, or for research purposes? Is the 
DW usage seasonal or only used for a specific project? Thus, it becomes very helpful to identify 
and/or suggest some procedures, methodologies, or guidelines to match the characterizing 
features of a certain application domain and/or business model with the proper methodology to 
develop a OW. Further research should attempt to provide feasible and applicable solutions to 
the problem of standardizing the major tasks and the focal attributes of the recommended 
methodology versus a project list of requirements, priorities, and constraints. Consequently, a 
critical initial evaluation step should precede the definition of the adopted methodology, 
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considering measures of such characteristics as longevity, acceptance, time stresses, decision 
support priorities, etc. 
As we will see in more detail shortly, the basic problem definition in this research will be centred 
on proposing a methodology that adopts an agile model, with guidelines, to overcome most of 
these requirements specification difficulties. The proposed method will, however, focus on two 
major aspects: firstly, facilitation of the incorporation of late requirements; and, secondly the 
motivation and stimulation of end users to consider unfamiliar, and innovative requirements that 
can be supported by data warehousing. 
We also emphasise that construction of an appropriate solution is a social process. Those 
responsible for the definition and construction of an IT solution such as a Data Warehouse are 
participants in an intervention that is intended to transform a specific business context. Hence, an 
important outcome of this research is the actual narrative of the engagement between the 
requirements analyst (the author of the thesis) and the other project stakeholders that is 
documented in this thesis. 
1.3 Research Goals, Objectives, and Expected Contributions 
As we have mentioned, the main goal of the current study was to propose an applicable DW 
development methodology that focuses on the business requirements phase. In our specific 
context, realisation of this goal demanded the development of a requirements method that could 
support business requirements and data acquisition for a system that offered the following 
advantages: that (a) provided businesses with a manageable platform that could facilitate 
effective communication links between users and the data warehouse, (b) assured the capacity to 
respond quickly and efficiently to a variety of problems between users' requirements and data 
affordability, (c) contributed analysis of statistics and reports to address changes and to guide the 
development team during the requirement phase, (d) provided visualization opportunities to 
facilitate communication and collaboration between stakeholders and the developer team for 
requirements and data affordability, and (e) sustained innovation through flexible and adaptive 
development. 
Business organizations, hospitals in particular, have these dynamic demands that would 
significantly impact the quality in responding to their patients' needs. Since several changes 
might occur in the current setting, the study aims to provide accurate information necessary to 
quickly respond to and address the existing health issues confronting many health institutions 
today. The approach exemplified in this study will help manage the operational and monitoring 
systems in hospitals. As a DW provides a better access to information in giving clinicians an 
overview of the relevant statistical information, a DW also helps to push an evidence-based 
practice within the organization not only in the identification of statistical information that can 
improve the delivery of health care for patients, but also serves as a crucial tool for the 
administration system of the hospital. 
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We will explore business needs in more detail in Chapter 4. However, we note two high-level 
business requirements at the outset. The DB aspects should offer the following: 
• Easier generation of reports that the organization already generates. 
• Delivery of a DW schema that has a high degree of confidence and support so that it can 
trigger ideas for innovative new reports that do not just meet the current needs but add value 
to the hospital/organization. 
These two requirements capture the starting point with our engagement with KFSH&RC-J. From 
this it is clear that there was a lack of specificity in their needs for a Data Warehouse. Prior to 
our project, several IT companies had actually approached KFSH&RC-J trying to sell a heavy 
solution and consequently were rejected: the vendors in effect made the complexity of their 
products a barrier to adoption by an organisation that actually had rather simply expressed needs. 
In contrast our research took these simple requirements as a starting point and then continued to 
engage in building up a prototype solution that would surely meet and surpass their expectations. 
Accordingly, a number of objectives are defined: 
• Investigate current software development models with more focus on the processes and 
information requirements phases. 
• Investigate and evaluate the reported DW development methodologies, and highlight the 
different limitations, gaps, and novel ideas in requirements analysis. 
• Explore different requirements elicitation techniques to propose, set, and implement 
guidelines for effective information requirements. 
• Survey current research on data warehouse development. 
• Overview real life case studies in developing data warehouses in the healthcare domain. 
• Introduce healthcare facilities to terminologies for recording pertinent data and 
subsequently, statistical analysis. 
• Adapt an agile technique and integrate it with existing DW development approaches, to 
support transferring the main set of end users from skeptic to believer in the value of the 
data warehouse. 
• Illustrate and test the proposed method to build a simplified example based on a real-
world setting: a CDW at KFSH&RC-J. Consequently, a number of procedures need to be 
taken: (i) investigate and analyse the existing IT infrastructure at KFSH&RC-J versus the 
outcome information and decision support in the infection control systems; (ii) evaluate 
the current status of the existing data sources, especially the ones affecting the infection 
control department; (iii) develop a CDW prototype for infection control; and, (iv) 
research on how to build and expand a prototype towards developing the target CDW on 
top of the existing EPR system at KFSH&RC-J. 
Potential Contribution 
Although the research approach is not generic in its implementation, it appears that it covers 
some basic aspects that are of interest for the development of a general data warehouse 
methodology. The current study significantly contributes in the actual deliverance of a prototype 
DW into a clinical setting coupled with the integration of various practices to effectively meet 
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the needs of data warehousing healthcare systems and the implementation of COWs. These 
practices include the agile approach, the effort involved in data cleansing, and the demonstration 
of statistical approaches in the propensity of the proposed models. Further, the contributions of 
this research are as follows: 
• It provides some guidelines and techniques that facilitate collecting requirements with 
minimal misunderstanding. 
• It identifies major shortcomings and limitations of existing modelling approaches and/or 
development tasks vs. complex demands of clinical domains, and more specifically, in 
general health hospitals. 
• It explores the transition from business requirements to a schema model. 
• It demonstrates a nationally good practice for handling information by building a OW 
that is interoperable in exchanging data. 
• It provides a preliminary prototype for monitoring Surgical Site Infection (SSI) along 
with its dimensional model in collaboration with domain experts and practitioners, which 
can be applied and reused for other Health Acquired Infections (HAl). 
1.4 Research Hypothesis and Methodology 
Hypothesis of the Thesis 
At a very high level, our hypothesis is that data warehousing has the ability to address business 
needs for information management and to incorporate business solutions within the core software 
architecture of any organization through the use of an agile development approach to design and 
development. 
This is, however, a much too general hypothesis to address within the timeframe of a PhD. What 
we have been able to do is to select a business unit (in our case, a specific clinical unit in a 
hospital in Saudi Arabia) that had no prior disposition to data warehousing, and then test our 
hypothesis in this sample. We have then documented our intervention as thoroughly as possible 
so that others may critically review our experience. 
The following are the specific research hypotheses of the proposed study: 
• Initially demonstrated for a Clinical Data Warehouse, OW will adapt to the needs of 
particular departments within a hospital closely coupled with the core architecture and will 
display effective adaptability to change. 
• The agile development method enables OW to elicit requirements in design and in perceived 
quality from the concerned organization in an efficient manner. 
• Model development can address issues in modifiability through incremental analysis and the 
use of the star schema method. 
• A successful OW project's core architecture can be used by other organizations with 
different objectives. 
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The research hypotheses stated above will focus on the adoption of the Agile model. Most of the 
documented reasons for business-intelligence (BI) project failure refer to inadequate planning, 
missed tasks, undeliverable business requirements, or poor quality deliverables [32]. We believe 
that these can be overcome through Agile adaptation. As such, Agile principles are developed 
with guidelines, to overcome requirements specification difficulties. The proposed approach 
introduces a method for developing a data warehouse focusing on the business requirement 
phase. The method is based on (i) a revision of the current approaches and research on data 
warehousing, (ii) an in depth analysis and investigation of real life case studies in developing 
data warehouses in the healthcare domain, and (iii) a real implementation of a prototype at the 
infection control department at KFSH&RC-J. 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into six main chapters. The current chapter defines and highlights the 
challenges of data warehousing, in addition to the motivations, goals, and objectives of the 
research. Chapter two reviews common software development models, the pioneering work of 
Inmon and Kimball, and current development approaches; this leads to the architectures and 
development life cycles of data warehousing reported in the literature. Chapter three reviews 
related work on Data Warehousing and surveys ten case studies ranging from a general 
healthcare data warehouse to a more specific clinical data warehouse. The case studies deal 
mainly with why and how a data warehouse system has been developed, implemented and used 
within a clinical context. A synthesis of the case studies and the related works has led to 
specification of architecture, design considerations, methods, and techniques of a data warehouse 
prototype for the infection control system at one of the leading specialist health care enterprises 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KFSH&RC-J). Chapter four presents the research case study of 
KFSH&RC-J, describing the implementation of the proposed method, starting with an overview 
about the hospital covering its IT infrastructure, with emphasis on the uses, limitations, and data 
flow in the existing databases and software systems. An outline of the requirement analysis and 
architecture modelling for the DW for KFSH&RC-] are then presented. The focus of the DW is 
in the infection control department which appears to be a major concern amongst the 
respondents. Chapter five compares with closest rivals, assesses critically our own work, and 
presents the anticipated contributions of the research. Finally, Chapter six provides a general 
presentation of the methodology and how it improves the general research/development 
experience based on the health informatics in Saudi Arabia and the feedback of other infection 
control practitioners in other hospitals. It also summarizes the challenges encountered, and offers 
thoughts regarding recommendations for future work. 
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2 Literature Review & Background 
The previous chapter presented an introductory background covering some basic concepts and 
definitions of data warehousing and some of its related terminologies. Moreover, the major 
benefits and added value potentially achieved with the implementation of OW were highlighted, 
giving more focus to its applications in healthcare organizations and clinical systems. Such 
introductory material is essential to the core of this research and for directing an intensive 
thorough literature review that spans key relevant issues. The literature review covers different 
aspects of ow. Chapter 2 discusses the development approaches in software and data 
warehousing and other data warehousing-related issues. Chapter 3 discusses research issues in 
data warehouse development and includes surveys of ten real-life examples on developing data 
warehouse in healthcare industries. 
This chapter presents a summary of the development process. Section 2.1 focuses on software 
development processes in general, whereas section 2.2 focuses on ow development methods and 
lifecycles and discusses some related issues to the development of data warehouses. Finally, 
section 2.3 summarizes the main important aspects related to the development process. 
2.1 Software Development Process 
The software development process or software life cycle includes the activities and phases that 
take place in the development of a software product along with the methodologies and models 
being used [33]. There are several models for such processes, but all have a similar pattern. The 
general life cycle model consists of requirements, design, implementation, and testing; the 
deliverables of each phase are required by the next phase [34, 35]. Firstly, the business 
requirements phase is the most important task in software development; it gathers business 
requirements with several activities including elicitation, analysis, documentation, and 
validation. Several techniques are used to collect the requirements. Some of these are interviews, 
JAO, and use cases, which collect several types of requirements such as end users' requirements, 
functional requirements, and performance requirements [36]. Secondly, the design phase 
describes functions and operations to develop a plan for software solutions, including business 
rules, process diagrams, architectural views, and implementation issues [33, 37]. Finally, 
implementation and testing is the phase where the code is generated and tested at various levels 
[33]. 
2.1.1 Software Development Methods 
A wide variety of software models have evolved over the years, each with its own recognized 
strengths and weaknesses. Based on various aspects, such as technical and organizational factors, 
IS 
one of the available methodologies is better suited than the others. Table 2.1 briefly describes the 
most common methodologies along with their advantages and disadvantages. 
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Model Overview Requirements Advantages Disadvantages 
Waterfall • sequential development • all requirements are • fixes time frame. • high amount of risk and 
process. captured during the • easy to mange due to the uncertainty . F~ • phases: requirements requirements phase. rigidity of the model. • changes in requirements are 
--'-
~\ specification, design, • works well with well costly and difficult, or construction, integration, understood impossible to implement. testing, implementation, and requirements. • no software is produced 
...... 
maintenance. until the end . 
... 
V-Model Similar to waterfall model with • all requirements are • higher chance of success • little flexibility and 
additional testing for each phase. It understood in detail in over the waterfall due to adjusting requirements are 
consists of 3 phases: the verification phase. the early testing. difficult and expensive. 
~~ ... verification phase: well structured, as each no early prototype . ... • • • 
-
requirements analysis and phase has detailed difficult to trace back the 't:'~= ... • 
:=L system, architecture, and documentation of the path to find the source of ~= ..... 
module design. previous phase. the problems during testing 
- • coding phase. • works well with well phases. 
• validation phase: unit, understood 
integration, system, and user requirements. 
accep_tance testing. 
Prototyping • not a stand-alone complete • basic requirements are • reduces inherent project • insufficient analysis. 
methodology, but rather a identified. risks. • lacks speed if the 
phase of a more traditional • uses the feedback • increases user developers spends 
development methodology. mechanism to acceptance ofthe final unrestricted time on 
• throw-away and evolutionary improve the product. prototype development. 
prototyping are the most specifications. • implementer can get • the planning aspect can be a 
common prototyping methods. quick feedback. challenge because of the 
• developing involves four steps: uncertainty about how long 
identifying basic requirements, the work will take. 
developing initial prototype, 
reviewing, and revising and 
enhancing the prototype. 
-- ----
- _._-----
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Iterative & • a series of mini-waterfalls • overall requirements • generates working • no overlap between phases. 
Incremental • combines linear and iterative are defined at the software early and • design modification might 
~ 
systems beginning, and quickly. cause a problem because 
• iteration produces a simple through a series of • more flexible. not all requirements are 
implementation of the system iterations • easier to test, debug, and gathered at the beginning of 
. ":"I :::l. using waterfall approach requirements will be manage risks . the entire life cycle;. 
...Jii...,,,,!,,,,, 
~ followed by iterative reviewed, modified, • users don't have to • time is set aside to revise prototyping until reaching the and revised. define full details at the and improve the system. 
full system. beginning. 
Spiral • combines the features of the • requirements are • high amount of risk • used most often in large 
prototyping model and the defined in as much analysis. companies. 
waterfall model detailed as possible. • quality assurance. • can be costly. 
--
• focuses on risk assessment by • requirements will • minimizes project risk. • risk analysis requires high 
-
ri ~ planning the next iteration continue evolving • software is produced expertise. carefully through determining until reaching the early. • project's success depends ~ ~ and evaluating: objectives, testing phase. mainly on the risk analysis alternatives, and constrains. phase. 
- -
• four phases: planning, risk • system can reach a spiral 
analysis, engineering and death where it goes around 
evaluation. and around without 
bringing user satisfaction. 
Rapid application • evolutionary prototyping • similar to the iterative • increased speed of • reduced scalability. 
development • involves iterative development approach. development • reduced features due to (RAD) and the construction of • increased quality in time boxing. 
-
prototypes. terms of meeting the 
l 1--:1 • consists of a short development users' needs and low ... l f-... _-_._- j cycle maintenance required. 
.. ~ ... ---+ ...... -
• 3 phases: requirements, design, • fixed time plan 
and construction (with an ideal 
delivery time) 
~gile • a group of software • emphasizes face-to- • minimizes the overall • short iteration with little _ .. -
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development methodologies to face communication risk. functionality may lead to 
deliver high quality software over written • high level of customer significant delay. 
NOlLE DEVB.OPMENT based on short iterations documents in a satisfaction. • conducting a real time ''''''''''' 
-- routine and formal working software with a communication is difficult -~ 
-
,n"",._ 
• 
-
.@1 manner. good business value in distributed system ~a:o • adapts to changes strict time table . development. quickly and in late • minimal planning • requires very experienced 
stages. • customer focused developers. ACCELERATE DEI..IIIERY 
• light in documentation • project is developed around 
• and adaptable to change. motivated individual. 
Table 2-1 Most common development methodologies [38-45] 
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2.1.2 Comparing the Methodologies 
The concept of software development approaches has evolved over the past few years 
from implementing software with well-defined requirements and long time frames, to 
developing systems more quickly with more customer focus and high flexibility. 
Although each approach differs in execution, an effort is made to balance cost, 
quality, risk, and control. Delivering working software that accepts changes and 
controls cost are the most common objectives [46]. 
Figure 2.1 below demonstrates a comparison between flexibility and quality in each 
approach. Flexibility refers to accepting changes and making improvements, 
dependent upon the users' feedback, while quality refers to working software with 
highly satisfied customers and minimal defects. 
High 
Flexibility 
Low 
Low Quality High 
Figure 2-1 Comaring development methodologies [adopted from Baird [47]] 
2.2 Data Warehouse Development Process 
Data Warehouse Development methodology is comprised of a number of subjects, 
techniques, and technologies. Meanwhile, the awareness of DW's potential benefits, 
the emergence of many development methodologies, and the competitive support of 
technology from different vendors have motivated the continuous growth in DW 
development. Therefore, it becomes very important to critically review a number of 
research topics and problems in DW development methodologies in order to assist in 
formulating DW research ideas, methods, and techniques. 
The following section briefly reviews and analyzes the DW development life cycle, 
the leading perspectives and approaches of DW methodologies, and common types of 
DW architectures. A critique and remarks focusing on various development 
techniques of DW are also included. 
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2.2.1 Data Warehouse Development Lifecycle 
A data warehouse development lifecycle is a sequence of high level tasks required for 
effective data warehouse design, development, and deployment [48]. DW 
methodologies share a common set of tasks, including project planning, requirement 
definition, architecture infrastructure and data design, implementation, deployment, 
growth and maintenance [3, 48]. The following is a brief description of the major life 
cycle tasks. 
First, project planning should consider several key criteria for successful completion, 
starting with an evaluation of values and expectations to make sure that they guide the 
proposed data warehouse. Risk assessment, with consideration of the culture and the 
company's business conditions, should be measured. Next, different approaches and 
development methodologies should be weighed; then the most satisfactory and 
practical approach can be adopted. Finally, the full support and sponsorship of top 
management should be confirmed [1]. 
Second, requirements definition for DW is unlike the requirements for an operational 
system; it affects all the other tasks in data warehouse development. It is important to 
emphasize here that any DW is designed to support high-volume analytical processing 
and concern with historical data in contrast with operational systems, which are 
mainly designed to support high-volume transaction processing and concern with 
current data. Consequently, the requirement analysis method and its focus will feature 
a different approach when dealing with a DW project. Therefore, it should contain 
adequate details to support each phase. Several subtasks are included in this level. 
Firstly, it includes studying and analyzing the existing systems, protocols, and client 
architecture. Next, it includes evaluating the connections between information versus 
users' needs to identify available data sources, location of the data sources, and 
limitations and challenges. Finally, it includes eliciting business questions that have 
the greatest impact on institution effectiveness and overall business results. 
Techniques such as interviews, joint application development (JAD), analysis and 
review of existing documents, potential subject areas, and brainstorming are 
commonly used to collect the requirements. Once the business questions are collected, 
they are prioritized according to the highest potential benefits and the lowest risk 
factors [9]. 
Third, the DW architecture is the structure that brings all components together [1]. It 
has to be aligned carefully to cope with the organization'S environment, the applied 
methodology, the different needs of analysis, and the adopted development lifecycle. 
Several types of architecture are available such as enterprise data warehouse, 
dependent data mart, and independent data mart. It becomes important at this stage to 
explain the difference between architecture and methodology. The DW architecture 
identifies component parts, their characteristics and the relationship among them. In 
contrast, the development methodology identifies the activities to be performed and 
their sequencing [49]. Accordingly, the architecture is the final product while the 
methodology is the process for developing the final product. Refer to section 2.2.5 to 
gain more insight about different types and characteristics of DW architectures. 
Fourth, in the data design task, three levels of data modelling are to be developed: 
conceptual design, logical design, and physical design. A conceptual design captures 
the required data for the data warehouse at a high level and presents it graphically in 
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the form of an entity relation (ER) diagram or object oriented class diagram. The 
logical design level will develop the necessary logical schemas according to the 
developed conceptual schemas based on the adopted data modelling technique; 
relational model and dimensional model are the two most popular data modelling 
structures. Finally, in the physical design phase, logical schemas will be mapped to 
physical schemas and will organize the database in the secondary memory [50]. More 
details on dimensional modelling will be covered in section 2.2.6. 
Fifth, the DW implementation phase involves a number of tasks to implement the DW 
on the target platform. As mentioned above, two common strategies are used in the 
implementation of DW: the business dimensional life cycle or the waterfall approach. 
Other important tasks such as ETL, metadata management, and data quality 
management are required. At this level, the metadata repository is an essential 
component to track and to administer data and processes. Metadata can be either 
centralized for a global central DW or localized for each data mart. In other words, 
the metadata repository serves as a roadmap that provides a trace of all design choices 
and a history of changes performed on the DW architecture and its components [51]. 
Finally, the deployment task focuses on data warehouse maintenance, user 
acceptance, initial download, and desktop readiness. Different development 
approaches have different deployment techniques. Pilot deployment is preferable 
before the full data warehouse deployment takes place [I]. 
2.2.2 Data Warehouse Development Methodology 
Bill Inmon and Ralph Kimball are two primary methodology leaders within the DW 
field who have triggered the remarkable growth of DW development in the last 
decade. Over the last ten to fifteen years, their methodologies have established a solid 
core of successfully deployed data warehouses [52]. Inmon's model is centred on the 
corporate requirements for information using a top-down development approach to 
cover all subject areas and adopt traditional database tools in an iterative manner to 
serve most decision support needs [53]. It is commonly referred to as the "waterfall 
approach", Hub and Spoke Architecture, or the Corporate Information Factory (CIF). 
On the other hand, Kimball's model is centred on business requirements using a 
bottom up approach, and it adopts a multidimensional model. It is commonly referred 
to as iterative Data Mart Bus Architecture with Linked Dimensions [51,53]. 
According to Inmon, the data warehouse is constructed in an iterative fashion, from 
the enterprise data warehouse to the departmental databases, adopting a traditional 
relational database tool to serve most decision support needs [3]. Inmon stresses three 
basic premises for designing a data warehouse. The first is data normalization and 
metadata definition for both data and process modelling as typical in database 
management system development. The second is support to end users' decisions 
through arbitrary queries to the database. The third is data cleaning and unification in 
the data preparation stage (data staging) for transforming the operational data into 
data for 'informational' purposes. The development of the target DW includes a 
number of tasks beginning with a size/granularity analysis, which includes three 
levels of granularity: atomic, departmental, and individual DW. Then, the first subject 
area is selected, developed, and populated. An iterative approach is used to develop 
each successive departmental database utilizing codes and processes implemented for 
the first departmental DB to reduce development effort and time [54]. 
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On the other hand, according to Kimball, a requirement-driven method is used; this 
begins with project planning for assessing readiness, scoping, and justification [55]. 
Kimball ' s approach is a bottom-up one, which places the business requirement 
analysis on the top of its development phases. Such a requirement analysis triggers the 
life cycle and forms a foundation of three parallel tracks, which deal with technology, 
data, and analytic application. Kimball's architecture forms the enterprise data 
warehouse by the bus architecture that collects data marts based on conformed 
dimensions and facts. Each data mart represents a business process in the organization 
by means of dimensional modelling (e.g. star schema). Designing dimensional models 
involves a four-step process: (i) business process selection starting with the process 
with the most impact, (ii) grain declaration which serves to decide what level of detail 
the data warehouse will contain, (iii) dimensions selection, and (iv) facts 
identification. A physical design is developed next, giving attention to aggregation 
and indexing strategies. For functionality purposes, a consistent analytic framework 
that satisfies the user' s analytic requirements is established [48, 54]. Please refer to 
table 2.2 which simplify the main differences between the Inmon and Kimball 
approaches. 
Approach 
name 
Business 
requirements 
DWmodel 
Development 
approach 
Primary 
audience 
Inmon 
Waterfall, elF, Hub and 
Spoke 
Top-down 
Data-driven 
ERmodel 
Iterative approach used 
to develop departmental 
DB from enterprise DW 
IT professionals 
Table 2-2 Inmon s. Kimball approach 
Kimball 
Iterative Data Mart Bus Architecture with 
Linked Dimensions 
Bottom-up 
Req uirements-dri ven 
Multidimensional model 
collects data marts based on conformed 
dimensions and fact to form enterpri e 
DW 
End users 
Meanwhile, the continuous growth in DW adoptions has increased the awareness of 
researchers and developers to propose and develop new methodologies that 
compromi e and trade-off between Inmon and Kimball or even adopt new techniques 
and/or architectures. DW researchers and developer adopting idea from [nmon 
realized that it is important first to establish the requirements for such a ystem in the 
context of the target enterprise. Because the business requirements definition phase is 
either implied in Inmon or is not considered, such methodology grows out of 
operational relational database technology and development methods where the 
primary audience i IT profe sionals; end users will have mostly passive role in DW 
development [53]. On the other hand methodologies biased by Kimball involve the 
participation for end users, which will increase the user friendless of the data 
warehouse where the acceptance for a DW design is mea ured by how much the DW 
is u ed [53]. For example, Larissa Moss [32, 56] proposed development guidelines 
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using a spiral methodology for business intelligence and data warehousing. The 
methodology defined 16 development steps for the six engineering stages 
(justification, planning, business analysis, design, construction, deployment). Ten out 
of the 16 steps have been reorganized as three spiral parallel development tracks 
(back-end ETL and DB, front-end application, metadata repository) to build reusable 
assets. On the other hand, Inmon [57] adopted Moss's spiral development method in 
addition to several activities to develop an approach called "seven streams approach". 
Each of the seven streams is initiated simultaneously and focuses on a return on asset 
(ROA) rather than a return on investment (ROI) approach. 
2.2.3 Data warehouse Development Approaches and Perspectives 
Developing a data warehouse can be viewed from a number of perspectives including 
the design approach or analysis direction, the software engineering, the traditional 
database design, and the methodology focus core. The first perspective suggests three 
common DW design approaches: the top-down, the bottom up, and the hybrid. The 
top down approach focuses on an overall design via designing an enterprise model. It 
is favoured whenever business problems are well defined and mature technologies are 
available to confront the upfront modelling and platform. This design identify clearly 
the scope of the project but it suffers from a long expensive development cycle and is 
less intuitive or seamless for end users to drill through from a data mart to a data 
warehouse to find the details behind the summary data in their reports. In contrast, the 
bottom-up approach is centred on experiments and prototypes, and it emphasizes 
designing a dimensional model for a data mart, which can be deployed incrementally 
and can be integrated using conformed dimensions. It is claimed that this approach 
would allow evaluating the benefits toward the cost, minimizing back office 
operations, and redundant data structures, enabling adjustments in the design to deal 
with problems, and creating a user-friendly data structure since the data marts contain 
all the data that users may want or need, atomic or summarized. Problems with this 
approach arise from the need to enforce the use of standard dimensions and facts over 
the different data marts to ensure integration and to deliver a single version of the 
truth. It is sometimes impractical and difficult to request departments to adhere to and 
reuse common references and rules for calculating measures, such as in a distributed, 
decentralized organization. In addition, dimensional marts are designed to optimize 
queries, not to support operational processing; therefore, it is always recommended to 
create additional data structures outside of the bottom-up architecture to satisfy those 
needs and not delay the processes for data mining, ODSs, and operational reporting 
requirements. A third approach, commonly known as the hybrid approach, is a 
combination of the two earlier approaches. It benefits from both approaches: the 
strategic plan nature from the top down approach and the rapid implementation from 
the bottom up approach. A third normal form is used to develop the model of the 
enterprise and the data marts, but star schema provides the physical model used in 
deployment. This approach depends heavily on ETL and can be highly disorderly. 
Furthermore, some research suggests a fourth way known as the federated approach 
which rationalizes the use of whatever means possible to implement or integrate 
analytical resources. This approach is not well documented, and it does not prescribe 
a methodology or architecture [14,58]. 
The second development perspective stems from software engineering, and it suggests 
the following steps in the design and construction of a data warehouse: planning, 
requirement study, problem analysis, DW design, data integration and testing, and 
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DW deployment. In general, the design of the DW includes four common 
development phases: (i) the choice of a business process to model, (ii) the choice of 
the grain level of details of the business process, (iii) the choice of the dimensions that 
will be applied to each fact table, and (iv) the choice of the measures associated with 
the fact tables [14]. 
The third development perspective derives from traditional database design; it 
includes requirements specification, conceptual design, logical design, and physical 
design [11]. Malinowski [27], for example, proposed a method for developing a 
MultiDim model, a conceptual multidimensional model for designing a conventional, 
spatial, and temporal data warehouse based on traditional database phases. Moreover, 
Golfarelli [59] extends the traditional database design to six phases: analysis of 
operational system, requirement specification, conceptual design, validation and 
refinement, logical design, and physical design. 
Finally, the fifth development perspective is from the methodology focus core and can 
be categorized into data-driven, goal-driven, and user-driven methodologies [28]. 
Other terminologies regarding the common types of development methodology are 
also given in the literature; for example, there is an alternative grouping of such 
common methodologies as supply-driven or source-driven, which typically refers to a 
data-driven approach. There is also the demand driven approach, which is basically 
information requirements of business users or business management [31, 60, 61]. 
In the data-driven development method, the developed data models are based only on 
operational databases, overlooking stakeholders' goals and users' requirements along 
a bottom-up approach. This approach is conducted through an intensive analysis of 
the operational systems to generate their logical data schema. It is recommended to be 
used with systems with well defined hierarchical structure and heavy input/output 
flow [60]. Such an approach supports data mining and data investigation purposes and 
is suited for performance information and production workflows. It is claimed that 
"These workflows generate a high business value, are customer focused and often 
time critical" ([28], p.213). Generally, this method ends up with short project duration 
and might include unneeded information because end users are not involved in the 
development process [30,31,60]. 
Alternatively, in a goal-driven data approach, data models are based only on business 
goals paying attention mainly to business processes and ignoring data sources and 
users' needs. Subjects and KPls of the main business fields are generated, taking into 
account financial, non-financial, qualitative, and quantitative aspects. Many data 
sources have to be integrated to support management needs and to develop a 
foundation for decision support at all organizational levels along a top-down 
approach. The level of granularity is much higher compared to that of the data-driven 
approach. This approach ends up with long and expensive development as a lot of 
highly qualified professionals and managers are heavily involved, but end-users are 
rarely involved [28, 60] . 
The user-driven approach drives data models directly from user requirements ignoring 
both data sources and business goals. This approach has a bottom-up tendency 
because most employees do not see the organization from a broad angle. Additionally, 
the selected measures and dimensions, the level of granularity, and the analysis 
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requirements are unstable and different as the data models represent the people 
involved, their background and experience and the hierarchal level of the 
organization. This approach ends up with a long time development and high cost due 
to the heavy involvement of end users who are often inefficient in defining their needs 
as they cannot imagine the powerful influence of a data warehouse and do not have 
enough knowledge of all available operational sources [28, 30]. 
Furthermore, some research suggests a fourth way, known as the process-driven 
approach. Bohnlein [62] presented a data warehouse structure derived from a business 
process model. The methodology based on the Semantic Object Model (SOM), is 
comprised of four main stages: (i) identification of the services and goals of the 
system, (ii) analysis of the business process to get more understanding of the 
application domain, (iii) derivation of the conceptual object schema, and (iv) 
identification of the initial data warehouse structure. The author claims that the 
business process development approach assists in identifying and describing 
informational requirements in a formal way. 
Overall, the user driven methodology may well raise acceptance of a system but must 
be combined with the data-driven or goal-driven development methodology in order 
to improve the longevity of the system. In addition, the data-driven and goal-driven 
methodologies do not share common objectives as they target different purposes and 
thus may be adopted in parallel to be more beneficial or the data-driven approach can 
be seen as a sub stage of the goal-driven approach at a lower level of detail. 
2.2.4 Agile Methods in Data Warehousing 
Agile software development refers to a group of software development methodologies 
based on incremental and iterative approaches [63]. The Agile Manifesto published by 
a group of software practitioners in 2001 [64] puts forth the focal values honoured by 
the agilists: 
• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools. 
• Working software over comprehensive documentation. 
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation. 
• Responding to change over following a plan. 
Recently Agile has been adopted in data warehouse development because of the 
highest priority on satisfying end-users and the creation of exploration environments 
through small budgets allocated for experimental use. 
In research, Agile has been adopted in data warehousing in several ways. Hughes [65] 
presents ten years of research and experience from Ceregenics, Inc. consulting firm. 
The proposed approach adopts two agile approaches, Scrum and XP; Scrum is project 
management and XP is engineering techniques. The author claims that ScrumlXP is 
the optimal starting point because it offers the greatest "power-to weight ratio." The 
six stage development steps include three planning steps; organizing the team, 
eliciting requirements, and estimating how many requirements can be delivered with 
each sprint of coding, and formulating the release plan by sketching the full scope of 
the desired team and the number of iterations. The other three development steps 
begin with engineering the code and employing techniques such as the 'reference 
model' and 'test-led development' to insure formality and a high degree of quality. 
During this phase, the work is continuously organized into semi-formal squads 
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(design, code, and integration) and those squads are arranged into a progressive 
pipeline. The last step establishes an integration environment by integrating the 
completed modules and applying quality assurance strategies and testing validation. 
Overall, the proposed approach in this study referenced several notions borrowed 
from XP, Scrum, and data warehousing to reach CMM (Capability Maturity Model) 
Level 5 compliance. Moreover, the design is based on international standards for 
software architecture and design to reach a standard notion. 
On the other hand, Moss [32] presents a 6-phase development approach Gustification, 
planning, business analysis, design, construction, deployment) with 16 steps and three 
parallel development tracks to allow flexible entry and exit points in the framework. 
Please refer to Figure 2.2. 
Design ConS1rUc:l1on 
Buslnon Analysis 
Figure 2-2 Moss development steps 
Moss emphasized the importance of project teams and defined several teams that 
should be organized and assigned responsibilities in the early stages of the project. 
Apparently, the previous DW approaches were implemented in organizations that had 
disparate information systems used in different departments, which caused the central 
operational systems to grow without any coherent IT strategy. Such organizations 
were eager to integrate their data into a central repository. For example, Hughes' 
approach derived from his work as a consultant to deliver an information system for 
organizations that identified quite clear business objectives for the DW in advance. 
Although they were using the agile approach they ended up with a heavy weight 
approach with a big team and a high budget. 
This study reports a very different kind of experience, delivering to a different 
situation. The infection control department had to be educated to a level of IT 
maturity where it could appreciate the key objective of producing a centralized 
information repository for the organization. The implementation process was, 
therefore, not only about developing a data warehouse but also, and more importantly, 
about making a case for the whole warehouse concept. 
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2.2.5 Data Warehouse Architectures 
Multiple architectural concepts have been introduced and discussed over time, which 
spans a number of ideas and views. Conceptual DW architectures have been proposed 
in various ways; they are commonly classified into three groups according to the 
number of levels, whether it is one-level, two-level, or three-level architecture. In a 
one-level architecture, commonly referred to as a virtual data warehouse, each piece 
of data is stored once, whereas a 'middleware' level operates as an interface between 
users and operational databases with no actual data warehouse; rather, it is simulated 
using views. This type of architecture is characterized by its quick development at 
reduced costs, and it produces the need for planning activities (e.g. data source 
identification, data transformation ... etc.) to be carried out for each query. It also 
features a lack of data historicizing and a fairly unpredictable access time for the end 
user [66]. On the other hand, two-level architectures separate source data (the first 
level) from derived data or the second level of the architecture. Derived data can be 
either a simple copy of source data or obtained from them by some 
extraction/aggregation process. This type is convenient, especially when operational 
sources are basically homogeneous. In contrast, it has significant data duplication 
because each decision support application has its own copy of the commonly derived 
data [3, 66] . The three-level architecture consists of the operational data level, the 
reconciled data level, and the level supports decision data. Derivation of data for 
decision support is performed in two phases: the integration of operational data and 
the derivation of decision support data from integrated sources [67] . 
Sen [50] suggests common DW architectural types that follow the preceding 
classification shown in Fig. 2.3. The first type is the independent data mart which 
suggests different data marts for different business functions. Although this approach 
shares same ETL for common data sources, it does not provide a single version of the 
truth, which makes it difficult to analyze data across the marts. The second type is the 
centralized DW with dependent data-marts (Hub & Spoke). This architecture uses the 
enterprise view of the data; it is developed in an iterative manner where one subject 
area follows the other. Dependent data marts are developed for departmental, 
functional, or special purposes; such data marts retrieve data from the warehouse. The 
third type is the centralized DW without dependent data-mart. This architecture is 
similar to the previous one but with no dependent data marts. The fourth type is the 
virtual DW architecture, which does not involve typical DW design; instead, it uses a 
middleware to access the operational data. This architecture is advocated for firms 
that do not want to rebuild. The final type is data mart bus architecture with linked 
dimensional data marts. For each specific business process, a data mart is built with 
the use of the conformed dimensions to provide logically integrated marts and an 
enterprise view of the data. 
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Figure 2-3 Types ofDW architectures [adopted from Sen [50]] 
In a similar way, the DW architecture can be referred to by the layered approach; one 
may look at the DW architecture as a multi-tier system in which data from one layer 
are fed from data of the previous layer [68]. For instance, in the three-layer 
architecture, the first layer is the data sources or the operational databases, which may 
consist of diverse data types and structures, collected from different sources. The 
second layer is the central or primary DW which keeps a historical data record of 
detailed data from different data sources. At this layer, the Operational Data Store 
(ODS) is utilized to serve as a buffer for the cleaned, transformed data. The third layer 
is the layer known as the local or client warehouses, which contains highly aggregated 
data, directly derived from the global warehouse. Such a layer may be a number of 
data marts or OLAP databases which may use relational database (RDB) systems or 
specific multidimensional data structures [52, 69]. In contrast, the four-layer 
architecture is more detailed; it includes operational data store, data staging, DW, and 
data mart layers [5] . This architecture is similar to the five levels defined by Mazon 
[29] where one more extra layer ( customization layer) was added to be used by end-
user applications to access the DW. 
2.2.6 Dimensional Modeling 
Dimensional modelling is the key technique by which data structures within the data 
warehouse are designed and implemented. It separates descriptive elements or 
dimensions and facts (sometimes called measures) into dimensions and fact tables 
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respectively. The fact table is made up of multipart primary keys, where numeric and 
additive facts are the most useful facts in the fact table. Each fact table references a 
number of smaller tables called dimensions whose primary key corresponds exactly to 
one of the multipart keys in the fact table [48]. Such a description is denoted as a star 
schema model, which serves initially for a data mart. As a DW grows, more data 
marts need to be added, which gives more opportunity to create dimensions that are 
common to more than one of the data marts. These common dimensions (CD) act as 
"data bridges" between fact tables, allowing queries that leverage data from multiple 
facts to be written. Typical examples of common dimensions include date and 
location. Consequently, a very significant step in designing the multidimensional 
model is the establishment of a conformed dimension in order for the data warehouse 
to function as a single repository [52]. 
Dimensional modelling outperforms ER modelling due to its predictable and standard 
framework resulting in a number of addressed benefits including the capacity to 
become highly descriptive and easy to understand since it is close to the way of 
thinking of data analyzers. It also becomes quick as data are organized in such a way 
that makes it easier and faster for users to access and query the data, resulting in a 
good query performance. Moreover, it is easy to change, simple and flexible, allowing 
integration of separate data from legacy operational systems. Finally, it becomes 
simple in structure, which allows the designer to predict users' intentions [70]. 
2.3 Conclusion and Summary 
Efficient interaction with end-users is critical to the business requirements phase of 
software development. Several methods have been adopted to call attention to and to 
enhance this important concept. Similarly, data warehouse developers aim to deliver a 
system with the highest possible usability, by capturing and assembling the unique 
requirements for each project in a comprehensive and effective way, motivating end 
users' imaginations and skills in the process. 
In previous data warehousing, when methodologies took a long time frame and did 
not deliver the software until the last phase, the requirements had almost always 
changed before the system could be implemented, resulting in an inadequate or even 
unusable system. Another problem was the assumption that the requirements analysis 
phase would identify all the business requirements. It is impossible to gather all the 
business requirements up front and the requirements of the data warehouse are often 
not known when it is first built. End users do not know exactly what they want. They 
need guidance. They need to visualize the software and see some of the possibilities 
in order to get an idea of what the system will look like; this may help to reduce the 
risk that the requirements are incorrect or expressed incorrectly [45, 57]. 
Recently, agile approaches to software development in data warehousing have gained 
a lot of attention. They allow for changes during the project life cycle to improve the 
outcome, based on the feedback. To tackle most of today's challenging issues and to 
improve software outcomes [44], such approaches have to be considered seriously. 
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3 Derivation of a Data Warehousing Methodology 
This chapter presents the proposed approach and method for developing a data 
warehouse, focusing on the business requirements phase. The method was tested on a 
small real-world case study conducted in the infection control department at 
KFSH&RC-J. The study is motivated by a number of ideas and issues derived from 
an in depth analysis and investigation of a number of previous case studies which 
provided background concerning development aspects, implementation methods, 
requirements elicitation, architecture design and tools employed. Those investigations 
also revealed problems in development methodology and motivated consideration of 
revisions and approach improvements that could be used in data warehouse practice. 
The chapter starts with a brief description of some related work on data warehouse 
methodologies in section 3.1. Section 3.2 surveys ten case studies in the clinical 
domain, covered from the perspective of the preceding sections. A synthesis will be 
outlined in section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses the design considerations, applied 
methodology and techniques for the approach used in this research. Finally, section 
3.5 presents a conclusion and summary. 
3.1 Research on Data Warehouse Development 
Methodologies 
Research on development methodology can be categorized into three types. The first 
type is concerned with developing a standard platform. The second type aims to 
enhance, improve, or expand a single method approach. The third type involves 
developing a hybrid approach by combining two or more methods together. 
3.1.1 Research on Developing a Standard Interface or Platform 
In April 2001, Object Management Group (OMG) developed a standard for metadata 
interchange called The Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [71]. CWM was a 
new metadata standard for data warehousing and business intelligence based on: (i) 
model driven architecture to provide a standard language for defining the structure 
and semantics of metadata (Unified Modeling Language (UML», (ii) a standard 
interchange mechanism for sharing metadata (XML), and (iii) a standard specification 
(interface) of the shared metadata in distributed heterogeneous environments for 
access to, and discovery of, metadata content (Meta Object Facility (MOF». Data 
warehouse products and tools can use this model as a basis for integration - to have a 
common understanding of the metadata. Where CWM focused on sharing and 
integrating metadata between different products and tools, Sen [50] developed an 
ontological model for Data Warehouse Processes (DWP), based on a literature review 
and data warehouse practitioners' brainstorming sessions and interviews. The 
ontological model is based on two aspects: composition to define DWP tasks in terms 
of its subtasks and classification to define different tools or approaches available for 
each task. Sequences of steps were applied to develop a standard independent data 
warehouse platform. Building the ontological model is based on the following steps: 
understanding the existing methodologies, studying the DWP tasks' semantics, 
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evaluating and refining DWP concepts, building a DWP data model which is 
composed of the composition and classification hierarchy, and refining the DWP 
ontology model. Methodologies were grouped based on the similarities in the types of 
techniques employed by commercial data warehousing, deriving a general pattern of 
usage or standard practice for each group. For example, Sen found that iterative 
implementation was always associated with the JAD technique and a relational logical 
design. 
Moreover, other modeling standards have been adopted in the development of DW to 
design a complete life cycle of DW that tackles all DW design stages in an integrated 
manner, based on a standard visual modeling language. For example, Lujan-Mora 
[72] proposed a DW development methodology called Data Warehouse Engineering 
Process (DWEP) which is an object oriented method that is based on Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) and a Unified Process (UP). UML is used to define the 
visual modeling language whereas UP specifies how to develop software using UML 
to provide easier conjunction among the DW layers. The data warehouse design 
framework is structured into three levels (conceptual, logical, and physical) with five 
stages (source, integration, data warehouse, customization, and client) for each level. 
According to UP, the DWEP life cycle is divided into four phases (inception, 
elaboration, construction, and transition) and five basic workflows (requirements, 
analysis, design, implementation, and test). It adds two more workflows to represent 
the different parts of the data warehouse system (maintenance, post-development 
review). The main contributions of this approach are the diagrams and models for 
each of the workflows. Although the proposed method might address both back and 
front ends in an integrated manner with different levels of detail, it is too complex and 
generic to represent all models and diagrams at a conceptual level and it does not 
allow for change facility because of the dependency and overlapping of the diagrams. 
Moreover, since the physical level is not yet completed or evaluated, and since not 
much attention is given to the transformation from the conceptual models to the 
implementation of the data warehouse, the efficacy of the model is in doubt and there 
is an unclear vision of the correctness or usefulness of such an approach. 
Because the DWEP model was complicated and the transformation from the 
conceptual to the final implementation was not clear, Mazon [29,61] has modified the 
model by adopting Model Driven Architecture (MDA), a standard framework 
developed by OMG using a system modeling language to address the complete life 
cycle of designing, deploying, integrating, and managing applications. This approach 
aims to enhance portability by separating the specification of the system functionality 
from the specification of the implementation of that functionality in a Platform 
Independent Model (PIM), adopting specific technology in another platform, Platform 
Specific Model (PSM). The MDA framework was structured with five layers (source, 
integration, data warehouse, customization, and application) and three viewpoints 
(computational independent, platform independent, and platform specific) for each 
layer. The MDA development method consists of four steps. The first step is to collect 
user requirements and develop a Computation Independent Model (CIM). During the 
second step, for each data warehouse layer, a conceptual model is modeled by PIM 
using UML profiles. In the third step, each PIM is mapped to the number required of 
PSM by using QueryNiew/Transformation (QVT), a standard approach for defining 
formal transformations. Finally, each derived PSM is coded according to a specific 
platform. Although this approach does not generate DW schema, the author claims 
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that MDA is capable of designing the whole data warehouse in a systematic, standard, 
well structured approach, and it also supports system integration, adaptability, and 
portability with less time and effort. 
Remarkably, solutions for developing a standard platform for data warehousing are 
difficult, not applicable and tend to be a heavy weight to be used in real-world 
environments. The platform requires specialized materials and an experienced team, 
which has led most companies to seek standardization in different ways using more 
affordable and practical approaches. 
3.1.2 Research on Improving a Single Method Approach 
Several tools and techniques have been adopted to improve and enhance a single 
development method approach. For example, Kueng [73] describes the concept of a 
performance data warehouse as a Performance Measurement System (PMS). The 
development process of PMS is similar to the goal-driven approach where the 
organizational and goal analysis should be defined through the definition of the 
enterprise-wide objectives, identification of the stakeholders and the business process, 
and the description of the business process goals. Such a system stores, manages, and 
analyzes all performance related data, both financial and non-financial. The author 
claims that PMS can be used to link between goals and the current performance of a 
business process by diagnosing the weaknesses of a business and assessing the action 
to be taken. The ADAPT (Application Design for Analytical Processing 
Technologies) approach has been applied for the conceptual design level and star 
schema architecture applied for physical design. It should be noted that, for each 
aspect, one or more goals is defined, and for each single goal, a Key Performance 
Indicator(s) (KPI) is specified to calculate the performance gap between the actual 
and the target performance. Once the information and details of the KPI are viewed 
and navigated by the end users, they can determine the causes of the deviation and can 
then, presumably, make the right decisions. 
On the other hand, Winter [30] claims that a detailed business process analysis is not 
feasible because the decision making process is usually unique and unstructured. In 
addition, the decision makers often refuse to give away their process details. The 
study proposes a process-driven approach that supports information requirement 
analysis effectively; it is based on literature review and four years of experience in 
large data warehouse projects. The proposed method is composed of four phases with 
13 steps. The first phase identifies targeted users and their application type because 
different types of applications are required for different types of users and for 
different types of reporting and analysis techniques. The second phase analyzes the 
actual information supply and the relevant data sources for the reports. The third 
phase identifies information requirements and matches them against the operational 
system(s) to define the unsatisfied information requirements. As a result, priorities 
can be assigned to the non-covered information requirements based on several criteria 
such as cost, time capacity, security, granularity, refresh frequency, and quality. The 
final phase creates data schema for the selected unsatisfied information requirements 
which is reviewed and evaluated by the targeted users. The author claims that such an 
approach will increase the acceptance of the analysis, lead to a more complete 
application, and meet advanced requirements for information requirement analysis. 
Such requirements include the multi-stage hierarchical approach, homogenization of 
concepts, documentation of metadata, and support for current and future 
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requirements. In Winter [74] the previous approach has been in addition to the use of 
the method engineering process to support the process of determining information 
requirements. The engineering method process is the discipline of combining 
activities, roles, modeling techniques, and type of document, it is based on the 
evaluation and complementation of four case studies on information requirements 
with regards to the eight expert requirements for DW information requirements 
analysis identified by the author for selecting appropriate method components (e.g. 
activities, tools and document types, modeling techniques). The added value of this 
case study, from a conceptual viewpoint, is as follows: first, incremental data 
warehouse development is considered as an efficient way to manage user expectations 
carefully. Second, two matching steps are used to synchronize information demand 
and information supply. The first step matches the information requirements for 
decision making to the available information. The second step matches the 
information supply to the information demand in full detail. 
Other studies recommend a Use Case driven approach to improve the requirement 
definition process, as discussed by Bruckner [75]. The author claims that iterative and 
incremental Use Cases can improve communication and understanding for all parties 
involved in data warehousing by providing a more detailed, testable, and complete 
specification of information requirements. This case adopted the process-driven 
approach defined by Kimball with Use Cases modeling the requirements. The author 
describes data warehouse requirements with three abstraction levels. The first level is 
business requirements; this level presents the top level of abstraction in the 
requirement chain that describes the main objectives and goals of the organization. 
The second level is the user requirements which describe the tasks end users must be 
able to accomplish by asking the users what they need to do with the system rather 
than what they want the system to do. It must be noted that user requirements must be 
aligned with the objectives and context of the business requirements. The third level is 
detailed system requirements that contain a fine-grained specification of the 
requirements; these include functional requirements to define the warehouse functions 
that have to be performed and information requirements that describe all related 
information of the warehouse data. The author claims that current approaches in 
adopting the use cases might cause complexity, redundancy, and information 
duplication. Therefore, iterative and incremental approaches were suggested to 
complete missing information and to refine the use cases. Use cases iterations include 
four logical steps to describe, evaluate, enhance, and fine-tune use cases to facilitate 
the modeling of user requirements in a use-case-driven approach. 
3.1.3 Research on the Hybrid Approach 
Bonifati [76] presents a method that combines a goal-driven with a data-driven 
approach for identifying and building data marts in a more effective and 
comprehensive way. The proposed method consists of three main phases. The first 
phase is top-down analysis which is used to specify the ideal star schema through 
gathering user requirements and stakeholders' goals by means of an abstraction sheet 
for each single goal. This phase is based on the Goal/QuestionlMetrics (GQM) 
paradigm which is a process model that helps to create a measurement program to 
obtain, aggregate, and refine goals. GQM entails three steps. The first step is goals 
identification to state different goals that people have in their mind. The second step is 
goal integration to reduce the number of identified goals to a reasonable and 
achievable number. The third step is goal analysis to collect information needed to 
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create the ideal star schema and fill up the abstraction sheet. The second phase is 
bottom-up analysis which is used to examine the conceptual model of the operational 
database to find out the candidate star schema for the data warehouse. This phase 
starts with mapping the ER model to a Connectivity Graph (C-Graph). Then all 
possible snowflake schemas are extracted from the C-Graph through a snowflake 
graph algorithm. Finally, each snowflake schema is transferred to a star schema. The 
third phase is matching between the ideal and the candidate data marts to derive the 
candidate data marts that maximally satisfy user requirements and best fit for the ideal 
schema. This phase is carried out in three steps; terminology analysis is the process of 
transferring all the terms used in the ideal stars to the terms appearing in the candidate 
stars. The second step is schema matching to match the ideal against the candidate 
star schema. A match occurs when the ideal and candidate solutions focus on the 
same topic, but if several candidate stars met the first conditions, a set of metrics is 
used. This set consists of the number of matching fact attributes, number of matching 
dimensions attributes, number of additional attributes in the candidate star, and 
number of additional dimensions in the candidate star. The last step of this phase is 
ranking to prioritize the goals according to users' needs and selecting the most 
appropriate candidate star that matches each single goal. This case shows the 
advantages of using GQM to help obtain qualitative and quantitative factors and it 
emphasize the importance of domain analysis in the formalization of goals. 
On the other hand, Giorgini [31] proposes GRAnD, a goal oriented approach that is 
combined with a user-driven approach to improve requirement analysis. The proposed 
approach is based on the Tropos methodology to reduce the risk of failure of the DW 
project. Tropos is an agent-oriented software development methodology that focuses 
on early requirements rather than system functionalities and implementation; it moves 
the notion of agents and goals to early stages in the developing process. GRAnD 
methodology integrates two analysis methods to produce the conceptual design. The 
first method is organizational modeling which focuses on the stakeholders' goals. It 
consists of three phases: goal analysis, which produces an actor and rational diagram, 
fact analysis, which identifies all of the organization's facts through a top-down 
approach, and attributes analysis which helps to identify all the attributes for the 
recorded facts. The second method is decisional modeling that focuses on decision 
makers' goals. This method requires that all decision makers are identified, and for 
each one, four analysis steps are performed (goal, fact, dimension, and measure). The 
first method produces a rational diagram for X actor from the organizational 
perspective, while the second method will produce a rational diagram for each 
decision maker from the decisional perspective. The two models are mixed, arranged 
into a hierarchy, and refined to generate the conceptual schema. Remarkably, this 
approach provides a clear detailed technique to map users' main goals to the 
conceptual model. 
In addition, Kaldeich [77] proposes Integrated-Process-Driven (IPD), a new approach 
to define the organizational processes that will supply the DW with data. Such an 
approach is based on the integration of organizational processes and their data. First, 
define the AS-IS business process model from the information extracted from the 
data-driven process to define. Second, define the TO-BE business process model 
based on AS-IS model from the requirements returned from the user-driven process. 
Third, integrate the new data model with the DW requirements. Finally, verify the 
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model with the goal-driven approach. The author claims that this approach solves the 
gap between the new required information and the organizational processes. 
3.1.4 Other Research Areas 
Further investigation in current research on development techniques relates to 
comparisons of data warehouse development methodologies. Most of the comparison 
papers are applied from the perspective of the standard development methodologies. 
For example, List [28] development methodologies' comparisons are based on the 
evaluation of the three basic development methodologies, user-driven, data-driven, 
and goal-driven, adopting them to develop a Process Warehouse. A Process 
Warehouse is a separate database used to analyze and improve business processes 
continuously. The comparisons established a link between the methodology and the 
requirement domain using 17 various assessment criteria, including project support, 
focus, number of source systems, number of dimensions, level of granularity, and 
cost. (Refer to section 2.2.3 for more details). 
On the other hand, Sen [51] classified 15 different data warehouse methodologies 
applied in the market into three main categories based on vendor type. These 
categories include core-technology vendors that sell database engines, infrastructure 
vendors that are in the data warehouse infrastructure business, and information 
modeling companies that make up a general business conSUlting company. Based on 
data warehousing tasks described in the study, a set of attributes such as data 
modeling, metadata management, and scalability were presented to identify the main 
features of each categorization. The author concluded that none of the covered 
methodologies are recognized as a standard independent platform that is not 
influenced by any vendor or by any specific application, and each method has it is 
own strengths and weaknesses. The author suggested that organizations with clear 
business issues use vendor-based methodology; otherwise, information modeling 
based methodologies are adopted. However, if the organization cares about the data 
warehouse architecture, it is advisable to use the infrastructure modeling based 
methodologies. 
As a continuous and more in-depth study of the previous classifications, Sen [50] 
reviewed the current practices adopted in the data warehouse industry. 30 vendor-
specific methodologies which included core technology, infrastructure, ERP, and 
consulting companies were classified into five clusters with respect to 50 attributes 
identified from an ontological model of Data Warehouse Process (DWP). This model 
is based on two aspects: (i) decomposition of the DWP tasks and (ii) classification of 
techniques and methods used to perform those tasks. The study implied the techniques 
that tend to be used together and vice versa. The author concluded that there are two 
dominant data warehouse development approaches: the first approach is a 
dimensionallifecycle approach used for data mart architecture, following a bottom-up 
strategy. Interviews, subject areas, and requirements prioritization are the preferred 
requirement gathering techniques. The second approach is an iterative approach used 
for centralized architecture, following a top-down strategy where JAD is the primary 
gathering technique. Another finding is that most data warehouse methodologies use 
ER for conceptual data modeling and dimensional or relational for logical design. 
Sen's studies tend to report and analyze what people are doing rather than what 
people have to do. Without doubt, there are different rationales behind companies' 
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decisions in selecting methodology approaches, but it is likely that there might be 
better ways of doing this. 
3.2 Case Studies in Healthcare Systems 
The initial survey has covered more than twenty case studies, selecting those with 
more impact on the core of research assessment criteria. The selection of the case 
studies was based on a number of attributes such as their application in the clinical 
domain or general health hospitals, the proposal of a framework or implementation of 
COW, and/or the presentation of methodology, modelling techniques, and 
development guidelines. 
The analysis below explores ten case studies of OW projects drawn from the 
healthcare and clinical data warehousing literature and comprises both practical and 
academic approaches. The surveyed cases can be divided into two categories: The 
first group will focus on general healthcare OW implementation, while the second 
group examines COW adoption. The case studies in this research were chosen to 
satisfy the need to analyze deeply many aspects related to methodologies, analysis 
techniques, and life cycle tasks; this analysis of case studies then serves as a primer to 
the proposed method and approach contained in this current paper. 
3.2.1 Case One: Triple-Driven Data Model Methodology 
The first case study describes a triple-driven approach that combines three principles 
with multi- level and integrated methodology. This case refers to the OW for China 
Life Insurance Company (CLIC) with the claim that it provides a complete, 
structured, and layered data model of a data warehouse system [60]. The case adopts a 
four-stage methodology: a goal-driven stage, a data-driven stage, a user-driven stage, 
and a combination stage. The goal-driven stage identifies main business fields, subject 
areas, target users, and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for each main business 
field. Identified subject areas are fed into the data-driven stage to identify potential 
candidate data source systems of a data warehouse. Then, each data source systems' 
data tables are classified into five categories (transaction, component, report, 
classification, and control) deleting the ones that are considered pure operational, and 
mapping the remainder into the subject areas. At the end of this stage, tables in the 
same subject areas are integrated to form subject schema for each, which are later 
integrated to form subject-oriented enterprise data schema. Similarly, the identified 
target users are fed into the user-driven stage to conduct interviews that investigate 
user requirements to bring out business questions and to collect and analyze 
departments' reports to define analytical requirements in the form of dimensions and 
measures. Finally, the combination stage combines and maps the results of the 
previous three stages. The main deliverable of the data-driven stage, subject-oriented 
data schema, is combined with KPIs, business questions, and analytical requirements 
for validation and make up to form the subject oriented data model for the data 
warehouse. 
On the basis of a thorough investigation of this case, a few comments and claims are 
noticed. On one hand, the hybrid approach combines the three types of methodology 
focus (goal, user, and data) and benefits from the addressed potential of each focus as 
mentioned above in Chapter 2. In addition, the three different data layers: the data-
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driven atomic data layer, the user-driven summary data layer, and the goal-driven 
synthesis data layer, ensure the flexibility of the DW to support the widest range of 
reports, queries, and analysis tools. Therefore, this type of triple core methodology 
could be adequate in cases where the operational databases are distributed and not 
integrated and the business needs and users' requirements are ambiguous and not 
clear. On the other hand, the whole process is complicated and requires a long time, as 
it implements three development methods in addition to the integration phase. 
Additionally, the sequence of some tasks and steps are not aligned perfectly to reach 
the optimal data schema with minimum overhead. For example, the task for defining 
the target users and then the task of conducting interviews with them both have to 
precede the task for defining the KPIs. Another example is the process for mapping 
the tables generated from the data-driven approach to the subject areas and to the 
report tables, and the process for further classification of tables with interrelated 
business semantics. Both processes can be confusing and can result in an imperfect 
data model. Generating the tables from user requirements and KPIs, and applying the 
concept of conformed dimensions can make the whole process easier and more 
comprehensible. Moreover, the resulting logical data model cannot be viewed as star 
schema, and measures and KPIs are distributed over multiple tables where the concept 
of fact and dimension does not exist. This makes it more difficult for the end user to 
apply queries. A goal of this research is to retrieve some ideas regarding the 
combination and mapping of the three approaches in the proposed methodology. 
3.2.2 Case Two: Anthem Blue Cross Blue Healthcare Management 
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is one of the largest healthcare management 
companies based in the United States. This case study shows how to develop a data 
warehouse repository, which hopefully helps to improve healthcare management for 
a large healthcare provider that includes over 400 corporate branches [78]. The key 
objective for the DW was to facilitate the use of a common repository for claims, 
revenue, and services, provided by hospitals and physicians, which features a huge 
amount of data (e.g. about 1.3TB of data just for the company's Mid-Western 
business operation). 
The data warehouse project in this case was triggered by the challenging demand to 
integrate several disparate DWs' into a single repository; such integration creates a 
single version of truth for all the different users. The centralized enterprise data 
warehouse helped the company to achieve the ultimate in customer service and to win 
business by demonstrating the possibilities of reporting capabilities with its 
warehouse, Moreover, DW resulted in reduced cost for policy holders and improved 
offered care services by reducing fraud, managing risks, improving treatment plans, 
and providing the company with better negotiation rates. 
The case study supports the introduction of a DW in healthcare and presents a helpful 
claim for justifying the gained benefits of adopting DW in healthcare organizations. 
However, it is difficult to discern any specific guidelines used or useful lessons 
learned for building a DW system. 
3.2.3 Case Three: A Community Healthcare Service Data 
Warehouse (CHS-DW) 
This case presents a project funded by the Chinese Ministry of Health to put forward a 
kind of Community Healthcare Service Data Warehouse (CHS-DW) [79]. The project 
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aims at improving future healthcare support along three main directions: hospitals, 
pharmacies, and epidemic prevention. It also aims at overcoming a number of 
problems facing the Chinese healthcare industry. Such problems include low 
operative efficiency, lack of information asymmetry between healthcare organizations 
and residents, and a need to develop a monitoring information system and a 
prevention strategy for healthcare. 
The case highlighted the technical infrastructure and framework adopted for the CHS-
DW. The proposed design presents a star schema for the community DW. It follows a 
number of rules. One of these rules is that the subjects are based on the requirements 
of residents. Secondly, a dynamic data warehouse via a portal is needed to recognize 
changes with users' new decision subjects. Thirdly, a four-grain-Ievel hierarchy 
include community, district, city, and nation. 
The case presents a conceptual view only about developing a community healthcare 
DW with some major spotlights. For example, attention is drawn to the fact that major 
challenges arise when developing healthcare OW due to the various sets of data and 
the different views of all possible users (e.g. hospitals, healthcare providers, 
community, or city officials, citizens, etc.). The star schema of community healthcare 
DW suggests an efficient, dimensional model. However, such a model is subject to 
debate when applying the case to reality. The star model may be debated in terms of 
the suggested 'dynamic adaptive' OW because the warehouse model may require 
multiple fact tables or, in other words, fact constellations. In addition, nothing was 
mentioned about approach or methods to be employed regarding architecture or 
business and users requirement analysis. 
3.2.4 Case Four: Comprehensive Assessment for Tracking 
Community Health (CATCH) 
The case of the Comprehensive Assessment for Tracking Community Health 
(CATCH) demonstrates how a community-level DW focus can empower local 
decision-makers by providing a clear methodology for organizing and interpreting 
relevant healthcare data [80, 81]. CATCH collects, organizes, and reports data to 250 
health and social indicators on a local community base to provide a comprehensive 
health profile to assist the community in developing a long-term strategic view of its 
overall health status. The case allows a core set of reports to be produced at a 
reasonable cost for community use. In addition, online analytic processing (OLAP) 
functionality can be used to gain a deeper understanding of specific healthcare issues. 
Moreover, the DW in conjunction with Web-enabled dissemination methods allows 
the information to be presented in a variety of formats and to be distributed widely in 
the decision-making community. 
The proposed OW design includes three levels of data granularity from coarse-
grained to detailed event-level data. Additional design techniques such as aggregate 
tables, star schema indexing strategies, and physical table partitions were used to 
improve performance. ETL processing was managed by two innovative techniques: 
twin star data staging and data quality filters. In the first technique, twin star staging, 
three stages take place. The first stage moves the data into a staging table where many 
simple data quality issues are resolved. The second stage transfers data from the 
staging table to the temporary star. The third stage transfers the data from the 
temporary star to the permanent star where they have to be carefully indexed and 
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possibly partitioned to avoid bottlenecks. In the second technique, the data quality 
filter technique, the DW incorporates a host of procedures to assure the data quality. 
Such procedures fall into three major categories: fact filters, aggregate filters, and 
dimension filters [82]. Two principal problems related to the development of the 
CATCH system have been outlined in the case study. The first problem is that the 
process of collecting the data is labour-intensive while the second problem is the 
excessively high cost of longitudinal trend analysis over many years. 
This case follows a data driven approach. It spotlights a number of important design 
issues such, data modelling techniques, quality assurance for effective healthcare DW, 
and the possible causes and sources of errors threatening DW development stages, 
including design, collection, staging, data-integration, and query errors. Moreover, it 
justifies the adequacy of star schema to support queries and reporting efficiently. This 
case contributed to the core of this research by triggering some innovative ideas in 
ETL staging and star schema modelling during the development of the prototype. 
3.2.5 Case Five: Development of SOVAT 
In this case, Scotch and Parmanto discuss the lack of technologies that support spatial-
numerical decision making, which is necessary in health assessment procedures [82]. 
The case developed a Spatial OLAP Visualization and Analysis Tool (SOV AT) that 
combines two technologies, the OLAP and the Geospatial Information System (GIS), 
to create a powerful tool for answering numerical spatial problems related to 
community health assessment research. OLAP allows for querying and analysis of 
multidimensional data while GIS provides many functions for spatial problems. 
The development methodology follows a data driven approach. Data were collected 
from two health organizations and from the United States Census Bureau. The data 
model was based on dimensional modeling; dimensions were first selected (age, birth 
weight, diagnosis, education race, region, sex, and year) and then three granularity 
levels were identified: state, county, and municipality. Next, the star schema was 
developed for each of the seven data sets (cancer incidence, birth, death, inpatient 
hospitalization, outpatient hospitalization, population, and socioeconomic). 
Afterwards, individual data cubes were created and combined to form the community 
health OLAP cube. An integration engine was developed to combine both OLAP and 
GIS to enable both the OLAP and the spatial functions to act on both the numerical 
and spatial data. Additional DSS tools were used to support accessing different data 
types, the spatial software for spatial analysis functions and the numerical software to 
display the results from the OLAP cube 
This case justified the added value to decision support by combining the use of GIS 
along with OLAP facility as a solution to the problems found in most community 
health assessments that require complex numerical-spatial-solutions. The case claims 
that the adopted idea of the GIS-OLAP based DW approach outperforms many 
counterpart systems relying only on OLAP or data mining tools. For example, the 
system claims to support knowledge discovery features, statistical and spatial analysis 
for large, complex data sets, multidimensional data exploration, and excellent visual 
charts. The case also demonstrates the adequacy of a star schema model along with an 
appropriate GUI interface; however, little is mentioned about business requirements, 
data cleansing, development, or deployment techniques. 
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3.2.6 Case Six: Software Engineering Methodology for Clinical 
Data Warehouse 
Szirbika, Pelletier, and Chaussalet have proposed a SW engineering methodology to 
implement a central repository for elderly patient flow in the UK's Long Term Care 
system (LTC) [83]. Patients' records in LTC are heterogeneous and are registered at 
various locations, such as church community computers, hospitals, or LTC 
institutions. Unifying patients' records via a central data repository helps to achieve 
better communication between stakeholders, improves discovery and analysis about 
the patients, improves the allocation of resources, and promotes better understanding 
of population needs via various types of global analysis and data mining. 
The proposed methodology applied six steps from the iterative waterfall approach 
aligned to the four phases (inception, elaboration, construction, transition) of the 
Rational Unified Process (RUP) framework. It contains multiple short iterations; each 
iteration has a small waterfall project, which delivers a small part of the system and 
performs analysis to make any required changes for the next iteration. Iterations for 
each step end when they reach a conceptual milestone from the project manager's 
point of view, which eliminates the need for an explicit testing phase. 
The first step is ensuring a viable solution for the most critical requirements based on 
the view of different stakeholders. Some typical requirements are high levels of data 
accuracy, analysis speed, and data privacy. The second step is analyzing data sources 
as well as granularity level, data validity, filtering, updating rate, and integration 
issues. The third step is the proper identification of the stakeholders' data 
requirements, which will reduce the scope of the data, needed as well as the schemas 
of the central repository. The fourth step is building ontology as a semantic alignment 
to enable better communication between different stakeholders. This common 
ontology will be the base for the central repository schemas and architecture. The fifth 
step is for validating the implemented software and identifying the maintenance tasks 
and the update policies. The last step is real life data gathering. Test procedures are 
applied to ensure the loading of the right information in the central repository. 
The case spotlights a number of important issues that could reflect on the success of 
the data warehouse development. (i) The adopted approach has to be, to some extent, 
a predictive one for continuous planning to tackle new end users' requirements, (ii) 
the business-driven approach is favourable over the technology-driven approach 
because it improve the selection of the most relevant requirements; on the other hand, 
adopting best practice and novel ideas such as iterative development will help in 
delivering the expected outcomes, and (iii) building of the ontology improves 
communication and understanding between stakeholders. It is claimed by the authors 
that a lot of effort can be saved in data integration tasks if a correct methodological 
pattern is well identified. While it is true, from the author's view, that the suggested 
steps should resolve the most critical issues in identifying the scope and granularity of 
data sources and in identifying the most needed data in the repository, the presented 
case is just a guideline or inspiration point, calling for further specific measures and 
details to cope with the software engineering methodologies input/output 
specifications. 
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3.2.7 Case Seven: University Health Network (UHN) 
The case presents the Canadian University Health Network (UHN) which is 
comprised of three large hospitals: Toronto General Hospital, Toronto Western 
Hospital, and Princess Margaret Hospital. The case indicated the extremely large 
workload facing the OL TP based EPR system serving more than three million patients 
and 12 million visits over a decade, with a 160GB database growing at an expected 
rate of 24GB/year [6]. 
The UHN demonstrated how to convert OLTP data into an OLAP data warehouse. 
The proposed method suggested five steps along an iterative approach. The process 
starts with transferring transactional data in the OLTP system into an interface engine 
as HL 7 messages. The HL 7 messages are then filtered (selecting certain fields that 
would be useful for analysis) and manually transferred to OLAP tables and archived 
to CO. Finally, statistical analysis and reporting techniques are applied [84]. The 
authors claimed that the initial implemented prototype succeeded to help UHN to 
identify opportunities for improving the operational efficiency (ex. test-ordering 
practice) and effectiveness of diagnostic labs. In addition, the system was able to 
deliver real time alerts and information to the physicians at the point of care. 
This case presents a number of important key issues. One of these is that current 
I clinical online transactional processing EPR systems cannot support sophisticated or 
aggregated analysis but their features can be utilized and make a good substructure for 
COW, with a time penalty. In addition, a truly comprehensive clinical decision 
support system (COS) must be able to provide a feedback mechanism which is 
essential for best practice. The feedback mechanism obtains information from the 
COW and integrates it into the EPR to initiate and monitor any changes' outcomes. 
Finally, adopting a bottom up strategy would be helpful in the overall design. 
This case contributed to the research for a number of reasons. First, it resembles, to 
some extent, the case study at KFSH&RC-J, targeted in this research. Second, this 
case can be viewed as a guideline to the directions of focus needed when analyzing 
the current status of IT infrastructure and clinical systems at KFSH&RC-J. These 
guidelines include OL TP support and limitations, the status of the EPR system, any 
existing COS and their limitations, targeted objectives in terms of enhancing clinical 
decisions, clinical protocols, and medical practices. Moreover, the case presents some 
guidelines and tools in implementing and building the data warehouse. On the other 
hand, developing a COW on top of an existing EPR system needs extra attention and 
consideration because of the availability of different EPR systems in the market and 
because of the design of the data in the EPR system, as they are organized according 
to patient characteristic; this, in return, will develop a COW depending on what is 
already there rather than testing what could be achievable. 
3.2.8 Case Eight: Clinical Data Warehouse for Diabetes 
Pederson's case study demonstrated the special demands of COW in contrast to the 
conventional OW using a simple case on diabetes treatment presented as a star 
schema model with a single fact table 'Patients' and many entities viewed as 
dimensions [85]. The case discussed the concept of EPR introducing different 
standards such as Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and the European Standard for 
EPR's (EHCRA), explaining the benefits of having the EPR as the operational system 
and how it can be integrated to serve as a foundation for the COW. Moreover, the 
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case discussed a number of challenges facing by CDW in terms of modeling and 
processing, which will be discussed below. 
In terms of processing and operations, the case suggested that CDW should support 
advanced operations (e.g. standard deviation, other statistical functions) and an 
efficient way to analyze large amounts of data accumulated over a long time period by 
applying the concept of pre-calculated and pre-stored data. The concept of dimensions 
reduction has been introduced as well to reduce complexity and to improve 
performance. Moreover, integration of clinical protocols, complex data structures (e.g. 
X-rays), and data mining facilities for medical research helps in discovering trends 
and unknown correlations and in investigating treatments to implement best practice. 
The case verified the limitations with traditional modeling techniques commonly used 
with DW in order to address some special demands for CDW. Such demands include 
complex data modeling, advanced temporal support, advanced classification 
structures, and intelligent ways for reducing or increasing the number of dimensions. 
From a data modeling perspective, Multidimensional modeling shows some 
limitations when faced with clinical data requirements. Pederson claims that CDW 
requires a more powerful model to support the complex data requirements of the 
clinical domain such as the n-n relationship. For instance, in a typical 
multidimensional model, facts and dimensions are represented as an n-l relationship 
where the patient and diagnosis should be modeled as an n-n relationship. The main 
alternative encoding methods of an n-n relationship could be traditional dimensions, 
mini-dimensions, or snowflake; normally, such alternatives result in an extremely 
large number of dimensional records or in poor performance. In addition, a data 
model should provide "loosely coupled" facts - measures that can be treated 
independently or together if they belong to the same entity (e.g. the weight and 
smoking measurements of the same patient can change independently over time). 
Moreover, for the data model to handle time variant attributes efficiently, it needs to 
know both valid time and transaction time and include a rich set of temporal analysis 
tools. The model should handle changes and perform aggregation correctly in non-
strict hierarchies such as the diagnosis hierarchy; for example, "diabetes during 
pregnancy" is a group of "diabetes" as well as a group of "pregnancy related diseases" 
which implies that it should be counted once when asked about the number of patients 
grouped by diagnosis. 
This case spotlighted a number of challenging issues when building a CDW from data 
modeling and performance perspectives. Moreover, it emphasized the importance of 
building the CDW on top of the EPR system, as discussed in the UHN case study, to 
gain all the advantages supported by EPR and to get benefits from the various 
standardization software in the healthcare informatics such as HL 7 for interfacing 
different systems and CORBA for providing a standard interface to healthcare 
information systems that support clinical decisions and patient identification. 
3.2.9 Case Nine: A Warehouse Design for the Center of 
Rehabilitation 
The Centre for Rehabilitation Service at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Centre 
offers physical, occupational, and speech therapies in over 40 clinics [86]. Data are 
recorded in the database for each patient's multi visits by both the therapist and the 
patient. This case presents a multidimensional database design with little variation to 
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support decisions related to healthcare industries. Parmanto claims that the standard 
methods used for multidimensional data warehouse design do not match well with 
healthcare organizations' needs and calls for adopting multidimensional models in a 
different way. 
A slight variation of the dimensional modelling technique is claimed to make the data 
warehouse more appropriate for healthcare outcome research. The first change is the 
value circle concept. The authors view the process of patient care as a value circle 
whose centre is the patient's treatment data, whereas most multidimensional data 
models used in many industries follow a linear chain. From the author's point of view, 
other industries are using multiple star schema to support designing many processes, 
whereas, in healthcare services, the episode of care is the only process that needs to be 
modelled. The second change is the adoption of multilevel analysis. A huge amount 
of measures per patient are generated during the episode of care, which involves a 
series of healthcare outcomes over a series of patient visits. This means that the 
individual episode might have multiple levels of analysis. To provide multilevel 
analysis, the author suggests dividing the outcome measures into three levels of 
information: general-health measures, disease specific measures, and treatment 
analysis for individual patient visits. 
The developed methodology in this case adopted a five-step design process which 
consists of identifying the healthcare process, choosing the level of grains of the 
healthcare process, defining data marts and dimensions, defining the facts (measures) 
and design aggregation rules, and implementing the design for a particular OLAP 
system. In the rehabilitation centre, the process of the episode of care was modelled 
first. 78,000 episodes of care were developed. The outcome measures of the 
healthcare process were divided into the three levels of grains mentioned before. The 
authors argued that the powerful analysis tool supported by their model increased the 
quality of care and led to better health related outcomes as it allowed the researchers 
to conduct multilevel analyses and to compare a subset of the total population. 
Although this case has demonstrated an added value due to adopting the star model, 
which enables more powerful analysis support, it does not clearly identify the extra 
techniques used to accommodate the value circle and the complex relationship in 
healthcare outcomes. Moreover, the information grain pyramids defined in this case 
are different from the one defined in the CA TCH case study. This highlighted the 
importance of defining the grain levels clearly and of defining the bases on which 
they are categorized. Obviously, Healthcare is, indeed, as Parmanto states, well 
behind in the area of DW management and decision support. More research is needed 
to move forward in this area. 
3.2.10 Case Ten: Clinical Data Warehouse for Hospital Infection 
Control 
The Chicago Antimicrobial Resistant Project (CARP) is a CDW built to create an 
infection control information system for three public healthcare hospitals [87]. The 
system is used to monitor infection control acquired by the hospitals, to measure 
antimicrobial use, to detect hospital-acquired bloodstream infections, to detect 
antimicrobial prescribing errors, and to measure the cost of infection. Electronic 
surveillance, quality improvement, patient safety activities, and resource utilization 
were achieved. Data were collected from 13 different computing and operating 
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systems, such as phannacy, laboratory, radiology, medical records, and emergency 
departments as well as from non-electronic sources such as manually abstracted data 
and scanned surveys. Several methods were used to validate the electronic data for 
completeness, continuity, and accuracy. One of the methods used was subtracting a 
sample data of the CDW and comparing it manually with the source data. Another 
method was comparing reports generated by the CDW with the existing reports of the 
hospital. Moreover, the case emphasized the importance of selecting usable data. 
Usable data falls is describes as usable formats for computation and comparison, 
standardized and uniform formats for data, and structured, not free-text, stored data. 
The development life cycle of CARP required several activities and steps including 
understanding the business requirements by transforming the project objectives to 
performance measures, identifying the necessary data sources through learning the 
type and source of necessary data fields, performing data acquisition by identifying 
the servers' connections and obtaining administrative approvals, and developing the 
data model by (i) gaining knowledge of the operational database design, (ii) designing 
tables and their relationships for the CDW, and (iii) implementing automated ETL. 
The final step of the developing process was evaluating and maintaining the 
warehouse, to assure continuous valid, clean, and usable data. 
The considered case presents a successful CDW project, especially for infection 
control, as it outlines the developmental steps, describes the encountered barriers, and 
outlines how such barriers were overcome. Such information is very helpful for 
developers when facing the same issues. Moreover, it supports the relational database 
over the multidimensional and describes all the software applications and tools 
needed. While data modelling has been addressed as a major activity, not many 
details are given regarding design issues when building a main model around existing 
relational databases. 
Wisniewski contends that one of the major obstacles facing research in CDW is data 
acquisition and requesting many levels of approval, which results in a significant 
waste of time due to data ownership and confidentiality concerns. This type of 
problem at KFSH&RC-J has resulted in limitations to useful, accessible data sources. 
CARP had a positive impact on the research presented here as it addressed the same 
application domain targeted by this research. Its success could be used to convince 
some decision makers at KFSH&RC-J and to increase their interest in, and support of, 
research and the development of CDW. Among the lessons learned from this project 
is the need to address the lack of technical expertise, the lack of information, and data 
corruption while still keeping cost effective criteria. 
3.3 Concluding Comments 
From the in-depth investigation in the previous sections a number of remarks and 
comments have been stimulated. Comments are focused on two aspects: the first is the 
development of DWs, especially features that relate to the healthcare environment and 
the second relates to the business requirements phase specifically. 
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3.3.1 On the Development Aspects 
First, even though literature in the area of data warehouse development has been 
written by practitioners, based on their experience, or by members of the scientific 
community, the proposed approaches are difficult to adopt in real-world 
environments. 
Second, some of the surveyed cases have only contributed to this research in terms of 
providing a better understanding of the core research area, demonstrating the success 
of CDW or spotlighting the risks and difficulties encountered when developing a data 
warehouse in the clinical domain. Other cases have developed certain ideas that can 
be compiled into the proposed methods. UHN noted that building a CDW on top of 
the existing EPRIOL TP systems provided a comprehensive CDS environment and 
optimized cost investment by taking advantages of all EPR properties but with 
significant time and effort overhead. The CATCH case study demonstrated several 
techniques for quality assurance and gave some guidance in data warehouse design, 
such as levels of granularity, more detailed analysis and performance issues 
techniques like star-schema indexing strategy. The SOVAT case study claimed that 
DW efficiency towards support of knowledge discovery, statistical or spatial analysis, 
and multidimensional model data exploration could be enhanced by interactive use of 
OLAP and GIS technologies. In addition, cases targeting the same application domain 
as this research, such as the case study of CARP, were very beneficial due to the 
presence of common objectives, protocols, and procedures of the infection control 
systems at different hospitals. Moreover, CDW for infection control cases can trigger 
many ideas at the core of this research related to development guidelines, business 
requirement steps and tools, and possible justification regarding the adequacy of some 
technologies and/or tools that are affordable to the scope at KFSH&RC-J. 
Third, most of the published work that focuses more on methodologies and 
development tasks favour a hybrid approach from the perspectives of goal, user, and 
data driven approaches with no clear standards or guidelines towards the distinctions 
between the three attributes. Furthermore, a certain layer of the DW multi-layer 
architecture is favoured, proposing an isolated solution that does not deal with the 
whole integrated modelling framework [61]. Other research targeted the conceptual 
and logical design or focused only on data warehouse dimensional modelling and data 
warehouse repository. Recent research emphasizes the importance of separating the 
DW properties from the technology details [29] and highlights the usefulness of 
utilizing some novel ideas such as iterative development and domain specific 
knowledge or SW engineering principles as proposed by Szirbik [83]. 
Fourth, from the architectural and/or modelling point of view, a number of findings 
can be derived. Most of the published development approaches fall between the spiral 
and the dimensional lifecycles with some novel ideas combining both approaches 
(data mart architecture uses the dimensional lifecycle, whereas centralized data 
warehouse uses the spiral development method). Despite the basic differences 
between the addressed methods, they share a common set of tasks such as business 
requirements, subject area definition, granularity level definition, ETL, and data 
integration and cleansing. Moreover, data mart architecture is frequently used as a 
start for most DW projects due to lower risk and efficiency in acquiring future 
information requirements iteratively while not raising the expectations of end users; 
this must be balanced, however, with the significant disadvantage of having a narrow 
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view of corporate data. It is important to notice that the centralized data warehouse 
concept is more implemented in healthcare than in clinical applications, and that 
dimensional modelling has been favoured in most clinical environments over ER 
modelling, since duplicating the data is not an issue, with very low storage costs. 
However, it depends on the scope and the type of users' needs, which may require 
favouring one modelling approach to another. A further note is made suggesting that 
clinical data requires the power of multidimensional model analysis, which calls for 
adopting new enhanced star schemas such as the multidimensional model ideas in the 
rehabilitation case. It can be claimed that CDW is a challenging domain where 
research and implementations are still behind, compared to other industries. This calls 
for novel ideas, especially in the area of data modelling and designing, as it is 
important to tackle some of the challenging issues given in the Pederson case study 
[85]. 
3.3.2 On Business Requirements 
Business requirements, requirement analysis, or information requirements all reflect 
the same meaning and focus: how to derive, understand, and define precisely users' 
and stakeholders' requirements and business needs or goals and match them with data 
sources and operational systems to identify the useful elements of the data warehouse, 
homogenize requirements, and assign priorities to them [27]. Most of the addressed 
methodologies emphasize the importance of the requirement analysis and 
specification phase as it reflects the whole process of data warehousing. Focusing on 
critical business requirements, analytical requirements for managers, quality and 
scope of data sources and information support to stakeholders are the key concepts of 
this phase. 
Several different approaches have been proposed for requirements specification 
including (i) a top-down approach to merge the requirements of various users at 
different organizational levels before the design process begins, (ii) a bottom-up 
approach built to separate schema for each group of users with different requirements, 
(iii) a user-driven approach, with users playing the main role in defining information 
requirements, and (iv) a hybrid approach, which is a combination of the business or 
user driven approach and the data-driven approach, one of the most common ways to 
enhance business requirements. For example, Winter [30] combines user and data 
driven approaches to generate a priority list of information requirements. He suggests 
comparing the actual information supply with the required information to derive the 
needed information; such information can be either available in the systems of the 
organization or not. The ideal situation exists when the two components match. In a 
more technical and structured way, Bonifati [76] draws a comparison between the 
ideal star schema, which is based on information demand and the candidate star 
schema, which is based on information supply, to define the affordable star schema. 
This approach duplicates effort because the produced ideal star schema might be 
unfeasible to implement due to lack of information in the operational database or to 
the high cost of collecting data; this overloads the data warehouse designer with extra 
work when the justification of the design can be done in earlier stages. Moreover, 
mapping the terminology from an ideal star to a candidate star may fail because the 
ideal can be mapped to several system terms or is different from all the system terms. 
Moreover, requirements engineering techniques are adapted to provide a precise 
definition of requirements in the OW context. In other cases, techniques such as Use 
Case or Improved Use Case (iterative and incremental) were adopted to improve the 
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communication between data warehouse developers, stakeholders, and end users. Use 
cases help to elicit requirements from stakeholders, but the actual analysis of the use 
cases and the documentation of the requirements are separate processes that are very 
important aspects in data warehousing. Surprisingly, in some cases, there is no 
methodology used at all , and information requirement analysis is done informally 
[30]. In addition, cases that adopt higher level modeling such as UML to provide a 
standard interface, only escalate the cost, increase the time scale of the project, and 
sometime require significant changes in the IT infrastructure to accommodate end 
users ' updates. Please refer to Table 3.1 that summarizes business requirements ' 
adopted techniques reviewed in this research study. 
Development Busines requirements implementation 
Method 
Bill Inmon • Adopt business-process approach 
• upport of end-users' decisions through arbitrary queries to the 
database 
Bohnelein • Process-dri ven 
• Analysis of the business process to decide which process to 
improve and what improvement should be made 
Kimball • Requirements-dri ven 
• Interviews and facilitated sessions. 
Moss • The project requirements definition 
• Interviews to define: 
0 general bu iness requirement to determine the general 
business needs. 
0 specific project requirements to define the specific functions , 
data, and historical needs. 
Golfarelli • Assume the availability of data. 
• Use ER diagram a the input to the DW requirements engineering 
phase. 
• Implement bottom-up; Analysis of information system + 
collecting and filtering user requirements. 
Bruckner Adopt an iterative and Incremental Use Case to define 3 abstraction 
levels of DW requirements' business, user. and detailed sy tern 
requirements. Where u er requirements must align with the high level 
obiectives of the busine~ re~uirements. 
Bonifati • Elicit user requirements through interviews to generate ideal data 
mart presented as GoaVQuestionlMetric (GQM) paradigm. 
• Examine the operational database to find out the star schemas that 
can be implemented on top of the operational databa es (ER -
>connectivity graph-> snow flake-> star schema). 
• Select the candidate schema that best fit the ideal schema. 
Winter Combines the u er and data driven approach to match the information 
requirements derived from users ' requirements with the actual 
available data exist in the operational systems. In order to generate a 
priority list of information requirements. 
Malinowski Analysis-driven +Source-driven. 
Giorgimi • Combines goals-driven and u er-dri en. 
• Goal-driven concerns about the high-level ol?iectives of the 
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Parakash 
Rilston 
Frendi 
stakeholders to build the organizational modeling, 
• user-driven focused on the goals of decision makers to build the 
decisional modeling 
• both modeling use Tropos approach (a rational diagram ), then 
they are matched to build the conceptual design 
• Goal-driven extends to decisional system. Based on Giorgimi goal 
decision information model. 
• Use GDI (Goal-Decision-Information) model. 
• DWRE (Data Warehouse Requirements Engineering): determines 
the goals, defines decision that can be taken to achieve these 
goals, and identifies the information needed for decision making. 
• Develop a DWARF (Data Warehouse Requirements deFinition) 
technique. 
• Add a requirements management control to perform continuous 
quality assessment for requirements evolution. 
• Requirements specification phase includes: requirements 
elicitation (interviews, workshops, prototyping, scenarios), 
requirements analysis, requirements documentation, requirements 
conformance, requirements validation, and requirements 
management control. 
• Data-driven / top-down 
• Process-driven / bottom-l!P 
Table 3-1 Business requirements techniques 
In general, 
• Most of the cases give some details but no examples or real case studies are 
provided. 
• The business requirements phase starts by determining the goals of the 
organization and identifying the information needed for decisions to be supported. 
This leads to exacting the requirements and cannot, therefore, serve in a situation 
where requirements are evolving or uncertain. 
• Techniques such as interviews, JAD, analysis and review of existing documents 
and brainstorming are commonly used to collect the requirements. 
• To elicit requirements, the GDI model is commonly used in a goal-driven 
approach and the Use Case model is common in user or requirements driven 
approaches, where many people consider them hard to understand and time-
consuming. 
• While business requirements in Agile-DW are supposed to be easy to implement, 
most of the cases show the opposite. The business requirement phases in Moss 
[32] and Hughes [65] both required deep understanding of the concepts and a lot 
of documentation, in opposition to the agile manifesto. 
• Healthcare DWs are mostly driven by business needs rather than business 
opportunities; healthcare institutions are adopting DW to meet the need of having 
a unified view of their data, not for the potential benefits of DW. That is why it is 
always a cross-organizational decision support strategy rather than department 
decision support. 
• For an information system to be integrated with the health system, it is mandated 
to follow the waterfall approach. The result of that will be a number of notable 
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failures, where the system isn't developed in a way which engages with the end 
users. 
• Several subtasks are included in this phase: 
o Studying and analyzing the existing systems, protocols, and client 
architecture. 
o Evaluating the infonnation versus users' needs to identify available data 
sources, locations of the data sources, and limitations and challenges. 
o Electing business questions that have the greatest impact on institutional 
effectiveness and overall business results, and then prioritized according to 
the highest potential benefits and the lowest risk factors. 
• Among all the proposed approaches, they all share the following problems: 
o Communication between developers and end users is not easy. 
o End users do not know about present technology and are not aware of the 
available features or outcomes of such systems. They need a step-by-step 
approach to use the software in its early version and to understand the 
development process. 
o End users are not innovative with their requirements or sometimes they 
need to explore the system to ask better questions. 
o Feedback mechanisms and risk controlling, in its early stages, need to 
encourage end users to participate in reviews to learn about their needs as 
the system is being built. 
o Requirements are always changing, and unpredictable situations may 
occur as end users don't have a clear idea of their requirements. 
o Anticipating future requirements is difficult, costly, and time consuming. 
o Detection of errors and defects are done in late stages. 
3.4 The Proposed Research Method and Approach 
In this section, the proposed method will be presented taking into consideration the 
main limitations and difficulties in existing methodologies and the objectives of 
developing a CDW prototype for the infection control department at KFSH&RC-J. 
The method in this research does not rely on the industry/commercial point of view, 
and is based on reviews of the academic, data warehouse literature, existing data 
warehouse specific approaches, and case study examples. It is built on top of real 
world experience at KFSH&RC-J and is rather domain specific, but it can be seen as a 
specialization of more general DW development methodology. The following 
subsections will first outline CDW attributes, and then summarize the main 
considerations for the research method and techniques. Next, a description of the 
proposed methods, adopting techniques, and technical aspects along with their 
justification will be proposed. The targeted prototype would consider linking the 
infection control with the EPR (or operational) system. 
3.4.1 Clinical Data Warehouse Considerations 
To gain clear insight into the main aspects related to CDW, the following is a brief 
survey of main attributes as well as major features of the CDW. There are common 
subject areas associated with clinical data. The most common examples include 
clinical administrative and operational (patient and event centric) consideration, 
health expenders (cost centric), health human resources (provider centric), and 
population health [52]. On the other hand, the attributes of a CDW were described by 
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Nussbaum and Ault [6, 88] who stressed that a CDW is not just a large collection of 
clinical data; a CDW includes data from a number of sources including the EPR and 
data from other enterprise systems. These data are stored on a separate system and 
reorganized to support retrospective analysis. In general, the data sources for the 
CDW can be divided into primary sources, which are mostly from the operational 
systems within healthcare organizations, and secondary sources that refer to 
population data [52]. From data-focused perspectives, healthcare data may be 
classified into four categories: the patient centric data, the aggregate data, which are 
based on performance and utilization/resources management data, the transformed 
based data for planning and for clinical and management decisions, and comparative 
data, which includes health services, research, outcome measurement, and 
epidemiology [19]. 
There has been an agreement on a number of guidelines or attributes when developing 
a CDW. Firstly, a CDW should consider a powerful dimensional data model that pays 
attention to a number of main issues including: (a) hierarchies to allow analyzing data 
along a predefined continuum, (b) standardization and conformed or common 
dimensions to face the common possibility of having many data marts with the same 
dimensions, and (c) flexible reuse of the same dimension in different contexts to show 
different roles via creating views [52]. Secondly, most of the CDW projects favour a 
data-driven approach integrated sometimes with a goal-driven one through defining 
KPI and performance measures. Thirdly, the star dimensional model is common for 
data marts as data are often organized into subject-oriented domains to support 
various user populations and to simplify security. Fourthly, the data may be stored 
redundantly at various levels of aggregation to support analysis and enhance 
performance of different data marts. Finally, specific architectural and technological 
considerations are also required to optimize a CDW for aggregate analysis. CDW 
should include only the relevant and useful sets of data from the OL TP rather than 
mirroring the whole real time set of data [6]. 
3.4.2 Main Considerations Leading to the Research Methodology 
It must be stated that the proper identification of methodology plays a crucial role in 
the success or failure of CDW projects. In order to cope with the scope of this 
research, a number of important aspects and considerations are outlined to guide the 
researcher towards a better definition of the proposed method and approach. Some of 
these include application scope and domain, main tasks and steps of the methodology, 
technical and architectural design issues, and end users' requirements and outcome 
support. 
Firstly, the application scope should consider the degree of awareness and motivation 
to support DW projects at KFSH&RC-J and the impact of the organizational cultures 
of both Saudi Arabia on one side and the clinical domain on the other. In addition, the 
diversity of stakeholders' requirements should be efficiently supported by the target 
prototype. Moreover, the target clinic or department for the prototype should feature 
an interface with many other entities at KFSH&RC-J to facilitate building up and/or 
expanding such a prototype towards CDW for the hospital. Furthermore, careful 
assessment and implementation of the system requirements analysis and techniques 
should be considered to cope with the nature of KFSH&RC-J while providing 
necessary and novel homogenized information to meet stakeholders' goals and end 
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users' objectives. Finally, the system must provide a means to meet future 
requirements and late changes. 
Secondly, from the perspective of design methodology, related considerations include 
that the methodology's main tasks should be clear along a bottom-up approach rather 
than a top-down strategy and th data acquisition method should consider the 
problems encountered, such as data ownership and confidentiality, to check whether 
the data required to create the data warehouse are indeed available. It is also important 
to adopt some no el ideas. uch as combining many principles, forming, to a degree, a 
hybrid methodology. The design should also be able to expand over time to receive 
data from extra feeder systems or to store additional data items. It should be able to 
anticipate future requirements for decision makers. 
Third, architectural and implementation aspects of the research should consider using 
affordable technolog tools in terms of existing systems at KFSH&RC-] as well 
available know-how skills. They should al 0 evaluate the adequacy of converting and 
or linking the OLTP data into OLAP or DW supported data in order to justify 
leveraging existing EPR into CDW. The model should consider atomic data to 
support all possibilities of data analysis and data mining and to answer any type of 
stakeholders' questions, present or future. It should also consider starting with a star 
schema and then enhancing schema to model and support complex analysis as well as 
ad-hoc quires efficiently. 
Fourth, from the per pectives of end user requirements and outcome support, the 
research should consider that the ystem outcomes should be able to (a) enhance 
existing routine procedures implemented at the infection control department, (b) 
continue obtaining new requirements to cover most of the expected future 
requirement, and (c) continue targeting more accurate data acquisition and query 
report support, producing significant time savings and increasingly remarkably 
accurate result. It should focus on critical bu iness requirements, analytical 
requirements for managers, and on the quality and scope of data sources. The system 
should also consider u ing a variety of analytical tools to leverage the power of data 
in the CDW and using rich ources of information and prospective data to monitor 
improvement. 
Fifth, during implementation, the developer team hould have control over the 
schedule, cost, and scope. This could be achieved by concrete feedback on a regular 
basis, managing and responding quickly to changing requirements and priorities with 
simplicity. 
3.4.3 The Research Methodology 
The propo d methodology derived fTom the step below 
Literature Hypothesi Interview with Oeci ion 
Review Formulation Experience Analy i r--
Review and Implementation OW Prototyping ~ Feedback +--
Figure 3 - ] tep of the research methodology 
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Literature Review 
The proposed approach is based on the literature review conducted on the existing 
approaches as discussed in sections 2.2 and 3.1, and the analysis of the ten case 
studies done in section 3.2. Extensive research was made to be able to understand the 
need for data warehousing and provide a motivation for the research. 
Hypothesis Formulation 
From the concepts introduced by eXIstmg literature, a general hypothesis is 
formulated. Specific hypotheses are also made as support, to be able to provide 
direction for the research and come up with results that would be of relevance and 
great contribution to the medical field. 
Interview!Experiences 
In order to further understand the process in which the data warehouse would be 
introduced, data should not be limited to literature alone. It is also based on findings 
from real life experiences at KFSH&RC-J. This would entail the perspective of a 
user-driven approach, where selected people operating at different levels of the 
organization were interviewed to clearly identify their requirements, quality focus, 
relationship with the other departments and problems and issue encountered in their 
daily activity. Interviews provide sufficient knowledge and awareness to be used in 
the succeeding sections of the methodology. One beauty of user stories was that they 
could be created, moved, edited, or discarded almost as fast as the speed of thought by 
end users. Keep in mind that the story had to be in the following criteria: INVEST 
(Independent from any other previous work, Not to specific, Valuable for the 
customer, Estimable, Small, Testable) [65]. 
Decision Analysis 
Decision analysis was also important to guide DW requirements elicitation. 
Techniques were used to analyse the decisions made in the business process and the 
decisions made in strategic decision-making. The interviews previously done were 
made to capture high-level requirements. Through an iterative approach, these became 
clearer and could be formalized and characterized effectively. At the same time of 
identifying the scope and basic requirements of the target CDW prototype, a data-
driven approach, which involved analyzing the operational system, was applied. 
Accordingly, the relevant data to be fed into the CDW and their sources could be 
identified, while remaining aware of collecting too much, superficial, or unclear 
information to enable proper selection of subject areas and levels of granularity. It 
should be noted that in most organizations all information is available somewhere, but 
not all information can be provided by the data warehouse. Therefore, two 
comparisons and other several criteria are needed to prioritize the non-covered 
information requirements to provide a means to meet future needs. Such criteria are 
data availability, system affordability, and budget and time. The first comparison is 
made between the information requirements derived from users' and stakeholders' 
needs and the actual information supply to identify the missing data. The second 
comparison is made between the required information and the operational systems to 
identify what can be achieved. It must be kept in mind that most end users are not 
aware of the data warehouse power and capabilities and that is why a person(s) with 
the right know-how needs to be involved. Equally important is to have a good 
knowledge of the concepts and principles of the domain. Please refer to Figure 3.2 
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that presents the activity model for defining information requirements, where the 
burgundy, purple, and red boxes depend and will implement the agile concepts for 
purification and reprioritization of the requirements. 
Prototyping Method for Agile Principles 
A prototype approach for a hybrid methodology based on Agile principles has been 
developed together with the identification of data sources and issues relating to data 
quality. The prototyping method was used for the demonstration of a concept and 
stimulation of OLAP behaviour. The hybrid methodology is based on combining user-
driven and the data-driven perspectives; parallel execution of the steps of both 
approaches would be considered. Agile principles were followed toward achieving 
some of the considerable factors mentioned in section 3.4.2 in an iterative and 
incremental approach. The following section will describe the main tasks and 
activities of the adopted methodology, focusing on the business requirements phase 
and paying particular attention to the emphasis of the Agile adoption on elicitation 
techniques, schema selection, and implementation. Moreover, the prototyping and 
Agile development methods showed stakeholders the power of DW in supporting 
their decision making, which, in turn, encouraged them to be more creative and 
innovative about their requirements. 
Clinical Data Warehouse 
Once the affordable requirements are identified and prioritized, they were used to 
select the best architectural design to design the DW model. A star schema model that 
could be enhanced was developed along an iterative approach via evaluating the 
schema vs. required support of decisions and queries. At this phase, the following set 
of concepts needed to be clarified: (i) the granularity scope, (ii) ways of 
summarization along dimensions, (iii) project restrictions, (iv) conformed dimensions, 
and (v) common terminology related to the problem domains [89]. Keep in mind that, 
when designing a DW, it is difficult to foresee all possible modes of analysis; that's 
why it is recommended to store the data at the lowest level of detail [65]. 
Implementation and Deployment 
The CDW implementation and deployment phase focused on the analysis of 
functional requirements, which corresponded to the star schema. Other non-functional 
techniques such as performance, reliability, and maintainability were not considered. 
The target prototype was to be stored offline from the existing OLTP due to this 
researcher not being granted permission to interface the developed prototype online 
with the existing systems and the difficulties of conducting real experiments (trial) 
without affecting the performance of the clinical applications. The development 
methodology was evaluated by means of supported decision makers, durations of 
development, and the complexity and longevity of the data model. A performance 
measurement was also required to measure, improve, and reengineer (when needed) 
the business process. 
Review and Feedback 
Finally, short iterations started over again, where they provided working software at 
the end of each iteration for end users' review and feedback. New requirement(s) 
could be added, existing requirement(s) could be changed, or requirements' 
reprioritization could be requested [90]. With the iterations, testing was implemented. 
Usually the testing phase of the DW is a long-term one because it has to evaluate the 
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impact of the DW on performance; however, other short and instance testing through 
the agile development of the DW could also be accomplished. These included back-
end testing for data validation at ETL stage to assure a complete transmission with no 
corruption and functional testing for every new report and query to validate 
calculations and totals. Other kinds of testing were accomplished through continuous 
evaluation, such as front-end testing for user acceptance, to verify the adequacy of the 
proposed star schema by evaluating to what degree the supported reports and analysis 
tools satisfied end users at the infection control department, and finally user testing to 
endure usability of warehouse data [90]. Testing was held through different classes of 
users; data entry person, infection control practitioners, and doctors in different 
institution. 
There were other tasks included in the DW development that were not part of our 
research for two reasons. First, they were out of the scope of the dissertation or 
second, they were delegated to the IT department as they depended on their decisions 
and were their responsibility (e.g. software selection, security, and refresh rate). 
The reasons behind the selection of the aforementioned hybrid approach are attributed 
to the fact that, to a degree, decisions were supported by end users of the infection 
control department at the query and analysis level. Each department could be viewed 
as an entity by itself where the head of the department could describe the 
department's strategy and goals, and end users' could describe user requirements for 
data mining and reporting, keeping in mind that goals had to be transparent to end 
users for the proper selection of measures, dimensions, and level of details. Star 
schema was selected because it fit well with high data volumes, as expected in the 
infection control case, and could easily be linked and deployed directly in the 
relational database systems at KFSH&RC-J main systems. Moreover, it provided 
descriptive features that enabled better query and analytical support and could be 
easily maintained. In addition, scalability was possible, as anticipated in this research, 
when considering leveraging more trend analysis or adding more dimensions or fact 
tables. 
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Figure 3-2 Activity model for information requirements 
3.5 Summary and Conclusion 
In this chapter, a general method for developing a data warehouse, focusing on the 
business requirements phase, has been presented. The methodology was based on a 
survey of related publications to data warehouse development methodologies and a 
brief review of ca e studies related to the area of CDW with focus on design 
methodologie and architectures. This led to some important CDW domain 
considerations and stimulated a number of questions and issues that, ultimately, 
contributed to defining the methods and technique of this research. 
The adopted model is centred on developing a data mart prototype using both 
prototyping and Agile development methods along with a tar schema dimensional 
model. It is hoped that the success of the target prototype will re ult in a number of 
benefits, such as verifying the added value of adopting DW ideas and verifying the 
viability of the prototype approach. It is hoped that the succe s of the target prototyp 
will also garner more support for further e pansion in KFSH&R -J by adding more 
data marts that serve other departments, that it will enable the t sting andlor 
answering of a number of important research questions and finally, that, by propo ing 
a number of guideline criteria, it will provide a mechanism for developing the data 
warehouse. 
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4 Case Study and Implementation (Analysis, design, 
implementation and interpretation of results) 
King Faisal Specialist Hospitals and Research Centres are multi-facility, multi-entity, 
tertiary-care hospitals and they are the leading healthcare institutions in Saudi 
Arabia. Their mission is to provide medical services of a highly specialized nature and 
to promote medical research and education programs. The hospital has four branches 
in Saudi Arabia with an integrated patient record system, but each branch is 
financially independent. Initially, KFSH&RC-] in Jeddah used a business-oriented 
model similar to private hospitals. Recently, however, it changed to a government 
hospital like the other branches where the costs of treatment are met by the 
government; it is not clear whether the business-oriented model is used or not. 
The Jeddah branch hospital provides healthcare and clinical services to both 
outpatients and inpatients. Inpatient services are based on approximately 270 beds that 
accommodate more than 10,467 in-patients annually. The following table (4.1) gives 
some in-patient clinical services for the year 2006. The most number of services is 
observed for outpatient visits (158,179) while the least number of services for the year 
2006 is for giving birth (1,107). The patient stays in the hospital for an average of 6 
days. 
Service Number (2006) 
No. of Births 1,107 
Emergency department visits 27,708 
No. of outpatient visits 158,179 
Surgical procedures 3,918 
Radiological procedures 59,650 
Inpatient days (excluding newborns) 64,397 
Average length of stay 5.9 
Table 4-1 Service statistics of year 2006 at KFSH&RC-J 
The foundation and processes at KFSH&RC-J provided an adequate case study that 
can be used to implement, investigate, and evaluate the applicability of the ideas and 
techniques of the proposed method not only in this hospital in particular, but also 
across healthcare institutions in Saudi Arabia in general. KFSH&RC-J has an 
extensive IT infrastructure, with some unified applications shared by all departments, 
and other non-integrated and isolated software used to serve specific departments for 
specific tasks. The data-interchange and program-interoperability required by a CDW 
based system, however, are still on the distant horizon. 
This chapter will describe the implementation and the outcomes of each single step of 
the proposed method at the infection control department in KFSH&RC-J. It is an 
experience report from the beginning to the end, starting with a description of the 
project's case study and the expected contribution of the system in section 4.1. 
Section 4.2 illustrates, in detail, the business requirements phase, which covers the 
three different techniques adopted in the methodology and concludes with the basic 
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outcomes of this phase. The DW design and the ETL phase along with normalization 
processes will be covered in section 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The increment tracing, 
the monitoring of stability requirements and the tasks put into operation for each 
iteration are presented in section 4.5. Section 4.6 evaluates the system against defined 
criteria to measure user acceptance and satisfaction. Finally, Section 4.7 draws some 
findings and conclusions. 
4.1 Case Objectives and Goals 
The scope of this project is defined in the domain of clinical services at KFSH&RC-J 
general health hospital. The infection control department was selected as the target 
clinical function to build the DW prototype. The reasons for that selection can be 
justified as follows. First, the infection control department has frequent routine 
interactions with most clinics and departments in the hospital, which makes it a good 
candidate for a data mart prototype that can be further expanded. Second, in addition 
to the responsibilities and challenges facing the infection control department outlined 
in section 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2, the preliminary investigations conducted for this 
research have proven that significant difficulties in achieving a good work standard 
exist within that department. Third, Infection Control Practitioners (lCPs) are, at 
present, manually collecting, reviewing, and transforming data into knowledge. The 
prototype of this research will focus on developing a data warehouse for Surgical Site 
Infection (SSI) as part of Health Acquired Infection (HAl), as it is one of the most 
common nosocomial-acquired diseases in surgical patients and it is a significant 
source of postoperative morbidity, resulting in increased hospital length-of-stay and 
increased cost. 
A prototype DW would be an efficient option in contrast to the time consuming and 
troublesome procedures in the current system. One of the motivations for developing 
the DW was to redirect the personnel effort from collecting data and manually 
calculating rates to improving infection control surveillance through: (i) ongoing, 
systematic collection, analysis, interpretation, and evaluation of health data; and, (ii) 
advanced reporting, analysis, and data mining tools. Moreover, automation of 
surveillance through implementing DW may reduce paperwork, improve the 
timeliness, completeness, and accuracy of disease reporting, and improve health care 
quality. In general, the purpose of the system is to simplify the infection control work 
processes with the implementation of a DW system. The end use of a data warehouse 
is the generation of reports that can be used to understand trends within an institution, 
to generate data used for research, or to identify events (i.e. outbreaks) that require 
closer examination. 
It is important to state here that two leading colleagues at KFSH&RC-J, the CEO of 
the IT Department and the Director of Infection Control have been convinced to see 
the benefit of DW, for a trial period, through a prototype system that will be 
developed gradually with them. On the other hand, the same two people have been 
approached by a big IT company attempting to sell them a heavy-weight solution for 
HAl, which they rejected for the following reasons: (i) too complicated; (ii) requires 
extraordinary data sources to deliver advanced reporting facilities; (iii) needs heavy 
involvement from end users; and, (iv) requires heavy setting, huge preparation, and 
more ICP staff recruitment. Moreover, ICPs believe that KFSH&RC-J have huge 
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systems that have been upgraded several times and can be utilized to support all the 
extra requirements that they need. They also believe that, according to the CDC 
research, the credentials of generated reports that depend 100% on technology are 
70% accurate whereas the credentials of generated reports that have extensive 
involvement oflCPs are 98% accurate. 
With the beliefs of ICPs and their experience and expertise, proposing, developing, 
and satisfying their requirements in a project required special attention and 
techniques. 
4.2 Business Requirements Phase 
The process of identifying and analyzing the business requirements has been 
conducted from three different approaches. (i) The business-driven approach was 
implemented to understand the business workflow and to increase the knowledge of 
the concepts and principles of HAL (ii) The data-driven approach provided an 
overview of the current status of the IT infrastructure and clinical systems at 
KFSH&RC-J. In particular, this approach facilitated the investigation and evaluation 
of SSI operational systems' functionality, interfaces, and the people involved. (iii) 
The user-driven approach was employed to understand user requirements and to 
explore the problems and limitations addressed by ICPs. 
The requirement analysis involved mainly interviews across the hierarchy and 
departments within KFSH&RC-J. Several meetings and interviews were held with a 
variety of KFSH&RC-J stakeholders, including system analysts, DB administrators, 
SW developers, clinicians, and infection control specialists and practitioners; see 
Appendix A for interviews details. Interviews were beneficial and necessary to gain 
insight into the systems, the workflow, the problems, and the issues encountered in 
these people's daily activities. 
The outcomes of this phase answered the following questions: (i) What is the vision 
of the project and how does it align with the hospital and department mission? (ii) 
What will the scope of the DW be? (iii) Where are the DW resources located and how 
can they be imported for the data warehouse repository? (iv) What infection control 
reports are needed on a daily and annual basis or as custom solutions? (v) What 
techniques can be used to represent user requirements so that they can then be 
translated into an appropriate design? 
4.2.1 The Business-Driven Approach 
The business requirements phase started first with the business-driven approach to 
have an overview of HAl, in general, and to understand, in detail, the daily routine of 
the infection control department at KFSH&RC-J, including business workflow, 
generated reports, and challenges and difficulties encountered. 
4.2.1.1 Overview of Hospital Acquired Infection 
Hospital Acquired Infections (HAIs) are infections that are neither present nor 
incubating when a patient enters the hospital. They usually first appear three days 
after a patient is admitted to a hospital or other healthcare facility. Infections acquired 
in a hospital are also called nosocomial infections. HAls are usually related to a 
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procedure or treatment used to diagnose or treat the patient's illness or injury. They 
occur when a microorganism (virus, fungus, bacterium, or parasite) invades a 
susceptible host. Any type of invasive procedure can expose a patient to the 
possibility of infection. Common causes of HAl include urinary bladder 
catheterization, respiratory procedures, surgery and wounds, and intravenous 
procedures [91-93]. 
HAls pose significant clinical and economic threats. They result in extended length of 
hospital stay, pain, discomfort, and sometimes prolonged or permanent disability. The 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia faces unique challenges when addressing infection control, 
especially during the annual pilgrimage period. Dr. Samar Badreddine, director of 
infection control at KFSH&RC-J, reported, "After surveying many hospitals in 
Makah region, it became obvious that knowledge and practices of infection control 
are deficient and most of the time, outdated. This will definitely have serious 
implications on patient care and patient well-being, considering the high mortality and 
high morbidity associated with hospital-acquired infections and considering their 
impact on length of stay and cost of care" [94]. Adopting DW in healthcare 
organizations could provide some understanding of the time scale in which there is an 
increased risk of infection during pilgrimage. Does it start as soon as the pilgrimage 
starts, or does it take time until the impact takes effect (incubation period)? It could 
also help to identify the types of infections that most probably will occur over 
geographical distribution areas; it might also identify which parts of the hospital are 
prone to infection more than other parts. This could, in turn, enable healthcare 
organizations to discover aspects of infections during the pilgrimage period and give 
some guidance to controlling infections inside and outside the hospitals. 
Among all HAls, surgical site infection (SSI) remains a major cause of morbidity and 
mortality, despite improvements in infection control techniques and surgical practice 
[95]. SSIs account for approximately 14% to 17% of all HAIs and 38% of nosocomial 
infections in surgical patients [96]. They are estimated to double the length of post-
operative stays in hospitals and significantly increase the cost of care. Moreover, the 
process of dealing with SSIs will become more difficult with earlier discharges of 
patients and lack of agreement on methods of post discharge surveillance [97]. 
According to SSI surveillance methods used in both the SENIC (Study on the 
Efficacy of Infection Control) and the NNIS (National Nosocomial Infection 
Surveillance), two techniques have been used to identify in-patients with SSls. They 
are (i) direct observation of the surgical site by the surgeon, trained nurse surveyor, or 
infection control personnel, and (ii) review of patients' medical records, including 
microbiology, histopathology, laboratory and pharmacy data, radiology reports, and 
records from the operating room. Additionally, in-patient admissions and emergency 
room and clinic visit records are sources of data for post-discharge patients [91]. 
The ICP's main duties require face-to-face contact with people, and no matter how 
sophisticated systems become, they cannot replace clinical judgment and observation. 
What automated surveillance can do is to help the ICP work smarter by collecting, 
standardizing, and converting data into information that can be used to improve 
patient care. Surveillance is the core component of any wound infection control 
program. Comprehensive surgical wound surveillance, with reporting of infection 
rates to and action by individual surgeons and hospital managers can result in 
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sustained reduction in infection rates over time [98]. A systematic but realistic 
approach must be applied with attention to multiple risk factors related to the patient, 
the procedure, and the hospital environment. In theory, reducing risk is relatively 
simple and inexpensive, especially when compared to the cost of the infections 
themselves, but in practice, it requires commitment at all levels of the healthcare 
system [99]. 
4.2.1.2 The HAl Workflow (Surveillance Methodology) at KFSH&RC-J 
The infection control service at KFSH&RC-J, started in 2001, centres on reducing 
HAl in patients, visitors, and staff. There is an attempt to reduce infection rates to the 
lowest possible levels and to provide education and training on the prevention and 
control of HAl to all grades of hospital staff and to the community. 
Specifically, the aim of SSI surveillance is to enhance the quality of patient care by 
using data obtained from surveillance to compare their rates of SSI over time against a 
benchmark rate, and to use this information to review and guide clinical practice. 
Surveillance Methodology 
The surveillance methodology at KFSH&RC-J is based on the National Nosocomial 
Infection Surveillance (NNIS) System, developed by the Centre for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC). CDC's system provides benchmarks, compares unit-specific 
rates, and provides feedback to participants [91]. 
Surveillance on HAl at KFSH&RC-] was established at the end of 2001 when 
procedures, policies, and guidelines were developed. At that time, all data were 
collected and saved in paper form. In mid 2005, the IT department built an infection 
control program that stores infection control related data and counts and calculates the 
number of infected patients according to different criteria such as date, type of 
infection, ward, sergeant, etc. In mid 2007, the infection control department began 
using the SSI bundle with patients to store all procedure-related data from the time of 
admission for surgery. The SSI bundle is a group of evidence-based interventions for 
patients experiencing surgery that, when implemented together, result in better 
outcomes. Compliance with the SSI bundle can be measured by simple assessment of 
the completion of each item [100]. 
On a daily basis, operating theatre coordinators provide a data sheet of the procedures 
performed the day before and the laboratory provides a list of all positive cultures; 
both are submitted to the infection control department. ICPs review all patients with 
positive cultures from the EPR system (Cemer) and collect further information about 
the patients from their files, from P ACS, the radiology system, and from the surgery 
log book. Practitioners also talk to nurses and physicians and do bedside evaluations 
of the patients. After collecting all of the required information, an infection-control 
paper form is completed, followed by manual data entry into the local database. 
Generated reports 
Monthly, quarterly, and annual reports are generated and sent to each department. All 
tasks are completed manually and all reports are generated manually, depending on 
several individual data sources. 
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The most common report is to measure the rate of SSI, where data (numerators and 
denominators) combine to form a mathematical expression of the frequency with 
which an event (numerator) occurs. The SSI rate is a percentage and is calculated as 
the number of SSI in-patients during a specified time divided by the total number of 
operations during that specified time multiplied by 100 (the crude SSI rate). 
Following the computation of the rate, the rate of SSI is compared with an 
international benchmark - National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) pooled means 
using SPSS to answer questions such as, "How much is too much?" and "Does this 
require action?". If the SSI rate exceeds the expected/acceptable value, the rate is 
unacceptable and actions need to be applied to fix the problem. In order to do so, 
additional information must be calculated. ICPs need to analyze different factors from 
the surgery log sheet to establish sound reasons for the increase of the SSI rate. Such 
factors make up the compliance rate and include: 
• The percent of procedure cases that were given antibiotics prior to surgical 
incision; 
• For further analysis, within patients that were given antibiotics prior to 
surgical incision, the number of them that were given pre-operative 
antibiotics within an hour prior to the surgical incision; 
• The percent of patients with temperature < 36 (hypothermia during 
procedure), excluding cardiology procedures. 
Moreover, rate is also calculated as a rate per 1,000 patient days. The "total patient 
days" represents the sum of the number of days during which services were provided 
to all in-patients during the given time period. The rate is calculated as follows: 
(Number of cases / Total number of patient days) * 1000. Please refer to Appendix B 
to view some examples of monthly HAl reports. 
Challenges & Limitations of the Current Surveillance System 
Different kinds of challenges are facing the infection control department. First, there 
are the challenges faced from the perspective of healthcare: (i) HAl is becoming 
harder to treat, (ii) HAl cannot be eradicated but a proportion may be avoidable, (iii) 
HAl that develops after a patient leaves the hospital should be considered, (iv) tens of 
lab tests have to be conducted, and (v) the infection control team should be aware of 
information such as the various risk factors in transplant patients, chemotherapy 
patients, and patients with diseases affecting the immune system [92, 101]. Second, 
there are the challenges faced from technical aspects: (i) data collection is time 
consuming, (ii) case details relate to different departments and have to be obtained 
from case notes, different operational systems, and healthcare diagnoses rather than 
from one data repository, and (iii) advanced analysis tools are needed to provide rates 
and feedback, and to identify potential infections. Third, from a cost point of view, 
HAl increases the economic burden. The main factors contributing to the direct costs 
of treating HAl are increased length of stay, additional antibiotic therapy and, where 
necessary, the need for repeat surgery [92-94, 101]. 
Surveillance of SSI at KFSH&RC-J is manually conducted, labour intensive, and 
time-consuming. It has been estimated to consume over 160 person-hours per month. 
Automation of SSI surveillance offers the potential to reduce ICPs time conducting 
surveillance, to enhance monitoring of SSI rates, and to standardize the approach to 
data collection. 
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Due to challenges facing the department, in addition to staff shortages, a number of 
deficiencies were observed, most commonly the following: 
Lack of post-discharge surveillance: SSI surveillance focuses on the in-patient stay 
as this enables accurate data to be collected in a cost-effective way. Recent marked 
reductions in post-operative hospital stays, particularly following elective surgery, 
mean that data are not captured on a significant proportion of SSIs that occur after the 
patient has been discharged from hospital, because the majority of SSI cases develop 
after the patients' discharges from the hospital. This adversely affects the ability of 
the data to reflect the rates of SSI accurately and disables comparisons between 
hospitals. Therefore, a post-discharge surveillance (PDS) system should be developed 
taking advantage of technology (e.g. web-based data handling and reporting system). 
Such a surveillance method should consider the identification of patients readmitted 
with SSI and a patient questionnaire returned at 30 days post-op. 
Case monitoring period: Review of patients' data to find cases of SSI should start as 
soon after the date of surgery as possible to ensure active follow up of patients to 
identify those who develop SSI. Finding cases of SSI requires active and systematic 
follow-up for every patient included in the surveillance from the time of surgery, to 
establish whether anyone develops signs and symptoms that meet the definition of 
SSI. This includes monitoring during the post-operative hospital stay, on readmission 
or at any other return visit to the hospital (e.g. outpatient clinic). According to CDC 
standards, the follow-up period is 30 days after the operation if the surgical procedure 
does not involve the insertion of an implant; otherwise, the follow-up period is 1 year. 
At KFSH&RC-J, the patients are not checked until a positive culture is found; at that 
time, data collection starts, based on what has already happened and not based on 
monitoring for the development of signs and symptoms. 
Risk Factors: Many factors influence surgical site infection, including pre-existing 
medical conditions, amount and type of resident skin bacteria, preoperative glucose 
levels, core-body temperature fluctuations, and preoperative, intraoperative, and 
postoperative care. KFSH&RC-J uses the US National Nosocomial Infections 
Surveillance (NNIS) system risk index (RI). This combines three major risk factors. 
Each of the major risk factor components is individually scored as either 0 or I for 
each patient. The risk factors are: 
• The ASA pre-operative assessment score (score 1 if ASA is 3,4 or 5) 
• Wound classification (score 1 if contaminated or dirty/infected) 
• Duration of procedure (score 1 if duration exceeds specified T value) 
NNIS risk index cannot be calculated if any of the individual risk factor components 
are missing. 
Literature indicates other risk factors as well as actions that have been shown to be 
effective components of strategies to reduce SSI risk and that could be adopted by 
KFSH&RC-J. For example: 
• The risk of an SSI developing after microbial contamination of the surgical 
site will depend on the dose and virulence of the pathogen and the patient's 
level of resistance, according to the relationship: 
Risk of SSI = (dose of bacterial contamination X virulence) / resistance of 
patient [95]. 
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• The measurement of compliance of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis against 
recommended guidelines is a common process measurement in many 
surveillance programs worldwide. Reporting is based on three criteria, each of 
which is assessed separately: 
o antibiotic choice, 
o antibiotic timing, and 
o duration of antibiotics following surgery [95]. 
The purpose of preoperative antibiotic prophylaxis is to reduce the impact of 
intraoperative microbial contamination of a surgical site to a level that will not 
result in infection. Antibiotic prophylaxis must be aimed at the bacteria most 
likely to infect the wound, be of the narrowest spectrum required and be 
delivered in a timely manner. 
Procedure classification and selection: The surveillance should target surgical 
procedures that are relatively common and/or associated with a relatively high risk of 
infection, and that are likely to require at least three days of post-operative hospital 
stay. These are procedures where the maximum benefit from surveillance is likely to 
be obtained. Moreover, targeted procedures need to be categorized, with each 
category including clinically similar procedures, excluding procedures that are not 
similar in nature, and excluding procedures performed by endoscopy or laparoscopy 
(these procedures have a different risk of developing surgical site infection, and a very 
short length of postoperative hospital stay). Initially, at KFSH&RC-J, ICPs were not 
targeting a specific type of procedure, but the need for more advanced and detailed 
reports and the existence of staff shortages caused the IC department to decide to 
target CABGs, Cardiac, and C-Sections procedures only, with each procedure 
assigned a couple of months. 
4.2.2 The Data-Driven Approach (Analysis of Information Systems 
at KFSH&RC-J) 
A number of key systems at KFSH&RC-J have been analyzed to understand the status 
of the healthcare systems and the existing IT infrastructure resources; this analysis 
was essential in identifying the resources of the potential CDW. There is a variety of 
users who deal with the systems in all clinics and administrative departments. 
However, they all share a unified patient record number that is initially entered at the 
front desk using Cemer. End users have different views and needs, depending on their 
jobs as physicians, technicians, administration, nurses, etc. There is also a diverse set 
of data types originating from different data sources that vary in their structure, 
format, media, location, and size (e.g. electronic record, patients' files, text files, 
database files, images, etc). 
KFSH&RC-J has four main systems: a hospital information system (Cemer), a 
pharmacy and billing system (myCARE), a patients' radiology system (MagicWeb), 
and the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system for human resources and 
finances. However, there are also many isolated software applications, ready-made or 
developed in-house, that are used by different departments to meet their needs for 
reporting, statistics, and other clinical-specific tasks. These isolated applications are 
not easily supported, and sometimes, are totally unsupported by the three major 
patient-related systems. Please refer to Fig (4.1). 
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Cemer is the main hospital information system that establishes the core of an 
electronic patient record system (EPR). It represents the OLTP, which handles daily 
electronic Bio data for both IP and OP. It also supports appointments, lab requests, lab 
results, and radiology requests. The Cemer system integrates to the pharmacy and 
billing system (myCARE) using the Microsoft BizTalk application to transfer 
electronically the patient demographic data. 
The billing system, myCARE, was purchased from GCI, an IT consulting and 
services company. myCARE databases are relational databases on ORACLE lOG 
using Visual Basic 6 for interface and Crystal Reports for reporting. Main modules of 
myCARE include billing & health insurance validation, e-prescription, pharmacy 
verification and clinical inventory. The first module is the E-prescription, Pharmacy 
& Clinical Inventory. Main users of this module are physicians, nurses, and 
pharmacists. Physicians document patient diagnostics and procedure information into 
the system so that the patient file will have a complete medical history. They also use 
myCARE for issuing prescriptions, which are electronically updated with patient 
information: types of contracts and logistic data. myCARE is linked to First Data 
Bank, which is an industry-standard product that supports instructions on prescribed 
medicines and alerts for drug-drug, drug-food, and drug-allergy interaction. 
Pharmacists view, verify, and dispense medications to outpatients and in-patients. 
Clinical Pharmacists can manage interventions effectively through this module. It is 
important to mention here that myCARE has a virtual sub-store database that links to 
the actual sub-store for each clinic, ward, and department and is closely knit to Oracle 
back end systems for inventory controls. The second module is the Billing and Health 
Insurance Validations, which is a billing system that is mainly used for financial 
issues such as pricing, services, contracts, and financial policies. The patient file is 
transferred automatically from the Cemer hospital information system to the billing 
module for financial evaluation (cash, insurance ... etc ). Bills are issued against the cost 
centre and patient accounts for services (patient visits), procedures (lab), and supplies 
(medication, bandages). 
Oracle includes three major hospital systems: financial, HR, and logistics. This 
system integrates and supports resource planning at KFSH&RC-J. The main users of 
this system are the analysts, practitioners, operations specialists, and administrative 
managers. Oracle also handles material management for inventory controls. 
Other supporting systems are also used at the hospital. Some of them are ready-made 
systems, such as MagicWeb, Point of Care testing, Blood Transfusion, Dental, Cocas 
IT 1000 from Roche, and the Dictation system. Others are in-house systems related to 
different departments. KFSH&RC-J has more than 15 built-in systems, including a 
contract services system, a cardiac non invasive lab system, academic and training 
affairs systems, and an international and recruitment system. The usage of these in-
house systems is fragmented and isolated but some of them are possibly collecting the 
same data and could be enhanced by having access to some data from the other in-
house systems. 
The flow of data between the three main systems at KFSH&RC-J, Cemer, myCARE 
and ERP (Oracle), proceeds as follows. First, when a patient arrives at the hospital, he 
or she is registered in the Cemer system, which opens a new patient file and updates 
the patient database. Then, the electronic patient data are transferred from Cemer to 
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myCARE, using Microsoft BizTalk, which adapts patient records to Health Level 7 
standard (HL 7). It is important to recall that the Cerner system is common for all 
branches (Riyadh and Jeddah) but that BizTalk filters only Jeddah patients and 
triggers only 17 data items (e.g. lab, radiology, discharges ... etc). Second, during the 
care process, different systems will be used depending on the patient treatment flow. 
F or example, when a physician requests a lab test, he or she uses the Cerner system, 
and then the request transfers to myCARE to issue a bill. When the patient goes to the 
lab, he/she will find the lab request as well as the bill. Other interactions are carried 
out between myCARE and EPR systems by passing billing data from myCARE to the 
financial module in EPR (accounts receivable). Synchronization takes place between 
the myCARE clinical inventory and the EPR inventory (sub-store). 
As for the infection control department, several data sources are used for different 
purposes. The Cerner system reviews EPR and Laboratory and Radiology to check on 
test results, infection control local DB, and procedure data. Mainly SSI-related data is 
found in two main data sources: 
• The infected-patient DB, an SQL DB that includes all related data for any 
patient contracting an infection since 2002. Such data include infection types, 
organism names, clue dates, and so on. 
• Procedure-details DB, an SSI bundle of Excel files that includes details about 
all procedures performed in the operating theatre since July 2007. Such data 
includes procedure dates, procedure names, procedure durations, and so on. 
The Multiplicity of Platforms with non-integrated patient records must be considered 
one of the main problems and limitations of the existing IT architecture. Patients' data 
are distributed over multiple, non-interacting systems such as Cerner, myCARE, and 
PACS and, while their platforms are linked together, they do not present an integrated 
view of patient-centric data nor do they offer direct access to necessary data to 
produce analytical reports. This non-integration forces physicians to seek data from 
each of the non-interacting systems separately or to demand a paper-based patient file 
to review hislher patient's data. This situation negatively affects the decisions needed 
to improve quality, policy, practice standards, and customer satisfaction. 
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4.2.3 The User-Driven Approach (Requirements Specification) 
everal meetings were conducted with rcps to discuss current information sy terns 
and department objecti es. limitations, and key bu iness is ues. The rcps were able to 
defme exactly how they do their job and how or why specific actions are important by 
describing the normal workflow . 
Interviews with clinically train d staff provided more insight and understanding about 
many different aspect. First, the resulted in more under tanding of the operational 
systems and data sources, including (i) knowing the level of details in the existing 
operational systems, (ii) solving heterogeneous information and verifying the 
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interpretation of the data variables and their relevance to our prototype, and (iii) 
demonstrating the information that is currently delivered in the existing reports. The 
interviews also improved understanding regarding a second aspect, the business 
domain, including (i) understanding the domain further, (ii) knowing critical success 
factors and how these are monitored and measured, and (iii) understanding the natural 
hierarchies of the business dimensions. Moreover, interviews with system developers 
demonstrated the database architecture, data structures within the data sources, and to 
some point, overcame the lack of database documentation. In addition, interviews 
were able to point to several areas that are worth further consideration, such as end 
users' focus and data limitations. 
The several meetings with different stakeholders at KFSH&RC-] showed the 
stakeholders' awareness of the importance of the technology and their appreciation 
for how it can help them to manage their organization efficiently in several ways. 
Stakeholders were enthusiastic about the prospect of working in a unified, integrated 
management system that provides them with a whole data view. However, their main 
concern was not why it was important but first, the practical possibility of 
implementing such a system, and second, the doubt that the OW would make a 
difference in a situation like theirs. They believed that having a OW would not 
necessarily make much difference because the OW might collect data that is already 
there or automate only one or two processes, unless the system could enable them to 
collect additional data that they have not been able to collect, generate reports across 
several departmental databases, or inference previously unknown information and 
knowledge. The ICPs were especially concerned and suspicious about the added value 
of having a OW because they had requested, several times, the IT department to 
extend their reporting capabilities, or grant the right to access other systems but their 
requests had been rejected, either because the IT department claimed it was not 
possible or because it claimed that there was no room for further expansion or 
enhancement of the system. 
In addition to interviews, attending training courses assigned for the KFSH&RC-J 
team - clinicians and end-users (physicians, nurses, pharmacist, etc.) of systems like 
Cerner (see Appendix C for detail) - was very beneficial and a valuable requirement-
gathering technique, especially for large scale systems in the clinical domain. 
Attendance at these courses helps trainees to understand the main functions, the data, 
and the weaknesses of the systems. During the training sessions, trainees' feedback 
and questions gave additional insight about users' acceptance, interactions, and 
requirements. 
However, at that time, user requirements were regarded as nothing more than what 
they already had, with the added ability to do calculations automatically. For example, 
instead of computing the RIC manually, calculation through the system would save 
them time. The moderate requirements from ICPs derived from the end users 
awareness of the limited information that existed in their systems and the constraints 
that they were experiencing in accessing other systems. Because of those restrictions, 
the ICPs or end-users were unable to define added value requirements at the first 
couple of interviews, and if there were any minor requirements, they were unable to 
prioritize them. Several techniques were used and several practice sessions were 
necessary to generate a prioritized list of the most common requirements. The 
following techniques provided assistance. 
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• Report analysis helped in discovering several issues including what reports 
were desired, how often the reports might be generated, which systems were 
used to source data, what data elements were needed, which departments were 
involved, what the impact of the reports might be on decision making, and 
what the strength/weaknesses were. 
• Data versus system analysis helped to distinguish between what was needed 
and available, what was needed but unavailable, and what was available but 
not needed. 
• Data sources selection, the selection of databases, was based on their value 
for analytic work. The selected databases had to follow the following criteria: 
(i) need for the data, (ii) greatest common good, and (iii) data accessibility. 
• Priority assignment depended on (i) maintaining the current option status and 
implementing current reporting with some additional automated features, (ii) 
generating additional reports to show end users the DW capabilities and to 
encourage them to come up with new requirements, and (iii) requests by end 
users and how important those requests for specific information was to them. 
The highest priorities were given to reports that were similar to the reports in 
the current system with automation and more levels of detail. Gradually, other 
reports, with different perspectives, were developed according to users' 
feedback. 
4.2.4 The Outcomes of the Business Requirements Phase 
KFSH&RC-] has an extensive use of IT systems and the overall operation of the 
hospital relies on using stand-alone systems and on applications written specifically 
for the needs of individual departments (or consultants within departments). By 
following the three different approaches in the business requirements phase, these 
approaches help in building a solid ground to start the actual implementation of the 
system. Below are the main outcomes of this phase; it includes defining the related 
data and their data sources and gives more insight about the study population that is 
used. 
Subject areas and data sources 
The focus of this phase was to identify the added value data and data of interest, to 
classify types of data that would serve the business dimensional requirements, to 
define the data sources, and to decide on the methods to transfer data into knowledge. 
Primary techniques used in this requirements elicitation phase were interviews, 
scenarios, report reviews, and prototyping. Although lAD was one of the proposed 
techniques in the earlier proposed method, it was not possible (applicable) due to 
difficulties in arranging group sessions with the busy schedules of the stakeholders at 
the hospital, It's absence did not affect the quality of the system nor the satisfaction 
level of the end users. 
However, solid knowledge of the concepts and principles of the HAl domain was very 
important for defining subject areas, KPls, and performance measures; refer to Figure 
3.1 that presents the activity model for defining information requirements. The 
comparison between the literature in HAl and the best practices in diagnosing patients 
with SSI on one side and the current system and reports at KFSH&RC-J on the other 
side helped to identify and realize the following: 
(i) Sources and locations of data for finding SSI are microbiology reports, 
infection controls rounds on nursing units, pharmacy reports for 
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antimicrobial use, temperature charts, operating room reports of surgeries, 
and post-discharge surveillance methods. 
(ii) Demographic and clinical factors related to SSI risk are collected by the 
NNIS system as data on all surgical patients: operation dates, NNIS 
operative procedure categories, surgeon identifiers, patient identifiers, ages 
and sex, durations of operations, wound classes, uses of general 
anaesthesia, ASA classes, emergencies, traumas, multiple procedures, 
endoscope approaches, and discharge dates. 
(iii) A wide variety of types and kinds of data are expected to be in the 
operational systems [102]. 
Moreover, this phase helped in knowing what and where data are to be collected and 
in homogenizing semantic concepts of the data from different operational sources 
(please refer to Appendix D). Data elements were categorized into five groups. The 
first group consisted of elements that were needed and available, the second group 
consisted of data elements that were needed but unavailable, and the third group 
consisted of elements that were available but not needed. The fourth group consisted 
of elements that were calculated (derived fields), and the fifth group consisted of 
elements that were used for calculating the derived fields. Please refer to Table 4.1 
that shows the categorization of the five groups and Table 4.2 that shows the main 
subject areas for SSI, data source and their types, and their relevant variables. The 
logical implication was to integrate Cerner, as it included patient demographics and 
lab results from the in-house infection control system. But, after trying a very long 
cycle of approvals, which resulted in a significant overhead delay, and after the 
declaration of end users that Cerner was not an important data source and that, in fact, 
most of the SSI-related data were not available at Cerner, the trial to access Cerner 
data and information was discontinued. As a result, the decision was to focus on the 
in-house infection control program, SPSS, and surgical procedure data. 
Needed and Needed and Not-needed and Calculated Used for 
Available unavailable available calculation 
Patient ID, gender, Event detail, sign All attributes Procedure Procedure date 
procedure name, and symptoms, if relate to other duration, RIC, ,procedure time 
date of procedure, SSI contributed to infections. patient age when start, procedure 
wound class, ASA death, trauma, procedure time end, date 
class, type of endoscope, multiple performed. of birth, ASA, 
anaesthesia, procedure, ICD-9 wound. 
antibiotic related procedure code, 
data. diabetes, chemo-Rx, 
immunosuppressive 
Med. 
Table 4-2 The five categorization of data elements 
Subject area Source of data Relevant variables 
ownership 
Cemer MRN, Name, Sex, Age, Admission date, Diagnose on 
Medical records admission, Consultant, ward#, bed #. 
Patient 
demographics 
Patient file Diabetes, chemo-RX, immunosuppressive Med, 
Operation sheet diagnose on admission, consultant. 
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MRN, Procedure name, date, time, type of anaesthesia ( 
GA, LA, SA), emergency, implant, drain, duration of 
Patient file 
operation, preoperative antibiotic - dos -time, wound 
class, ASA score, operating room number, surgeon I, 
Operation sheet surgeon2, scrubnurse I, scrubnurse2, anaesthesiologists. 
Procedure 
MRN, Procedure date, procedure name, unit, ASA 
Operating theatre score, wound class, time procedure started, time 
worksheet procedure ended, temperature, antibiotic order, 
antibiotic dose. 
Cemer Infection date, lab test, type of culture, organism name 
Medical records 
PACS Radiology. Examination 
Infection control MRN, CDC Diagnose Name 
worksheet 
SSI MRN, department, sex, age, procedure name, date, time, 
type of anaesthesia (GA, LA, SA), emergency, implant, 
Infection control drain, duration of operation, preoperative antibiotic-
Database dos -time, wound class, ASA score, operating room 
number, surgeon 1, surgeon2, scrubnurse 1, scrubnurse2, 
anaesthesiologists, type of culture, organism name. 
Physician Cemer Physician rD, specialty, first name, last name, type Patient File 
Table 4-3 Core measures, data sources, and variables of SSI 
Applying only one of the business requirement approaches could not fully satisfy the 
purpose of this phase. For example, depending on the data-driven approach only was 
not viable because the lack of documentation supporting applications (written 
information about databases' tables, relationships, design, architecture, and data 
dictionary) made it obligatory to depend mainly on the infection control staff and the 
system analysts to interpret the data variables (semantic analysis of data) and to 
understand the relational table design. The user-driven approach alone, likewise, was 
not adequate. End users were not clear about their requirements and could not imagine 
the power of the data warehouse. Opposed to the literature, their requirements were 
minimal (below expectation). This might refer to their awareness and understanding 
of the limitation of their domain. However, the schema could not be restricted based 
on the users' requirements or domain limitations as end users might change and 
information might increase. On the other hand, end users were helpful in defining the 
data in which they were most interested and the data most relevant to their decision-
making process. The one thing that must be decreased during implementation is the 
misunderstanding of the users' requests. By understanding the domain, its 
requirements, and its corresponding attributes, a list of the available and achievable 
attributes could be generated. Changes to such a list could be implemented, but by 
following the proposed business requirements phase, changes were kept to a 
mInImum. 
Study population & Statistical analysis 
The study population included patients who were performed procedures at 
KFSH&RC-J from July 2007 to December 2009. 
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Key Points: 
• From July 1,2007, to December 31,2009, a total of 9,712 operations were 
performed in the operating rooms at KFSH&RC-J. 
• A total of 112 wound infections occurred. Yearly overall SSI rates are 
illustrated in Table 4.3 (year, surgical cases no., wound infections no., wound 
infection rate %). 
• The average patient age admitted for procedures was 34 years and the average 
age of those contracting SSI was 39 years. Patients ranged from 0 to 79 years. 
The SSI rate was highest in those less than one year (15%). 
• More women had procedures (n=3952) than men (n=2931). Men accounted for 
38% of SSIs (n=23) while 61 % occurred in females (36). The accuracy of these 
statistics is somewhat compromised by gender not being available for all records. 
• The SSI rate increased as the American Society of Anaesthesiology (ASA) 
classification score increased, from 1 % in healthy patients to 61 % in patients with 
severe systemic disease. 
• The overall Risk Index, which is a sum ofthe three risk scores, was calculated on 
5965 patients. A total of 57%, 36%, and 5% of patients scored 0, 1, and 2, 
respectively. The SSI rate increased from 19% to 56% as the risk index increased 
from 0.5% to 6%. Total procedures involved 5958 patients while total 
infection involved 92 patients. 
• SSI rate was 3 % in clean classified wounds but rose to 21 % in dirty/infected 
classified wounds. 
Year Surgical cases, SSI infections, No. SSI infections, Rate 
No. 
2007 748 14 1.8% 
2008 1580 58 3.6% 
2009 1584 37 2.3% 
Table 4-4 Surgical cases and wound infections, 2007-2009 
Statistics were very helpful for testing the quality of the data and for putting the data 
into use. 
4.3 Data warehouse Design 
Modelling was an integral part in the system development. It helped in the 
visualization of how things fit together, it decreased the complexity of the 
environment, and it supported managing the data effectively. Notice that the Surgical 
Site Infection Data Warehouse (SSI-DW) data model was based mainly on the 
outcomes of the business requirements phase and the literature review. The outcomes 
of the business requirements phase and the literature review were instrumental in 
building a process- and technology- independent data model. 
Several steps took place to reach the final dimensional model: 
First, build the relational model: The initial plan was to build a star schema from the 
existing systems, but after analyzing the current operational systems, building a 
relational model first was very important for the following reasons: 
• To effectively manage the data. 
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• To verify the accuracy, simplicity, non-redundancy, and stability of the data 
model. 
• To insure data integrity and consistency. 
• To facilitate the incorporation of subsequently discovered information or new 
requirements without having a dangerous effect on the design. 
• To insure that there are no extra cost requirements on data transfer or data 
migration. 
Once the data extraction and cleansing issues applied, the data sources shaped initially 
into three non-normalized and non-integrated datasets (initial tables from the source 
systems). Please refer to Figure 4.2 that depicts the 15t datasets used to create the 
relational schema. 
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Figure 4-2 SSI-DW initial tables for building the relational schema 
The normalization process then started; the tables were analyzed for relations, primary 
keys, and functional dependencies. During this phase, the relational schema design 
went into several iterations. Every new knowledge or missing detail gained had to be 
identified in the domain and were embraced (adopted) in the schema, to be more 
insightful and to resemble the case as a whole more closely. It was rather important 
that the schema represented the case view without physical or data constraints and 
that the system modelled what the business wanted or might ask for in the future. The 
following are the main reasons for the continuous changes in the schema: 
• Insure flexibility and adaptability. 
• Be able to satisfy users' requirements to the maximum during iterations, to 
deliver more than what they are expecting. 
• To increase the level of details (granularity). For example, surgical procedures 
had to be grouped into categories of clinically similar procedures. A full list of 
procedures included within each category, together with their corresponding 
surgical procedure codes, was developed, or implemented, according to the 
existing standard. 
• Cover new scenarios or fix misunderstood ones, as not all SSIs' scenarios 
were clear. For example: 
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o More than one SSI could occur from the same incision or anther 
infection could develop because of SSI. Occasionally, more than one 
SSI could occur from the same surgical procedure. This was to be 
considered as a different infection only when a specimen obtained 
from the same wound, yields organisms that are unrelated to the 
previous infection. 
o SSI is not the only possible infectious result from surgical procedures; 
other types of infections can develop as well such as BSI, SST, 
Meningitis, and BSI. 
o SSIs detected during in-patient stays needed to be distinguished from 
those detected by post-discharge surveillance because the latter were 
more likely to be associated with variations in intensity of case 
findings. 
In general, the changes affecting the schema were as follows: 
• Add or remove field(s), examining the contributed items, and excluding items 
that were not potential subject areas. 
• Add hierarchy or granularity levels. Data elements were decomposed to their 
smallest basic parts. 
• Fix relations and links. 
• Fix naming of the tables to match table purposes. 
• The schema went into several phases throughout 2010; the release of new 
schema occurred on the following dates: Feb 4, Feb 6, Feb 27, Mar 10, Mar 
11, Mar 18, Mar 28, Nov 15. 
Please refer to Figure 4.3 to view the last phase of the relational schema. 
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Figure 4-3 SSI-DW relational schema after normalization 
Second, create an initial dimensional model: a star schema model was used to 
represent the initial dimensional model. A star schema is the basic structure for a 
dimensional model; it is less complex and provides the most natural way to model a 
DW. Two techniques were used in determining the candidate measures, facts, and 
dimensions. The ftrst technique followed the components of a story; a star schema 
intuitively answers the questions of what; when, who, and why [70]. In the SSI 
infection dialogue, ''what'' refers to SSI infection, "who" refers to the infected patient, 
"when" refers to the infection date, and "why" refers to the procedure' s data and 
compliance factors. From the star schema, the user can easily visualize the answers to 
the following questions. For a speciftc SSI: What was the procedure? Who was 
infected? When did the infection occur? Why was he/she infected? The second 
technique started with an initial model having the main entity (patient with SSI) in the 
middle, surrounded by all related dimensions; this model aimed at identifying all the 
candidate star schemas that could be realistically implemented on top of the available 
operational databases. Once the schema was completed, the number of dimensions 
could be reduced by removing the data that were not needed for the infection control 
analysis. Please refer to ftgure 4.4 to see a simplified example of the initial star 
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schema. The model components became one fact table 'patient with SSI' and seven 
dimension tables that included patient, procedure, date, culture, organism, CDC 
diagnose, and department. In this star model, most of the SSI-related variables were 
included and it followed the concept of the SSI care bundle: whilst each component is 
of value, if all elements of the 'bundle' are used the prevention factor is increased 
[100]. 
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Procedure Dimension 
Procedure ID 
Procedure type proced 
Date 
CDC Diagnosis 
Dim 
PKCDC 
Diagnosis ID 
Time 
GA 
LA 
SA 
Patient with SSI Facts 
SSIPatient PK v 
Emergency 
ASA score 
Duration of operation 
Preoperative antibiotic -
dos -time 
Operating room number 
Surgeonl 
Surgeon2 
Patient demog ID FK 1 
Procedure ID FK2 
CDC Diagnose ID FK3 
Department ID FK4 
Date ID FK5 
CultureID FK6 
OrganismID FK7 
V Num-ofcases Cases / department r-------..., SSI Rate Date Dim \ Year Count wound class/ surgical 
Quarter ~~------r---------~ 
Month 
Day 
Culture Dimension 
Culture ID 
TypeofCulture 
Organism Dimension 
Organism ID 
OrgName 
Figure 4-4 A simplified star schema for patients with SSI 
Department Dim 
PK Department ID 
Deoartment Name 
Patient demographic 
Dimension 
Patient demog ID 
MRN 
Name 
Sex 
Age 
Diabetes 
Implant 
Drain 
Diagnose on admission 
Admission date 
Chemo-RX 
Immunosuppressive Med 
Third, develop the final dimensional model: The overall vision of a star schema and 
the actual implementation of the relational schema led to a fully detailed dimensional 
model for SSI. Once the relational model reached a certain level of completion, with 
this author satisfied in terms of schema design and content, the relational schema de-
normalized and star schema normalized to generate a dimensional model. The final 
model was a fact constellation model with 2 fact tables (procedure and patient with 
SSI), 13 dimension tables, with 2 common dimensions, time and patient 
demographics, and one aggregated table. Figure 4.5 illustrates the fact constellation 
schema for SSI patients. 
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Figure 4-5 SSI-DW fact constellation schema 
4.4 ETl Phase (Extract, Transform, load) and Normalization 
In this section the process of data extraction, cleansing, and transferring and loading 
will be described. 
4.4.1 The Development Environment 
A single platform was preferred (all operations from the back-end data extraction to 
the front end query processing were performed on a single computing platform) 
because it was the most straightforward and simplest option for implementing the DW 
architecture. Moreover, the infection control department at KFSH&RC _1 is located in 
one room and only two practitioners handle most of the data processing and analysis. 
SSI-DW was developed under a Windows Vista platform on an llg Oracle server 
environment. The main reason for extracting the data into ORACLE RDBMS was its 
powerful analytical functions that could be used for building materialized views (for 
example, cube, rollup, model, spreadsheet, rank . .. etc), which can be integrated with 
the relational model easily and efficiently. 
4.4.2 Data Extraction 
The mechanism used to extract the data from the source systems to SSI-DW was a 
several times extraction; thus, the data were extracted completely and more than once 
from the source systems (since KFSH&RC_J did not allow online access to their 
databases due to security and confidentiality concerns). SI-DW data were mapped 
from the infection control DB and SSI bundle into tables in QL server in the 
personal computer (please refer to Appendix G to clarify all SSI related data that exist 
or not in the operational systems). Multiple SQL queries were run on the tables to 
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create the relational dataset; as each variable was added to the dataset, it was cleansed 
of data inconsistencies. The data collected in SSI-DW included demographic, 
surgical, and physical findings. Missing values in some of the fields in the original 
database were found because either the clerk did not enter them in the first place or 
data items were not collected at the diagnosed time. 
The main data sources of SSI-DW are described below: 
• Procedures' details tables: all information related to performed procedures 
from August 2007 to December 2009: procedure name, time, date, ASA score, 
wound class, etc. Data were distributed over 29 flat files (a file for each 
month) in MS Excel format. 
• Infected patients' DB: 14 tables containing infections' related information 
such as organism name, infection type, infection date, surgeon name, 
department, etc. from January 2002 to December 2009. The database did not 
follow the relational model even though it was built in RDBMS (SQL 
SERVER). It has been noticed that the quality of data has been enhanced over 
time, and in a way, more completed in later years. 
• my CARE table: an Excel flat file was requested from myCARE developers to 
complete, as much as possible, the missing information from both previous 
files such as date of birth, gender, admission date, discharge date, etc. 
The data extraction process extracted the data from the source files into ORACLE 
RDBMS in two steps. First, the data was extracted from the source file into MS 
ACCESS tables in stages. (i) The infected patients DBs were imported into Excel files 
and from Excel files into ACCESS files. (As it was impossible to import tables from 
the SQL server into ORACLE directly, Excel and ACCESS were used as mediator 
platforms.) (ii) All 29 Excel files that represented procedures' details were merged 
into one table, this included reforming the data structure of the attributes because they 
did not share the same number of fields (columns) or the same data type, and then 
transferring the merged file into Access. (iii) The myCARE table was transferred to 
an Access file. A code was generated to perform the extraction and data delivery 
processes, which included error detection and correction. Second, the data was 
exported from ACCESS files to ORACLE RDBMS. Although there were many tools 
to export these files to ORACLE RDBMS, open database connectively 'ODBC' was 
the most efficient and smooth to be used as the exporting tool. During this process, 
tables and field names had to be renamed into capital letters, excluding all special 
characters except underscore and removing spaces, before being imported via ODBC. 
(ORACLE is not a case sensitive environment; it accepts only upper case letters from 
other environments when imported.) Note that the only common connection 
(identifier) between the previously mentioned datasets was the medical record number 
and the procedure date. 
4.4.3 Data Transformation & Loading 
The importance of reliability in stored data cannot be overemphasized because 
inaccuracies in generated reports for infection control can permanently damage users' 
acceptance of conclusions that result from these reports. Data validation was 
performed to ensure that data acquisition was complete and accurate, and to 
understand the limitations of the data. The main method used for data validation was 
to match record counts in the operational system with the record counts in the SSI-
DW and to compare the contents and information data from patient-specific records 
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among four systems: SSI-DW, the infected patients DB, the procedure details data, 
and myCare. Discrepant records were then assessed to reveal whether data were 
missing in the data warehouse or whether inaccurate queries were used to obtain data. 
This process could reveal defects in either data acquisition or in data analysis, which 
could then be remedied [103, 104]. We repeated this process until there was 100% 
agreement between data sets from our sample. Next, a series of functions and rules 
was applied to the extracted data to improve the quality of SSI-DW data. Several 
tasks took place in this phase such as selection, conversion, summarization, and data 
quality improvement. First, whole records were extracted from the operational 
systems. Second, unrelated attributes were removed from the staging area (Excel 
files), keeping the four relative groups mentioned in the previous section 4.4.2. Third, 
some records were filtered or excluded from the database: (i) records that did not fall 
in the study time period, (ii) duplicate and unmatched records, (iii) records with 
missing or dummy values in MRN, and (iv) records where the procedure conducted 
had no incision (a day case (length of stay in days) = 0) or procedure details were not 
recorded. And fourth, data quality improvement processes started. 
Data quality was one of the biggest challenges in DW development because of the 
complexity and data pollution in source systems. Common problems found in the 
operational systems were that their data were in free text format that could not be used 
for research, unofficial use of fields (place comment next to most fields), and many 
missing values that could not be recovered. Therefore, data cleaning and validation 
were critical steps to link and share the databases easily and to run the queries 
quickly. Several data quality processes were addressed. Some applied to the entire 
database, tables, or columns, some were implemented in the integration and 
transformation layer, and others were implemented after the data had been loaded into 
the data warehouse. The following are the main tasks employed for data validation 
and quality:-
• Data Cleansing: Data were categorized according to their importance for data 
cleansing (weigh the benefits and costs of cleaning), with the highest priority 
group being the first group to be cleansed. Although cleansing was achieved at 
the end, it took a very long and unexpected time. Approaches used for data 
cleaning are summarized below: 
o The first approach was to match every unique value in the source 
database to the allowable values. Due to the ability to enter 'free text' 
into the source data, new unique values could appear as time passed. 
We used this approach to standardize ASA and wound class elements. 
For example, in the operational database ASA scores were recorded in 
33 different values where they were supposed to have only five unique 
values (1, 2,3,4, and 5). Sometimes they included comments, types of 
anaesthesia, or two values in the same ASA field. To create data that 
would be usable for SSI surveillance, we excluded everything except 
one value for the ASA score. This step required referrals to the ICPs to 
identify accurately the ASA score to include. 
o Another type of data cleaning was to use a standard vocabulary. NHSN 
procedure code was used to standardize the procedure names in order 
to be able to compare data with benchmarks and procedure duration. 
Initially, the procedure details table contained 9721 records, with 6050 
different procedure names existing after removing redundancy; 2855 
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had a lot of missing details. The plethora of procedure names was 
explained by the fact that the same procedure was written in several 
different ways. For example, C-section was written in 41 different 
ways. Initially this author thought of writing a small program for text 
mining; the program would have searched for similar words - all 
cardiology procedures, for example - to assign to a predefined 
procedure category - cardiology - but minor differences in naming 
gave very different interpretations and there were many spelling 
mistakes and abbreviations. As a result, vocabulary standardization 
was attempted manually, with the help of an assistant physician. 
Because the availability of a full time physician was impossible and 
because the number of records was huge, only 20% of the procedure 
names were categorized. Focus was given to the procedures with 
high risk for SSI and to more frequently applied procedures such as 
CARDs, C-sections, and organ transplants. 
• Data inconsistency was a common factor in most of the fields with data 
contradicting the main domain data type and length for specific fields. 
Standardizing and unifying data type, length, and format was essential. Below 
are some examples of inconsistent data along with the solutions used to restore 
consistency: 
o MRNs, which represent patients' record numbers, were identified in 
three different ways: as string, as number, and as string with different 
length. All MRNs were unified as a string with a fixed length to 
support searching and sorting issues. 
o Dates. Procedure date, admission date, date of surgery, and so on were 
typed in different formats (July-5-2009, 5-July 2009, 5- 7-2009), typed 
incorrectly as 9-7-2023, or had values that violated the domain type 
'DATE', such as string or number. First, the format was standardized 
to a single type 'DATE' in the basic format "dd-mm-yyyy" as this is 
the only format accepted by ORACLE. Second, the values were 
verified through comparison to other databases. 
o Time. Time surgery started, time surgery ended, and time antibiotics 
were given were also written in different formats (base 12 or 24) with 
different separators (; or .), and had missing minutes or hours. There 
was an urgent need to standardize as 'TIME' following the "hh:mm" 
format. Moreover, there were logic data violations such as the time 
surgery ended preceding the time surgery started (the surgery started 
late at night and finished after 12pm). A programmed procedure was 
developed in order to calculate procedures' durations properly. 
o Age was written in different formats as well using year only or a 
combination of year and month or month only (e.g.12y, 12yrs, 12, 
12years, 12m, 12month, and 12month and 30d). There were almost 40 
different ways of writing age. This author had to source from another 
database (myCare) to get the date of birth and then calculate the age of 
each patient at the time his/her procedure occurred. 
o Gender was also typed in different formats, either Boolean or string (0, 
I, M, F, male, female) and sometimes two genders were typed in the 
same field. The type was standardized and verified from other 
databases. 
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• All calculated (derived) values had to be defined and replaced with 
automatically calculated ones to assure accuracy and compatibility. For 
example, a risk score was assigned to each patient based on the individual's 
ASA category, length of surgery, and wound classification. RIC = risk factor 
of operation lasting + risk factor of Wound class + risk factor of ASA where: 
o Operation lasting risk factor =1 if the operation lasted> 75th percentile 
of the duration from the cut point; otherwise, it equalled zero. 
o Wound class risk factor = 1 if the wound class = 3 or 4; otherwise, it 
equalled zero. 
o ASA risk factor = 1 if ASA = 3, 4, or 5; otherwise, risk factor = O. 
• Missing data required searching in the different data sources, comparing 
between records, and exchanging values between matching records from both 
databases, or deriving data from other fields in the same database. For 
example, comments from the antibiotic-dose field were helpful to complete 
the missing values in some ASA, or wound fields. The keys used to match 
records between source files were patient medical record number (MRN) and 
procedure date. The SSI patients' data exist in the infected-patient database 
was expected to be in the procedure-details database as the data were supposed 
to be part of the whole. However, many cases were not found because (i) there 
were duplicate records in the infected-patient table, (ii) a single infected 
patient had more than one match in the procedure-details table, or (iii) most of 
the records transferred from the SQL server DB (infected-patient tables) had a 
date and a hidden time and a change in the selection condition (truncate the 
first nine digits only) had to be considered to filter the date type only. 
Accordingly, several steps were considered to match the records correctly: (i) 
include only procedures performed from July 2007 to December 2009, (ii) 
verify dates of procedures because sometimes they were written correctly as a 
format but with mistaken values, and (iii) remove redundant records. A total of 
112 SSI patients were found from July 2007 to December 2009. 
The ETL phase was able to recover some of the missing values and fix some of the 
mistyped values. For example, the RIC value was calculated for all patients 
undergoing surgery if the corresponding risk factors existed; 5965 patients' RICs 
were calculated compared to only 146 RICs before the correction tactic. Similarly, all 
patients' ages were calculated according to their date of birth, resulting in 9508 ages 
being calculated. Moreover, procedure durations were verified and calculated using 
other values in the table, with 9517 procedure durations calculated. 
4.5 Iterations 
SSI-DW development methodology was based on a light scale (Agile) of prototyping 
and incremental approaches. After developing the first prototype, a series of 
increments, each with around one-month duration, was carried out. Within each 
increment, end users reviewed and approved the achieved requirements, requested 
new ones, or requested modifications. During the end user assessment, two techniques 
were implemented: "story conference" and "task planning". The objective of both 
techniques was to identify a candidate list of requirements and to prioritize them [65]. 
The team then estimated the time required to deliver the requirements. Each level of 
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effort was estimated by comparing it to some previously delivered requirements; at 
the first two iterations, estimations were far from the actual development times, but 
after the fir t two iterations, the development team became more aware and accurate 
about estimating the required time to deliver an increment. 
The actual development process started in January / 2010. A significant amount of 
effort was spent up front' in order to start strongly (in data, design, and vision). Data 
preparation cost a lot of effort and time to cover all aspects and qualities mentioned in 
section 4.4. At that time, several meetings had been conducted with end users for 
clarification and verification. From the 12-month development period, 6 months were 
dedicated to the ETL phase and development of the first prototype. 
The first prototype requirement were not elicited from ICPs· instead, they were 
clearly outlined to end-users. They co ered the most basic and 'mu t do" functions: 
(i) data validation and quality issues, (ii) determination of the numerical values 
subject to analysi . In thi case, they included number of operations, number of 
infections and infection rate . The two initial measure are additive with respect to all 
dimensions; the third value had to be calculated for each analysis, based on the 
number of infections and the number of operations conducted. Rate of I was the 
proportion of patients who developed I in each category of surgical procedures = 
o. of patients with one or more S Is in a specific categorylNo. of patients 
undergoing surgery in that category X 100. 
Moreover, the first prototype included a simple report ( I Rate / Department) which 
related departments and RICs to SI, possibly to calculate the following: For each 
RIC, count the number of procedures / department, number of Is / department, and 
average of infected patients. Please refer to Fig. 4.6 illu trating napshots of the fir t 
report. The selection of SSI rate / department report was provided because it wa one 
of the basic report in the department and it gave end u ers a feeling about the type 
and depth of reports that could be generated. Moreover the fir t increment included a 
presentation of ideas for other reports to get end user feedback towards such reports. 
Some ofthem received the end users' approval, and other were rejected because they 
were con idered the respon ibilities of other department , such as the antibiotic 
resistance report. 
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Figure 4-6 A snap hot of the first report 
The rest of th increments or iterations are described in Tables 4.5 , 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 
and 4.10 below. They include details about the increments with respect to user 
requirements, meeting times, requirements tability to provide visibility into the 
magnitude and impact of update requirements, change requirements, and new 
requirements. 
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First iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: July / 20 I 0 
Time: Ilam-
1:30pm 
Exceeded original 
appointment by 
by 1 hour 
Training interval: 
15 min 
Level of 
engagement:3 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Calculation of RIC 
automatically 
Create Unit + RIC 
report 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: Null 
Number of requirements 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
that have been discussed 
earlier, have been changed, 
and the amount of change / 
visit: Null 
Table 4-5 First iteration inspection 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
• Order the report result by department type not 
by RIC. For example, list all general surgery 
first with all the different RIC values then the 
unit. 
• Remove unnecessary columns such as Ratio. 
New: 
• 
• 
Calculate the total numbers of male, female, 
males with SSI, and females with SSI for each 
category. 
Renaming some ofthe fields: 
o SSI unit to No. of procedures 
o Patients to No. of SSI 
o Ratio to SSI Rate % 
• Create main screen to be able to select among 
different reports. 
• Create a new report: Procedure/RIC. For each 
RIC, count the number of perfonned 
procedures/department, number of SSI 
/procedure, and rate of infected patient. 
Comments 
The I sl iteration was quite 
infonnative because end users 
suddenly saw the data 
presented to them in a way 
that they actually needed it 
and not too difficult to modify 
if needed for the second 
version. 
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Second iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: August / 
2010 
Time: Ilam-
12pm 
Exceeded original 
appointment by 30 
min. 
Training interval: 
lOmin 
Level of 
engagement:4 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: Null 
Number of requirements 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
that have been discussed 
earlier, have been changed, 
and the amount of change / 
visit: Null 
Table 4-6 Second iteration inspection 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
• Verify the way rates are calculated. As rate should 
be calculated comparing to one level up. For 
example rate of CARD procedures with RIC 0 is = 
number of CARD procedures with RIC 0 to the 
number of all Cardiology procedures with RIC O. 
New: 
• Measure compliance factors, to know the most risk 
factors influence the increase of infection rate. 
Three compliance factors were measured whenever 
the infection rate increased above a certain bench 
value: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
o % of patients undergo procedure who took 
antibiotic / month. 
o % of patients undergo procedure who took 
antibiotic with an hour before the surgery I 
month. 
o % of patients that did not take antibiotic. 
Rearrange of the fields in the table. 
Exclude some selection button (execution button) 
from the main menu and place it inside the report. 
For example, remove the report Department / SSI 
from the main menu to department's selection box 
inside the report. 
Create a new report: Procedure/wound 
classification. For each procedure type under each 
wound classification, count the number of 
procedures, num of SSIs, and rate of SSI (total, 
male, and female). 
Create a new report: Procedure/ ASA classification. 
For each procedure type under each ASA 
classification, count number of procedures, num of 
SSI, and rate ofSSI (total, male, and female). 
Comments 
The main focus of the 
discussion in this iteration 
was whether the 
calculations and rates were 
calculated accurately; the 
reason behind that: our 
numbers did not match her 
numbers due to the 
incompleteness of the 
procedure categorization, as 
not all procedures' names 
have been categorized, so 
counting number of 
procedures per department 
missing the real number, 
moreover the inconsistency 
in procedure naming 
consider them different 
procedures. 
According to the high level 
of interaction with the 
system requested by end 
users, the decision was 
taken to use Forms instead 
of Reports in Oracle. 
The cleansing process 
continues. 0 values found 
for ASA score and wound 
class, which were replaced 
by 1. 
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Third iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: September! 
2010 
Time: 12pm 
Ipm 
Exact to the 
original 
appointment: 
Training interval: 
15 min 
Level of 
engagement:4 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: one. 
Number of requirements 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
have been discussed earlier, 
have been changed, and the 
amount of change ! visit: 
Null 
Table 4-7 Third iteration inspection 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
• Fix calculation requested to the antibiotic 
compliance factor. 
New: 
• Renaming of some of the fields: 
Unit Desc ~ Department 
RIC I I ~ RIC 
PRO OUR MINS ~ Proc Our in Min 
PROCESS ~ Procedures 
YEAR~ Year 
MONTH ~Month 
PROC ~ Proc 
RATE~ Rate 
PROC DATE START ~ Procedures Period 
ANTI TIME DIFF ~ Compliance Rate 
Asa~ ASA 
• Create a drop down list for Procedure period 
to be able to choose a specific period for 
reporting. 
• Create a drop-down list for wound 
classification and name selection to Clean, 
Clean-contaminated, Contaminated, and 
Dirty-infected. 
• Create a drop-down list for ASA and name 
selection to: Healthy, Mild systematic 
disease, Severe systematic disease, 
Incapacitating systematic disease, and 
Moribund. 
• Fix the calculation of antibiotic compliance 
factor, as some of the procedures should be 
excluded from the calculation (e.g. C-
section) 
Comments 
I suggested creating a new 
report Procedure! Age that 
classify the infection rate based 
on a predefined age groups. 
Creating charts was a suggested 
option as well; end user did not 
request them, as they are 
satisfied with SPSS capabilities 
in graphing moreover Oracle 
could not provide them with 
same level. 
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Fourth iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: October / 
2010 
Time: 12am-
1:35pm 
Exceed original 
appointment by 35 
min. 
Training interval: 
10 min. 
Level of 
engagement: 5 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: Null 
Number of requirements 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
have been discussed earlier, 
have been changed, and the 
amount of change / visit: 
Null 
Table 4-8 Fourth iteration inspection 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
• Change the classification of age group to 
Adult and Paediatric. 
New: 
• Add the ability to view further details about 
the patients listed in the data block area 
(query result section). Once the user double 
clicks on a specific record extra details will 
be viewed about that specific record. 
• Add a new compliance factor 
(Hypothermia): first exclude all Cardiology 
procedures then calculate the % of patients 
with temperature >=36. 
• Create a new report male/female. To 
calculate the rate of infected male and 
infected female. Remove them of previous 
reports. 
• Create new report: Procedure/Adult and 
ProcedurelPaediatric. Paediatric includes 
patients with age less than or equal 14, 
whereas Adults for patients' age greater than 
14. 
Comments 
End user was inspired with the 
report Procedure/Age and 
requested a new report 
ProcedurelPaediatric and 
Procedure/ Adult. 
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Fifth iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: November / 
2010 
Time: 12:30pm-
Ipm 
Original 
appointment 
match the exact 
appointment 
Training interval: 
15 min 
Level of 
engagement: 5 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: Null 
Number of requirements 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
have been discussed earlier, 
have been changed, and the 
amount of change / visit: 
Null 
Table 4-9 Fifth iteration inspection 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
• None. 
New: 
• Add new report: OrganismlSSI rate. To 
calculate the infection rate based on the 
organism type. Further classification 
required for the organism type included: 
Gram-Negative, Gram-Positive, Yeast 
• Add the execution button for compliance 
factors in all generated forms. 
Comments 
End user could provide details 
about organisms' types and 
subtypes, the report was build 
based on literature. 
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Sixth iteration 
Iteration 
Description 
Date: December / 
2010 
Time: 10 am-
1 0:40am 
Exceed original 
appointment by: 
I Om in 
Training interval: 
10 min 
Level 
engagement:4 
of 
Achieved requirements 
All 
Requirements stability 
Number of requirements 
that have been interpreted 
incorrectly: Null 
Changes and New requirements 
Changes: 
None 
New: 
Number of requirements I None 
that have been fully 
accepted: All 
Number of requirements 
have been discussed earlier, 
have been changed, and the 
amount of change / visit: 
Null 
Table 4-10 Sixth iteration inspection 
Comments 
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There are several comments worthy of note regarding the above iterations' tables. (i) 
The ETL phase and the delivery of the first prototype cost 50% of the total product 
development time. (ii) Later increments required around one month between 
development and testing. (iii) The development periods were influenced by several 
appointment cancelations from the end users; arranging for new appointments was 
extremely difficult. There were five cancelled appointments during the project time, 
and it took a maximum of 6 weeks to rearrange each appointment. (iv) Evaluation 
meetings mostly exceeded the original appointments and training intervals were to the 
minimum as they always ranged from 10 to 15 minutes. (v) Although there was a 
month period between increments, end users' engagement level exceeded 
expectations. 
4.6 Evaluation 
Evaluation focused mainly on the effectiveness of the process and the engagement 
level with end users. The evaluation demonstrated how well the product satisfied user 
requirements and how well end users were engaged through product development. It 
also determined if the end product had a good fit to the business needs and if the 
system met or went beyond the goals of the stakeholders in terms of a light process, a 
good time scale, and the use of an acceptable amount of resources. Among the 15 
quality attributes defined by McGovern [1], seven of them (performance, availability, 
reliability, security, portability, integrity, and testability) were not applicable because 
they depend on the hardware and operating system and this is out of the scope of the 
research. Moreover, the choice of the multidimensional model and the DB software 
helped to support some of the quality attributes naturally, such as reusability, 
modifiability, variability, subset ability, and build-ability. 
Evaluations were based on the perceived qualities of the DW perspective, which 
evaluated the end product from the end users point of view and the effort spent in 
building the project from the developer team point of view. Moreover, an overall 
evaluation was conducted at the last iteration, covering the frequency of visits, the 
duration of each visit, and the cancellation or extension of appointments. The number 
of the agreed requirements among all requirements was checked as well as the 
number of additional functions or requirements, and the projected ease or difficulty of 
implementing them within a given time. 
4.6.1 End users' Evaluation 
Each time an increment was actually delivered, the following criteria were evaluated: 
usability, efficiency, satisfaction, and acceptability. For this purpose, a survey was 
conducted containing a list of statements for each criteria; end users were requested to 
rate each statement on a five-point rating scale, which ranged from very satisfied to 
very dissatisfied. Below are the main definitions used for each criterion: 
• Usability: the ability for users to use the reporting tools easily to generate 
the reports they need and the ability for developers to set up and create 
new kinds of reports [87, 105]. 
• Efficiency: a user's ability to accomplish tasks successfully (quickly, 
accurately, and completely), with ease and without frustration. It refers to 
the amount of effort users need to put into achieving their goals. A 
comparison was conducted between the new system and the currently used 
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system in the department, when used by the same user groups for the same 
tasks in the same environments. The comparison covered the following 
aspects: time to learn, time to complete a task, time to spend on errors, 
frequency of help and number of repetitions or failed commands. 
Moreover, the evaluation calculated the success rate, and the percentage of 
tasks that users completed correctly [105]. 
• atisfaction and Acceptability: how much the user enjoys using the 
system [105]. 
In the first two iterations it was ery difficult to measure the evaluation factors 
because of the simplicity of what was there. Later, it became more meaningful. Below 
Table 4.11 includes the que tion as well as the rating scale answers for each item in 
each iteration. 
~ 3rCl 4th 5th 6th Questions 
Usability 
I think that I would like to use this 
system frequently 4 5 5 5 
I Strongly disagree to 5 Strongly agree 
I found the system ... 3 
I Unnecessarily to 5 needed 4 4 4 
I think the system is ... 4 5 5 5 I Very difficult to use to 5 Very easy to use 
To be able to use this system, I 
think I need the support of a 2 2 4 4 
technical person. 
I High support to 5 No support 
[ found the variou functions In 
this system ... 3 4 4 4 
1 Not well integrated to 5 Very well 
Integrated 
In the sy tern, I think there wa ... 
I Too much inconsistency to 5 Too much 3 4 4 4 
consistency_ 
I would imagine that most people 
would learn to u e this ystem ... 4 5 5 5 
I Very slowly t05 Very quickly 
I found the system ... to use 
I Very cumbersome to 5 Vcry 3 5 4 4 
useful 
I felt ... toward using the system 3 5 5 4 I Not confident to 5 Very confident 
I needed to learn ... before I could 
get going with this system " J 4 4 oJ 
I A lot of things to 5 Nothing 
Overall reactions to the system: J 5 5 4 1 TeITIble to 5 Wonderful 
Overall reactions to the system: J 5 5 4 I Frustrating to 5 Satisfying 
Efficiency 
Time to learn 4 4 5 5 I Too much to 5 Too little 
Time to perform a particular task 4 4 4 4 1 Too much to 5 Too little 
Time to execute a particular set of 
instructions 4 4 4 4 
I Too much to 5 Too little 
Time taken on first attempt 3 4 4 4 
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I Too much to 5 Too little 
Instructions for correcting errors 4 5 5 5 I Confusing to 5 Clear 
Time spent on correcting errors 4 4 4 4 I Too much to 5 Too linle 
Instructions for commands or 
functions 4 5 5 4 
I Confusmg to 5 Clear 
Time spent re-Iearning functions 5 5 5 4 I Too much to 5 Too linle 
Number of clicks performed 
during task completion 4 4 4 4 
I Too much to 5 Too little 
How efficient you perceive the 
product to be 
,., 5 5 4 .} 
I Not effiCient to 5 Very efficient 
Number of tasks performed 4 5 5 5 I None to 5 All 
How well the product solves the 
intended job 3 4 4 5 
I Not well to 5 Very well 
How well the product in 
completing a given task 4 4 4 5 
I Not good to 5 Very \\ell 
How would you describe how 
difficult or easy it was to complete 4 
a task? 
5 5 5 
I Very difficult to 5 Very casy 
How satisfied are you with using 
this application to complete a task? 4 5 4 4 
I Very unsatisfied to 5 Very satisfied 
Quality of output 3 
I Very poor to 5 Very "ood 
5 4 4 
Quantity of output 2 
I Too little to 5 Too much 
4 4 4 
Compare to the current product 3 
I Harder to use to 5 Easier to use 
5 5 4 
I Less satlsfymg to 5 More satisfying 3 5 5 4 
I More effort to generate reports to 5 Les 4 4 5 4 
eJTort to generate reports 
Satisfaction 
Usefulness ofthe product 3 5 5 5 I Not at all useful to 5 Very useful 
Sati faction with functions and 
features 3 4 4 4 
I Not at all satisfied to 5 Very satislied 
User versus technological control 
of task 4 5 5 4 
I o control on the product to 5 Full 
control on the product 
Productivity 
3 5 5 I Makes me less productive to 5 Makes me 5 
more productIve 
5 words that best describe the Consistent Comprehensive Comprehensive Comprehensive 
product Easy to Exciting Exciting Exciting 
use Organized Organized Organized 
Organized traight traight Straight 
traigbt forward forward forward 
forward Valuable Valuable Valuable 
Usable 
Acceptabi I ity 
The acceptance Ie el 
I Below expectation to 5 Exceeds 3 4 4 4 
expectation 
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How many requirements have 
been fully accepted! visit 4 5 5 5 
1 None to 5 All 
Table 4-11 End users evaluation 
Moreover, end users were asked to pick the words that best described the product or 
how using the product made them feel from a set of 56 product reactions (Table 4.12). 
The number of times a word was chosen by participants was counted; a fair amount of 
consistency was noted in the words chosen [106]. For example, Fig. 4.7 shows a word 
cloud from the results obtained from the four iterations' feedback. 
Accessible Desirable Gets in the way Patronizing Stressful 
Time-
Appealing Easy to use Hard to use Personal consuming 
Attractive Efficient High quality Predictable Time-saving 
Busy Empowering Inconsistent Relevant Too technical 
Co Ilaborative Exciting Intimidating Reliable Trustworthy 
Complex Familiar Inviting Rigid Uncontrollable 
Comprehensive Fast Motivating Simplistic Unconventional 
Confusing Flexible Not valuable Slow Unpredictable 
Connected Fresh Organized Sophisticated Usable 
Consistent Frustrating Overbearing Stimulating Useful 
Customizable Fun Overwhelming Straight Forward Valuable 
Acceptability 
Table 4-12 A descriptive word list used in the evaluation 
Accessible Desirable Gets in the way Patronizing Stressful 
Appealing Easy to use Hard to use Personal Time-consuming 
Attractive Efficient High quality Predictable Time-saving 
Busy Empowering Inconsistent Relevant Too technical 
Collaborative Exciting Intimidating Reliable Trustworthy 
Complex Familiar Inviting Rigid Uncontrollable 
Comprehensive Fast Motivating Simplistic Unconventional 
Confusing Flexible Not valuable Slow Unpredictable 
Connected Fresh Organized So ph isticated Usable 
Consistent Frustrating Overbearing Stimulating Useful 
Straight 
Customizable Fun Overwhelming Forward Valuable 
Acceptability 
Figure 4-7 Example word cloud. The larger the font size and the greater the contrast, 
the more frequently participants selected the adjective. 
The evaluation table showed that end users were constantly scoring 4 and 5 and, with 
more 5s in later increments. This meant that (i) end users stayed interested through 
iterations, (ii) there was a very positive engagement level and a very buoyant 
involvement was maintained with end users, (especially given that end users 
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volunteered and gave their own time), (iii) the developer team and end user were very 
well synchronized, and (iv) satisfaction levels increased over time. 
4.6.2 Software design complexity 
The system was also evaluated from the developer's point of view. The number of 
generated reports, the amount of information, the volume of the database, the progress 
in developing the actual product versus the plan, and the system complexity were 
calculated. Design complexity is not a specific focus of this dissertation. However, we 
present this material here in order to record the overall scale of the resulting software 
product. This may help others to situate our work. 
To measure the complexity of the SW design and the size of the program, software 
metrics were used. 
First, Source Lines of Code (SLOC) [107] were used to measure the size of the 
program by counting the number of lines in the program's source code, including 
comment lines and blank lines as long as they do not exceed 25% of the line of code. 
SSI-DW SLOC = 5479 Line of code. 
Second, Halstead complexity measures [108] were used to assign a numerical 
complexity rating based upon the number of operators and operands in the source 
code. Below is the SSI-DW Halstead complexity: 
• n 1 = the number of distinct operators = 14 
• n2 = the number of distinct operands = 642 
• N I = the total number of operators = 1781 
• N2 = the total number of operands = 2992 
Halstead calculations now applied as follows: 
• Program length N= Nl + N2 = 1781 + 2992 = 4773 
• Program vocabulary n= nl + n2 = 14 + 642 = 656 
• Volume V = N * (LOG2 n) = 4773 * log2 656 = 4773 * 9.38 = 44802.56 
• Difficulty D = (n1l2) * (N2/n2) = (14 I 2) * (2992 1642) = 7 * 4.66 = 32.62 
• Effort E = D * V = 32.62 * 44802.56 = 1461596.28 
Third, to measure the complexity of the relational database, the study adopted the 
algorithm presented in [109] which depends on the following factors: 
• Number of tables. SSI-DW number of tables = 62 
• Number of attributes of tables. SSI-DW number of attributes = 621 
• Number of different types of constraints on given attributes. Include number 
of entity integrity constraints , the referential integrity constraints, and the 
domain constraints = 52 
• Number of triggers to be used in the database, the triggers discussed here 
include both application triggers and database triggers = 66 ( The system has 
no DB triggers) 
• Number of data entry forms required = 62 
• Number of views created = 52 
The algorithm assigned weight measures to different constraints based on their level 
of complexity. 
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Weight Measure Assigned to Attributes: 
• Primary Key 0.75 
• Foreign Key 1.00 
• Attributes having Constraint 0.50 
• Attributes having no constraint 0.25 
The study proposed the following complexity cost metric for each relation: 
RC = Size * (#PK*O.75 + #FK*1.00 + #AHC*O.50 + #AHNC*O.25) 
Where RC stands for relation complexity, 
• Size indicates the number of tuples of the relation, 
• #PK indicates number of attributes forming the primary key = 34, 
• #FK indicates the number of attributes forming foreign keys = 18, 
• #AHC indicates the number of attributes having other domain constraints = 0, 
• #AHNC indicates the number of attributes having no constraints = 569 
RC= 34*0.75 + 18 + 0+ 569 * 0.5 = 328 
Then the total cost of complexity for the database can be estimated with the following 
metric: 
i=k 
TRC = L i=i (RC) 
where TRC stands for total relation complexity and the subscript i indicates the 
number of relations and varies from I to k. 
TRC (SSI-DW) = 4686.75 
Again, the study estimated the total number of triggers, number of views to be created 
for each relation, and the number of data entry forms to be generated and the 
estimated lines of codes (LaC) for each of them with the following metric: 
TVFC= L ~ LaC + L ::0; LOC+ L:~ LaC 
where TVFC stands for Trigger_View _Form_Complexity of a relation and it is 
estimated by summing up the estimated total lines of codes of all triggers, views and 
data entry forms of relations. The subscript t stands for trigger and it takes values 
from 1 to n. Similarly, the subscript v stands for views and it takes values from 1 to m 
and the subscript/stands for data entry forms and it takes values from I to k. 
Total line of code of all triggers = 5067 
Total line of code for all views = 412 
Total line of code for data entry form = 0 
Similarly, the total size of the database in terms of lines of codes with respect to the 
number of triggers and views can be estimated with the following metric: 
TTVFC = L::\ TVC 
where ITVFC stands for total Trigger _ View_Form _Complexity and the subscript i 
indicates the number of relations and varies from I toj. 
TTVFC = 5067 + 412 = 5479 
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4.7 Conclusion 
Presenting an experience report of the development of a DW from the beginning to 
the end, this chapter follows the process from identifying business requirements to the 
development of the dimensional model. Numerous iterations transformed the model 
into a fully functional DW, including an assessment of the user-perceived qualities of 
the DW as a product. Once the evaluation of the product by end users was acceptable, 
the product was released. 
An analysis of the iterations and evaluation tables showed that SSI-DW satisfied user 
requirements fully through the support of a variety of reports and forms. Initial forms 
were identified while collecting the original and basic business requirements; other 
forms were identified during iterations, and others were used to elicit and motivate 
user requirements. Most of the reports were user-defined reports: a list of individual 
report options was available and users could run each of these reports for a selected 
category and time. These reports included rate of SSIs by ruc, rate of S I by selected 
risk factor, rate of SSI by some specific patient category such as age and gender, and 
rate of SSI by organism type. The final product had 11 forms with 7 different 
selection options (A A, wound, procedure duration, ruc, department, gender, age) 
and 6 report options available. As such, the study was able to meet end user's 
requirements and provide reports and forms that met existing needs. Please refer to 
Fig.4.8 illu trating snapshots of example final reports. 
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Figure 4-8 snap hot of some reports generated by I-DW 
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On the other hand, the ultimate deployment of the SSI-DW throughout KFSH&RC-] 
has been constrained by limited and uncompleted data. This has severely inhibited the 
ability to test the potential of the system. The data limitations made it impossible to 
look for statistical significance in a broad range of results, impossible to test different 
scenarios handled by the schema, and impossible to search for interesting 
relationships and correlations between health status indicators and infection rates to 
showcase that this model is able to discriminate between those who develop infections 
and those who do not. 
Overall, there was a relatively small sample size and a relatively low number of 
infections in all groups. For example, the HAl rates for the three surgical procedures 
examined in the study ranged from 0.37% to 0.72%. The rates are much lower than 
the national estimate of 4.1 %. This may be explained, in part, by the fact that the 
study did not cover the broad spectrum of surgical procedures but focused on only 
three specific groups of procedures. The three procedures would be expected to have 
relatively low rates of infection, particularly compared to abdominal and bowel 
procedures. Another potential explanation for the low rate of infections is that the 
infection-reporting requirements did not include readmissions for infection. As a 
result, the rate seen in the three specified procedures is a lower version of the true 
infection rate; the ICPs at KFSH&RC-] need to collect more data in order to get more 
precise estimates. As a result, the study has more qualitative than quantitative data. 
Having said that, it is clear that the DW now places the KFSH&RC-] in a position to 
be able to clearly identify and correct weaknesses in their data collection activities. 
Usage of the DW can transform them from a position add-hoc control of infection to a 
situation of being able to accurately monitor and optimise their infection control 
processes. 
5 Assessment of the Engagement 
The study proposed a methodology of data warehouse development for the infection 
control department at KFSH&RC-J. The first focus of the development method was to 
convince end users of the benefits of the proposed system and to encourage the 
participation of end users in its development and in its use. The second focus was to 
facilitate the involvement of end users and to maintain strong engagement throughout 
the development cycle. Third, the development methodology focused on motivating 
end users to brainstorm and to support the process by specifying and prioritizing their 
requirements, in simple short increments that mirrored the short simple phases or 
iterations of the development cycle. The fourth focus, was to satisfy their 
requirements to the maximum. The fifth focus, finally, was to prove the applicability 
of a lightweight iterative development approach in a healthcare environment. 
KFSH&RC-J is an organization with an EPR system and an adequate IT infrastructure 
that supports efficient patient transaction processing. It has a dedicated IT department 
that supports, upgrades, and enhances existing systems, and develops and monitors 
the initiation of new ones. Having an IT department always facilitates the 
development of new systems. The high demands of managers and top practitioners 
require systems to enhance information facilities to enable them to monitor, trace, and 
perform service policies, and/or to improve health protocols and practice standards 
and this is expedited in hospitals with their own IT departments. 
This chapter assesses the process of the research; it compares the objectives and 
hypotheses set at the beginning with the experience of moving towards those aims and 
evaluates how well the original goals were satisfied. Section 5.1 gives real-case 
examples of implementing DW in HAL An assessment of the current work, the work 
process and cost, and a proposed timetable using a GANT chart will be presented in 
sections 5.2 and 5.3 sequentially. Potential benefits will be outlined in section 5.4. 
Limitations are described in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 reviews the findings and 
draws conclusions. 
5.1 Literature on Data Warehouse for Infection Control 
A review of the literature on adopting data warehouses for infection control indicated 
that most of the cases were based on the same approach and assumptions. Systems 
were developed based on high planning and intensive study of the institutions' 
requests and demands; requirements were defined initially by the institution or the 
consulting firm. The main purpose of the systems reviewed in the literature was to 
have integrated, standardized data that would enhance reporting and querying. 
Implementation required large teams, institutional support, and a lengthy development 
process. 
Chapter 3 presented a summary of the adoption of data warehouses in different 
sectors of healthcare. This section will focus specifically on the development of a data 
warehouse for hospital-acquired infection. 
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Zygmunt [110] presented the experience of the practical implementation of a data 
warehouse for the Microbiology Department of the JU Medical College and the Polish 
Society for Nosocomial infections (PTZS). The program involved 25 hospitals with 
two years of database information. The study followed the Kimball approach [48] in 
developing the warehouse, focusing on the conceptual model. After detailed data 
analysis and discussion with physicians, the researchers defined the main goals of the 
DW: to define the ratio of SSI to the number of surgeries and to be able to do further 
analysis on selected risk factors and dominant causes of SSI. The design schema was 
based on two fact tables for both classes of analysis. The first class of analysis 
depended on the type of infection and the operation criteria, and the second class of 
analysis depended on etiological facts such as the type of analyzed material and the 
administered antibiotic. Next, the implementation process consisted of the following 
components: ETL, staging area, data warehouse, and front-end tools. The result was a 
DW with update installation and configuration tools supported by a user-friendly 
management system. 
In [111] the author presented the rationale for constructing a data warehouse for 
infection control. The article is superficial, with its main purpose being to raise 
awareness of the possibilities and potential of the DW in infection control. Moreover, 
the development steps were very basic and rather shallow and the proposed schema 
were very poor. 
In 2007, John H. Stroger, Jr., Hospital (JSH) adopted a disease surveillance and 
response information system called the Chicago Health Event Surveillance System 
(CHESS), as a site for a pilot study [103]. The system took 2 years and 400 hrs of 
effort to complete. The system offered three main services: automated feedback to 
clinicians of identified disease case surveillance for Blood Stream Infection (BSI), 
and monitoring of antimicrobial utilization. The system created opportunities for 
automated surveillance and data collection. Data cleansing and validation to assure 
quality and accuracy were of the highest priority and were the focus of this DW, 
which was developed in-house, adopting a waterfall approach. 
One more case study in DW for HAl was presented in section 3.2.10 [87]. The main 
objective was to take data from a number of existing operation systems across three 
hospitals and from non-electronic sources and to merge their data into a coherent DW. 
It seems that there was an implicit assumption that the existing information systems 
had data that already met existing business requirements. The CDW used a relational 
database design. Data acquisition, data conversion, data accuracy, and design 
consumed most of the three-year development period. 
Conclusion 
In the previous case studies, building the DWs appeared to originate from corporate 
decisions. Decision makers were involved in providing support and they were in the 
position of actually needing to make a significant change. All cases seemed to start 
from a clean state, where there was nothing there originally but there was a decision 
to build a DW. To some extent, most of the systems built focused on integration 
matters (cleansing, unifying, and standardizing). They had a number of different 
existing electronic systems from which huge amounts of data could be imported to 
build the DW. Moreover, the project objectives and needs were very clear to 
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stakeholders; it was very easy for them, at the beginning of the project, to identify the 
desired destination by the end of the project. They worked from the assumption that 
existing information systems met the needs of the hospital. As a result, the focus of 
most previous studies was primary on how to integrate such existing information 
systems into a warehouse rather than the development of requirements. This is a 
substantially different problem. 
Conversely, the current study began with a significantly different situation. There was 
no plan within the organization and the IC department had some rather inadequate IT 
support for what it was doing. The project could not simply move forward from that. 
The approach and the proposed method of the current study, then, could not 
concentrate solely on providing incremental approaches for building a DW system 
that linked effectively to the business needs of the organization. It also had to include 
a method of actually modifying that system to solidify its strengths and to mitigate the 
existing weaknesses of the IT infrastructure; it then had to use the system changes and 
proposed changes to persuade end users, not only at KFSH&RC-] but also at other 
hospitals in S.A., to participate in the process. Not only was the starting position much 
different but also the challenges were much greater. 
5.2 Outcomes from Experience (Assessment of Current 
Work) 
The main objectives of the study were to inspire and stimulate stakeholders' 
requirements and to sustain end users' interest with the agile prototype approach. 
Several techniques evolved during the development of the project. The focus on 
selecting a technique was to match the lightweight iterative development approach. 
For example, requirements elicitation was carried out through interviews and 
discussion sessions; other techniques that required heavy documentation and 
implementation, such as JAD and use cases, were not used. Moreover, the DW design 
and the development of the dimensional model adopted one of the simplest models to 
develop and expand. The proposed method reached and went beyond user 
requirements, although it met with some delays encountered through the development, 
as mentioned in section 5.5. 
During iterations, there was continuous planning, designing, coding, and testing. 
Despite the constraints facing the researcher in the healthcare environment, the 
combination of user driven and data driven approaches helped to overcome such 
barriers and to evaluate both users' requirements, under the feasibility of available 
information supply, and data warehouse design. The proposed method was, indeed, 
essential to direct the designer toward a solution that was both efficient to implement 
and consistent with users' critical requirements. Moreover, good business knowledge 
helped the data warehouse designer to anticipate future business requirements. 
Interviews helped to solve many issues related to data validity and interpretation, 
although several interviews were conducted prior to the implementation phase to 
understand all the fields and the attributes of the DBs and to appreciate the expected 
values to be found for each field. Interviews, however, did not reveal a full picture of 
what could be expected; some issues were not discussed or known until they came 
into sight. For example, some values of the calculated procedures' durations were 0 to 
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5 min; it appears that such procedures should not be included in the surveillance. The 
data preparation and cleansing stage and the decision to make the right selections 
required several additional meetings and much more time and effort than expected. 
The three adopted business requirement approaches had to be very well synchronized, 
re-ordered, and overlapped, so that by the time the business requirements phase was 
completed, the relations of the workflow (routines, limitations, reports, and 
outcomes), the operational systems, the database contents, the user requirements, and 
the DW model (because as soon as some initial requirements are documented, an 
initial model starts to take shape, and as the requirements become more complete, so 
too does the model) were well identified and fully integrated. 
First increment 
The first increment (iteration) was very important. It was the first visual and real 
mini-system after the preparation phase; it was not only time consuming but also 
critical, as it had to establish a positive impression with the end users. Spending effort 
upfront was very important. The first increment, both as the first example of a new, 
functioning system with potential that extended far beyond the original and as the first 
opportunity to convince end users of the system's value, was a major milestone during 
system development. Understanding the importance of this paid off as the feedback 
from the first increment, which met some core needs, was very positive in the 
execution of the project. 
As mentioned previously, the most needed "must do" requirements were implemented 
during this phase. Later iterations applied requirements analysis (reprioritizing 
requirements, resolving requirement conflicts), requirements conformance, and 
requirements validation; end users moved from being passive about requirements 
(reluctant to volunteer requirements) to volunteering and suggesting new 
requirements. Their hesitation regarding the value of the system was based on their 
own experience in the past; by transferring the data to something more reliable and 
more useful to them, the DW system presented here made them start to recognize 
what could be achieved. Changing the presentation of the data in the system to align 
better to their business needs was one of the main requirements at this phase. 
Middle increments 
Later, over the next few consecutive increments, each iteration showed end users 
more capabilities of the system, which helped to elicit more ideas about how they 
could actually use the system in their organization. They linked to the system more 
strongly, their engagement level increased, they required less training, and there was 
more understanding and enthusiasm. The end users began to believe that the DW 
system could change the way they were working and, eventually, could change their 
requirements. 
During iterations, ICPs enjoyed exploring the system; they gave positive feedback 
about the experience. Social barriers were gradually broken and participants were 
encouraged to share what they liked and disliked or what they might like to have 
changed about the system. Moreover, more volunteer participants became engaged in 
evaluating the system and were willing to share discussion and negative feedback. 
From the analyst's point of view, analyzing, and collecting user requirements became 
quick and easy, useful data were collected in as little time as 10-20 minutes, and 
requirements were recorded in a form that could be presented to the development 
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team. Overall, end users' participation became very productive, extremely valuable, 
and most enjoyable. 
Final increment 
At the final release, the system had evolved to meet the end users' needs and the end 
users' way of working was likely to change quite significantly in order to benefit from 
the information system supporting them. ICPs classified the benefits as immediate and 
future. The immediate benefits came from the rich reports and analyses that the 
system provided quickly. The future benefits would come in several ways: (i) There 
was the ability to enrich the system with more data in quantity and variety; (ii) The 
system would increase in reliability (having more cleansed, trustable data) and have 
stronger data analysis tools over the following years; (iii) Standard definitions and 
the dimensional model would make it easier to expand - first to cover all the 
hospital's acquired infection, second, to integrate with other departments within the 
hospital, and third, to integrate with other hospitals, eventually making regional and 
national reports possible. 
Satisfying user requirements was a main target in each increment. In addition to that, 
the system had to produce new sample reports that encouraged end users to 
brainstorm and broaden their thoughts and ideas. (Some reports, such as the relation 
between types of surgery and most likely pathogens, were accepted, while others were 
rejected because topics were within other departments' responsibilities, such as 
antibiotic resistance). Simulation helped in changing attitudes, and to some extent, let 
end users spend more time discussing, reviewing, and testing the system to reveal new 
ideas and opinions. This was a very successful tool during the increments. The more 
engagement in discussion with end users, the better they were able to think through all 
relevant factors, the better they were at detecting errors, and the better the resulting 
applications became. 
Observing end users experiencing the system and filling in the template evaluation 
sheets on each increment gave a broader picture of how users were responding to the 
system. In addition, it told the researcher whether users could accomplish tasks and 
where they ran into problems. This gave feedback to developers on what aspects of 
the system received positive reactions from end users, what emotions they were 
experiencing in their system interactions and why. The real benefit of this approach 
was in the way it uncovered end users' reactions and attitudes, which gave a depth of 
understanding and an authenticity that just could not have been achieved with 
traditional development approaches. 
Satisfying users' requirements in iterations 
End users were very capable in presenting their requirements based on what they were 
doing as of the day of the interview; they might have been entirely unaware of 
changes that would emerge for them in the near future (over the next 12 to 24 month). 
Their requirements fell into the following categories: (i) new reports; (ii) data 
presentation and fields renaming; (iii) calculation verification; and, (iv) new features. 
Misleading or misunderstood requirements were very low; during the project lifetime, 
only one requirement was misunderstood and a very limited amount of re-work was 
needed. The moderate number of requirements on each iteration (3-7) helped to 
minimize misunderstandings and led to a good and clear discussion on each 
requirement. First, it helped developers to implement the requirements perfectly, 
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without confusion; second, it helped end users to revise and verify easily with no 
frustration or time consumption, and third, it gave opportunities and time for 
brainstorming and discussion. The small increments and tight engagement with end 
users reduced wasted effort if misunderstanding or misinterpretation occurred, and 
facilitated the construction of the requirements' hierarchy. Developing slowly and 
steadily was one of the be t development features. 
The curve below, in Figure 5.1 , plots the number of requirements / iterations. Note 
that the first and the last iteration have the minimum number of requirements whereas 
the middle iterations created the most forms and queries. The curve helped developers 
to identify when to reach a position where the system could be released comfortably; 
this position was reached when the system was not actually generating a significant 
number of requirements on new iterations. It is extremely difficult to put a fixed cost 
on a project such as this, especially with changing requirements and a lightweight 
development approach. Because the requirements generation phase had the potential 
to go on for a longer period than expected, it was very difficult to have a policy or a 
consultancy model to which the development team and stakeholders agreed to 
commit. As a result, the release of the requirements / iterations plot assisted in 
determining when to release or provide the first production of the system. 
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Figure 5-1 Curve plotting the number of requirements / iterations and number of 
changes / iteration 
Agile Adoption 
The propo ed methodology did not follow a specific agile approach uch as crum 
and XP, it took into account the agile manifesto to place more emphasis on people, 
interaction, and collaboration rather than on proces es, tools and p lans. The best thing 
about Agile was that it preserved the interests of all end users during the development 
of the project with transparency and visibility. From the development point of view, 
development started early end users had early acces to the product, and their 
feedback helped in lowering the risk of the product failing to satisfy end users. The 
agile approach helped in getting a functional product after few iterations and made the 
product more uitable to early and frequent testing and more respon ive to change 
requirements. 
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5.3 Cost Vs. Added Value 
The measurements of return on investment for the system are limited at this stage. 
Value could probably be mea ured in time or cost. However, due to the variable 
nature of these procedures and operations, placing a precise number on this is 
difficult. As a result rather than focusing on quantification, value is seen from the 
qualitative perspective. First is the clear definition of roles. As the essential data 
sources are identified, a signments could be given to maximize utilization in 
gathering these. econd, the availability of data adds to the perceived quality of work 
for the employees. This could be used in different kinds of analysis· trends, 
projections and the like. They are able to generate reports that ensure accuracy and 
validity, which could then be used to measure the efficiency of programs. The 
interaction with end-users also shows additional value as patronage and loyalty would 
suggest increasing reliability and quality. The ease of implementation and interest 
generated would help in the application of the sy tern, thus providing the benefits for 
how it could be measured. 
The cost of the project is described qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Qualitative Costs 
To be able to measure the effects of the program, a cost-benefit analysis was 
performed. ince the objective of the study was to produce a usable, atisfactory data 
warehouse system, it involved direct participation and cooperation from all end users 
involved. From the inter iew to the actual implementation and deployment, it 
involved several qualitative costs: 
• Development of the data warehouse was cumbersome and time-consuming and 
delayed other activitie in the process. 
• Gathering of relevant requirements required establishing trust; reluctant 
stakeholders could impede development. 
• Social barriers hampered communication at first and had the potential to decrease 
engagement levels. 
• User requirements could be too specific or might not be applicable. 
• Tasks could be difficult to comprehend and could require several iterations. 
Please refer to Table 5.1 that describes the unde irable conseq uences, thc probabi lity 
of their occurrence, and the levels of seriousness. 
Adverse Consequences Probability of Seriousness 
Occurring 
Development ofDW is cumbersome and time- Medium Medium 
consuming, may hinder other activitie in the 
process 
Gathering of relevant req uirements req uires Medium High 
establishing trust, reluctant stakeholders may 
impede development 
Social barriers may hamper communication, Medium Medium 
decreasing engagement level 
User requirements may be too specific or may not Low Medium 
be applicable 
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Tasks may be difficult to comprehend, may 
require several iterations 
Table 5-1 Qualitative cost analysis 
Qualitative Benefits 
Medium Low 
There were several benefits to implementing the proposed development approach in 
DW solutions: 
• High customer satisfaction: The development methodology maintained a tight 
engagement with end users. This promoted the easiness they grew to feel in 
expressing their needs and in giving their feedback. This helped significantly 
in generating a highly satisfactory system. 
• Provides better visibility and transparency: The methodology provided end-
users with all the relevant information they needed for proper coordination and 
collaboration. This enabled them to keep their interests and visions intact, 
establishing mutual trust in attaining their goals. 
• Increased efficiency in operations and activities: As the system collected, 
unified, and cleaned data from several sources, it contained more complete 
and reliable data. Having more complete and more trustworthy data allowed 
users to save a substantial number of work hours from automation of manual 
processes and from the ability to run queries/reports to answer strategic 
questions arising during day-to-day operations. 
• Shorter development time and iterations: As the development process was 
divided into several increments, the time to completion was shortened. Testing 
could be done from the inception of the development to ensure quality and to 
minimize bugs. A working version was produced in every iteration, thus 
making it more adaptable to change. This also reduced the amount of risk, as 
feedback from the end users was easily determined, while their expectations 
were also met. 
Quantitative Costs 
The costs incurred for the development ofthe DW included the following: 
• Purchase of hardware 
• Purchase of software 
• Data cleansing and preparation 
• Prototype building 
• Testing 
• Training 
• Documentation 
• Maintenance 
From the development experience of SSI-DW and from a developer's point of view, 
Table 5.2 below illustrates the contrasts between the lifecycle project plan and its time 
estimates and the actual implementation and its time demands for each phase of the 
project. The table should assist other researchers and developers in estimating the cost 
of developing a system like SSI-DW in other institutions. It should also assist a 
variety of stakeholders, especially those in infection control departments where there 
are often limited funds and where financing such a project may require convincing 
decision-makers that an investment in information technology would increase 
efficiency and lead to better quality patient care. 
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An up-front investment of approximately 1 000 hours in pre-development time alone 
should be e peeted for an internal CDW; this investment does not end once the 
system is in place. End users may discover additional requirements and system 
developers should be prepared for continuou changes. 
Project Task SSI-DW Future plan 
Business-driven (Preliminary project planning) 4 weeks 4 weeks 
• Gain general knowledge about the 
domain . 
• Briefly identify business opportunities, 
and identify the high level scope. 
• Define subject area 
Analysis and business requirements approaches 16 weeks 8 weeks 
• User-driven 
0 Identif) targeted users 
0 Users interviews 
0 User requirements 
• Data-driven 
0 Analyze operational systems. 
0 Analyze available reports. 
• Analyze business requirement finding 
against available infonnation 
Setting up the environment I week 2 weeks, overlap with the 
• Create architecture plan business requirement 
• Review the physical configuration of the phase 
OW 
• Defme standards 
• Install hardware and oftware 
• Install DBM 
• Setup network support and connectivity 
requirements 
• Setup staging environment 
ETL and De ign 6 months 3 months 
• Extract data from operational data 2 month 
sources overlapped with 
• Data cleansing and validation analysis 
• onnalization and 3 months 
• Develop relational model overlapped with the 
• Build dimensional model 
151 prototype 
Deliver 1 SI prototype the prototype include 2 months 1 month 
programming the busines requirements and 
building the user interface 
• User evaluation, acceptance 
• Identify and Prioritize requirements 
Deliver n increments where n greater than I 5 iterations (each 2-4 weeks 
• User evaluation, acceptance co t I month) 
• Identify and Prioritize requirement 
• Testing 
Population / Deployment - I week 
Testing - 1 month, team testing 
I year, end user testing 
Training Increments IT training only. 
included training Oracle administration 
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sessions training (20 hrs) 
Oracle developer training 
(30 ills) 
Documentation - System documentation 1 
Write system documentation (support and month 
operation) and user documentation (instruction User manual (hard copy) 
training manual). I week 
Maintenance - Handled by their IT Dept 
Table 5-2 Lifecycle project plan 
Below is a proposed project plan that gives an assessment as an indicator for other 
institutions deciding whether or not to adopt and implement SSI-DW. 
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Quantitative Benefits 
With the implementation of agile development in DW, it is expected that the return of 
investment would be faster. Iterations would result in new features until a fully-
functional product resulted. This would capture the attention of end users and give it 
an advantage with established trust for the product. 
5.4 Potential Benefits 
The SSI-DW can facilitate assessment of, and actions to promote, quality health care 
by utilizing resources to provide a strong groundwork to replace labour-intensive 
surveillance with electronic processes. The quality improvement uses of the SSI-DW 
are summarized below: 
• Reporting tools enable users to drill down from the identification of the infected 
patient to compliance measures and various other metrics, which helps Ieps to 
understand the results clearly and to articulate the interpretation in a meaningful 
way to direct care providers. 
• SSI-DW offers improvement in the efficiency of the business process by 
establishing standards, demanding less time for data collection and allowing more 
time for prevention and intervention. 
• SSI-DW starts opening possibilities to be able to do much more regression 
statistical analysis, where it could not be done before because of the lack of 
reliable data. 
• SSI_DW delivers more than ICPs requested. It improves the way ICPs do their 
work by improving the tangible products they are able to deliver and by opening 
up other business opportunities for collecting data and gaining additional evidence 
about particular healthcare strategies. It improves the effectiveness of information 
assets and it supports decision-making. 
• Although the system was initially built for ICPs at KFSH&RC-J, and they were 
the only end users who defined the business requirements, other end users (such as 
infection control practitioners in other hospital clinics) admit that they could 
benefit from the system since DW provides easy access to any information as 
apart of its implementation. 
The potential benefits of the study can be viewed from two different perspectives; the 
contribution to the SSI surveillance methodology and in terms of DW development 
methodology. 
5.4.1 Benefits on S51 surveillance 
Key benefits of having electronic surveillance include consistency of data collection, 
opportunities to review processes, and knowledge of the best time to establish best 
practices. In addition to the timely, accurate, and objective screening that SSI-DW can 
provide, it can answer the epidemiological questions of who, where, and when. The 
system can provide the following benefits as well: 
Enhance post-discharge surveillance 
Currently, the DW collects only data about cases that arise while patients are within 
the care of the hospital, but there are certain infections that have an incubation period 
such that they rarely reveal themselves until after the patient has been discharged. The 
hospital does not receive after-discharge infection data, so the true risk level is not 
revealed. Once the data is unified and standardized across several hospitals in Saudi 
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Arabia, the DW will be able to start collecting data about infection discovered post-
discharge in other healthcare facilities. In principle, if a case of infection arises after 
discharge in any other hospital in S.A., then it should link automatically into the 
present, local DW. By starting to connect the DW to other information systems across 
S.A., new and relevant information can be collected, which is not available at the 
moment. Then statistical analysis can be expanded and applications will be even more 
valuable and more robust. 
Data mining 
Wright (2008) [112] says "the absence of automated surveillance leave the 
practitioner(s) to manually collect, review, and transform data into knowledge this 
lead to missed opportunities for cluster detection". Moreover, surgical site infection 
risk depends upon a number of patient factors, including pre-existing medical 
conditions, the amount and type of resident skin bacteria, preoperative glucose levels, 
core body temperature fluctuations, and preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative 
care. Therefore, it is difficult to predict which wounds will become infected and 
which risk factor has the most influence for the cause of infection. For that reason, 
caregivers should try hard for early identification of patients with risk factors 
amenable to intervention to minimize the risk of wound contamination in all surgical 
cases and to support host defences throughout the continuum of care. These and other 
well-researched interventions should be bundled together and considered integral 
components of the best practices care to be provided to patients every day [113]. 
Throughout the implementation of SSI-DW, there were no requirements on data 
mining and the focus of the experiment was to deliver the required system, which was 
simply providing a DW to enable end users to do what they were doing at the moment 
in a better way. The reason for implementing some data mining techniques was to 
demonstrate the potential benefits and to emphasize the value ofDW. SSI-DW has the 
potential to employ data mining techniques (an application of mathematical and 
statistical techniques to large collections of data) for discovering patterns and 
relationships that could be used to classify and predict [14]. Data mining could also 
help in predicting the number of post-release cases, as the number of post-release 
cases is significantly close to the number of infection cases reported within the 
hospital. If these large amounts of data are made available, data mining helps in 
evaluating and clarifying the level of quality in treatment within the hospital. 
Oracle already has several predictive analytic operations: Explain (explains how the 
individual attributes affect the variation of values in a target column); Predict 
(predicts the values in a target column); and, Profile (creates a set of rules for cases 
that imply the same target value) [114]. In the future, implementing such techniques 
will help to identify which factors have strong associations with infection and to 
pinpoint and investigate potential clusters of HAl in real time. This will give the 
healthcare providers the ability to review some of their procedures taking that 
knowledge (most influencing factors) into account to reduce the level of incidence of 
infection. It is very hard to do this in the present situation; currently, ICPs observe 
only certain factors, and if none of the selected factors provide the reason for any 
increase in the infection rates, then they are forced to hypothesize based on 
unobserved factors. However, with a DW, a real comparison can be conducted to see 
what factors have actually influenced the change in infection rate, and ICPs will know 
what problem(s) must be addressed. Moreover, the system may provide data to help 
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the clinician determine when an HAl might be present and, additionally, the system 
can provide the ability to compare hospital outcomes to other hospitals and to national 
benchmarks. 
In this study, the "Explain" analytic operation was implemented in SSI-DW. Length 
of stay, ASA scores, and procedure duration were the most critical factors 
contributing to L please refer to Fig. 5.3 to view the result of the Explain Analytic 
operation. On the other hand, Predict and Profile could not be implemented because 
of the small sample size with a lot of missing details. 
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Figure 5-3 The result of "Explain" analytic operation 
Controlled interventions 
The DW allows for the possibility of being able not only to monitor the existing 
situation but also to monitor the effect of changes when the hospital introduces 
interventions or changes in procedure. Users can tart collecting data on that change 
to analyze those case and to see whether there is a statistically significant change in 
infection rate (test out whether some interventions make a different or not). This 
ability put the hospital into a much more controlled environment. Once an 
intervention or a change in procedure is completed and if it causes a significant 
change in the infection rate. rcps can be confident that it has made an improvement, 
the hospital can commit to that deci ion (the new way of working), and eventually, 
the successful intervention can be rolled out to other hospitals. Once the changes have 
become part of the standard procedure, data may be dropped from the table b cause 
there is no further need to collect that data. The DW preferably can be customized on 
an "as needed basi when intervention evaluation i required. 
Having such a sy tern in different hospitals, helping to identify how hospital practices 
differ and give ri e to different rates of surgical wound infections, would be of great 
value. 
Alerts 
The proposed system can be improved with additional functions and tools to alert 
taff when high-risk patients are admitted, to differentiate HAls from community-
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acquired infection, to compare their HAl rates to national benchmarks and to monitor 
compliance. 
5.4.2 Benefits from the Development and Design Aspects 
The main goal of this study was to propose a DW development methodology that 
supported business requirements and data acquisition through facilitating the 
communication between end users and the data warehouse. Adopting a combination 
of data-driven and user-driven approaches assured compatibility among users' 
requirements, data affordability, and visualization opportunities that motivated and 
stimulated end users to consider unfamiliar and innovative requirements that could be 
supported by data warehousing. Moreover, the incremental approach provided the 
development team with precise guidance on users' requirements along with flexible 
and adaptive approaches. Having multiple sources for requirements, in addition to 
broadening the knowledge of the domain and understanding standards, helped in 
providing the accurate information necessary to respond quickly to the existing issues 
confronting the institution. 
The techniques followed in developing the DW schema, the relational model, and 
eventually, the dimensional model, delivered a high degree of confidence and 
clearness. The involvement of stakeholders in the agile development process assured 
that it could easily fit to their standard procedures and requirements. By imparting 
their knowledge and sharing with others involved in the field, they were able to 
provide a broad view of the system and expand their scope. By doing so, they enabled 
other dimensions to be added with ease, taking into consideration other factors such as 
risk factors or other HAIs. 
As most infection control departments follow the industry standards and objectives, 
problems and issues encountered are similar in nature; there are common concerns 
and issues and common needs for data collection and measurement. The data to be 
used in the schema, therefore, is the same data used in national standards surveillance 
(such as CDC), thus ensuring relevance and importance and leaving the system open 
to future additions and changes to promote accessibility and integration into different 
measures and practices for improvement. 
5.5 Limitation of the system 
Throughout the implementation of the proposed methodology, the development 
process encountered some limitations: 
• The system is designed to meet perspectives and needs of a single department. 
The end users that were interviewed only described the requirements for their 
particular division. Thus, the system could not consider other scenarios that 
would generate benefit for other departments or activities in the hospital and 
the interfaces between departments could not be fully understood. This 
limitation acted to scope the initial system, where a single department would 
be used in place of the whole process. This reduced the complexity in design, 
as well as time consumed in formulating the system. 
• The researcher had no direct measure for the impact of the study on the 
infection rate. And the described system has not yet been proven to be able to 
increase the monitoring, control, treatment, and prevention power against 
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hospital infections. The quantification of measurements such as Return of 
Investment (ROI) could not be done as the system has not yet been put into 
routine use in the infection control department. The only recorded measures 
were of end user satisfaction and feedback, both reported to be extremely high. 
There was no available data that would measure the effect of the system on the 
actual count of infections prevented. 
• In the system evaluation, the plan was to compare the amount of effort and 
time spent by ICPs on the current system with that for the proposed system. 
The time to generate a report for the proposed system would also be evaluated 
to show how many hours were saved. However, the evaluation for the whole 
system could not be done within the timeframe of this study as it would entail 
hospital-wide application and months of monitoring. 
• Project development duration was affected by the availability of end users. 
• As a system, graphing capabilities are limited, although end users were highly 
satisfied, especially that they were using SPSS in charting. 
Causes for Delay: 
Data availability was a major factor that affected the ETL phase; operational data files 
were not available before the implementation phase. Moreover, they were not 
available all at once. Getting operational data files took almost three months; 
consequently, normalization strategies were changed whenever new operational files 
appeared. This and many other factors, unique to in-house system development, 
caused frequent and sometimes lengthy delays: 
• The initial infected-patient DB covered patients from 2002 to 2007. An update 
of the database was needed to enhance the results. Therefore, the extraction 
process had to be repeated, once on the older files and once on the newer 
version, (the update of the DB covered cases until Dec-2009). This caused a 
major delay, because different versions of the SQL server were used; the 
hospital upgraded the SQL server from the 2005 to the 2008 service pack 1. 
• Data cleansing and validation were underappreciated, both in time 
requirements and in value. 
• Although the surveillance techniques and business process had been discussed 
several times with ICPs, when the implementation phase arrived, many aspects 
that had not been mentioned but that were done routinely and manually, 
became evident. For example, interviews did not explain that the surveillance 
was specific for only selected procedures and they did not explain how 
targeted procedures were selected; inclusion and exclusion procedures were 
done spontaneously. To interpret and transfer this information in a systematic 
way was laborious. 
• End users were not available most of the time; several appointments were 
cancelled. 
• Lack of experienced people in OW, in SQL, and Oracle. 
5.6 Conclusion 
The thesis proposed demonstrating a method of data warehousing system 
implementation integrating several key ideas - the agile manifesto, maintenance of 
data quality, incremental and prototype approaches - to meet end users' or 
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stakeholders' requirements. The result was a prototype solution that adapted well to (i) 
the healthcare environment, (ii) the organization's negative feelings toward the 
system, and (iii) the end users uncertainty about their requirements and their lack of 
awareness and motivation regarding the potential benefits of the system. 
The involvement of end-users is critical, as their advice in development and 
implementation should be seriously considered. The communication between them 
and the developers should be clearly established, as they prove to be key players 
during the iteration runs up to the final, fully-functional product. A balance should be 
promoted wherein their involvement so that end-users are utilized only in the most 
valuable stages and as sources for planning the application as they know who to refer 
to and how plans can be most effectively fulfilled in their particular settings. A 
balance between end users' involvement and recognition of their time limitations was 
important to save their time and to insure their committed participation in the stages 
that were most valuable to both developers and users. 
Overall, end users found the system straightforward, well-organized, comprehensive, 
exciting, valuable, and consistent. From the experience of applying the proposed 
methodology in developing the data warehouse, this author found that the approach 
captured the study's intended goals. The business requirements phase and the data 
warehouse design both worked well with the lightweight development approach. 
Although the project life cycle exceeded the planned time for the reasons mentioned 
earlier, the period of iterations seemed to be about right and new requirements were 
generated with sufficient speed and accuracy to enable the development team to 
understand and complete the required tasks on time. This built credibility and trust in 
the development team and reduced the number of errors and misunderstandings. 
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6 Contribution and Recommendation 
The use of data warehouses in clinical settings will increase in the coming years, as 
systems mature and as clinicians realize the potential of using data for quality 
improvement and research. The current research will contribute to the establishment 
of data warehouses, and development methodology standards. This chapter will state 
the contribution of this research and outline the lessons learned, the challenges faced, 
and suggestions for the planning of future research. 
Section 6.1 gives an overview of health informatics in S.A, specifically in infection 
control. ICPs' feedback from different facilities is presented and discussed in section 
6.2. Section 6.3 provides a generalization of the system. Challenges, 
recommendations, contributions, and suggestions for future work and research are 
addressed in sections 6.4, 6.5, 06.6, and 6.7, sequentially. Finally, section 6.8 
concludes the dissertation. 
6.1 Health informatics in S.A. 
Over the past 3 decades, Saudi Arabia has spent billions of dollars in developing and 
improving the quality of healthcare and expanding its coverage. Due to this rapid 
expansion in both government and private hospitals, healthcare providers in Saudi 
Arabia have varied in capability. This variation of health service providers has led to 
variations in administration, financial management, and information systems, which 
in turn has led to the lack of a unified system for health records. As a result, patient 
histories have been scattered amongst different healthcare providers with no one 
provider having a complete patient record except in very rare cases where the patient 
has received all healthcare services from one provider. One additional negative impact 
of this problem has been the great waste of effort and money resulting from treating 
patients repeatedly for the same health problems in a variety of medical settings; this 
has resulted in the repetition of x-rays and other tests, and in all probability, the 
prescription of different medications, possibly threatening patient safety [115]. 
Healthcare providers in S.A. are categorized into six different sectors with a large 
nwnber of different health information systems used independently. 
• The Ministry of Health (MOH) provides around 60% of the healthcare services. 
Most MOH hospitals lack information and communication infrastructure, and 
most of the existing information systems are of an administrative and financial 
nature rather than having a patient-care focus. 
• Other government agencies provide another 20% of the services, which includes 
King Faisal Specialist Hospitals and Research Centres (KFSH&RC), National 
Guard Hospitals Affairs (NGHA), and Ministry of Defence and Aviation 
Hospitals (13%) and University Hospitals (7%). KFSH&RC-] and NGHA are the 
most advanced hospitals in e-health in S.A. They have the same level of 
automation; they have implemented Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), EMR, 
PACs, CPOE, and one of the latest health portals. 
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• The private sector makes up the final 20%. The private sector is divided into two 
categories: medium- to large-sized hospitals and small clinics. Large private 
hospitals have some information systems that place more emphasis on financial 
applications such as billing systems; these systems are acquired from different 
sources and have no links with other agencies such as the MOH. Meanwhile, the 
majority of the small clinics lack the minimum requirements for information 
technology [116]. 
The current projects of the MOH are based on developing heavyweight projects, 
creating data repositories with newly collected data, not based on historical data. 
Collecting new data is a completely new initiative. It does not help to realize the 
potential of data collected at the hospitals themselves and it is not useful for the 
hospitals in doing day-to-day business. Systems like SSI-DW actually address a 
completely different area, although there is the potential, of course, once electronic 
data collecting activity has started, to do valuable analyses on a national base, 
covering different scenarios. 
Infection control in Saudi Arabia 
Saudi Arabian infection control systems may not respond rapidly to new information 
because there is a lack of standardization across the foundations of infection control. 
Timely upgrading of such an infection control system is difficult. The diversities in 
the foundations of infection control are reflections of the varied health organizations 
in the Saudi community. The health care service sector was literally "mainlined" from 
the West during a period of incredible economic bounty and resulted in several health 
care models arising simultaneously: hospitals operating according to the British 
school, hospitals operating based on purely North American models, and those 
operating on an eclectic mix of both. Understandably, administrative ideologies, 
including those relating to infection control, are hard to unify [117]. 
The personnel who staff the varied health care institutions are diverse. Health care is 
still dominated by an expatriate work force, the members of which may be from 
Europe, North America, or elsewhere. Just as administrative policies may not be 
consistent, there are great variations in clinical practice habits. This variety may not 
always be an advantage and has probably limited the speed of infection control 
development. The West, in contrast, whether in the United Kingdom, the United 
States, or Canada, has well-established national standards of administration and 
education, which provide a consistent basis on which to develop both networks and 
practitioners. The lack of trained ICPs has been a severely limiting factor in the 
efficacy of infection control in Saudi Arabia. Saudi nationals are only beginning to 
enter the field of infection control. Domestically, key thought leaders and mentors in 
the field are scant and their influence, therefore, has been limited. Until recently, 
infection control had no voice, but this is changing as Saudi nationals graduate from 
infection control programs in Canada and the United States and return to the kingdom. 
Such a critical lack of ICPs is unknown in the West and it is an imbalance that needs 
to be addressed [116]. 
In hospitals located in the Makkah region and supervised by MOH, there is currently 
no available infection control software (in house or commercially made). Most 
hospitals resort to making their own tools for data extraction, self-developed 
databases rather than uniformly developed spreadsheets or software. While it is more 
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convenient to buy developed software, there are concerns regarding the training and 
preparation for approval in hospital practice. Hospitals would have to ask permission 
from the General Administration of Infection Prevention and Control in the Ministry 
of Health-Riyadh before implementing any of these measures. 
Hospitals, in general, follow the same steps: collect and detect (notification from the 
labs), report, study, and analyze, following the same approach in data collection, 
analysis, and interpretation as all are based on international standards (but with 
differences in data quality, quantity, and management). Hospitals do share 
information, but the sharing is very limited. It usually occurs through verbal 
exchanges of comparison between counterparts. Although all the hospitals in the 
Makkah region are under a single administration, and use similar methods of data 
collection and analysis, no overall comparisons can be made among the hospitals 
under the present combination of systems. 
The 12 hospitals under MOH within the Makkah region send their reports every 
month. These reports indicate the overall rate of HAl, community-acquired infection, 
and the incidence of infection in the hospitals. Frequent types of HAl and common 
pathogens involved in infections are also given. The reports can be used as barometers 
for any decrease, increase, or outbreak in multi-drug resistant organisms in Jeddah. 
Benchmarking is practiced when all data are consolidated into Excel spreadsheets 
according to monthly, quarterly, and yearly monitoring periods. The MOH visits 
hospitals every four months to oversee the implementation of programs provided by 
the MOH. Single visits are conducted when needed. Hospitals are given checklists 
and comprehensive reports that they must use to guide their submissions during each 
visit. 
As the government operates these hospitals, regulations and orders from the MOH are 
strictly implemented. Thus, automated surveillance systems are welcome 
developments, as they are believed to help accelerate data collection and analysis. 
However, training in the use of computers and electronic surveillance usually entails 
additional training and development. This is a hindrance in operation, as is the 
resistance of the people involved due to the low levels of current electronic 
surveillance knowledge and skill. Standardization also becomes a challenge as 
hospitals perform various kinds of operations and procedures. Therefore, additional 
understanding, awareness, and willingness are required to implement such systems. 
To improve the quality of healthcare, the CBAHI (Board of Accreditation for 
Healthcare Institutions) accreditation standards were developed by a consensus 
process of healthcare experts. Members of the team represented the MOH, NGHS, 
KFSH&RC, university hospitals, private hospitals, the Security Forces hospital, Saudi 
Council for Health Specialties, and the MRQP (Makkah Region Quality Program); the 
standards were approved by the Minster of Health in May 2006. However, the 
CBAHI does not apply electronic surveillance as it simply extracts data from survey 
visits. The analysis is performed by CBAHI's IT department to finalize the 
compliance rate of the application and to identify deficiencies and possible solutions. 
A central repository of data to monitor the performance of hospitals and to improve 
time and work efficiency for hospital personnel is the primary benefit of this DW 
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project. Monthly visits are tedious and not necessarily accurate; consistent gathering 
and monitoring is essential to identify and establish relevant data, to provide a basis 
for comparison, and to facilitate opportunities for the exchange of knowledge between 
different hospitals. 
6.2 Other ICPs Feedback 
In order to have broader feedback and to study the applicability of implementing the 
system over several hospitals, other ICPs from other hospitals (each hospital 
belonging to a different sector in Jeddah) evaluated the final product. Interviews were 
conducted to provide an overview of their current systems at the hospitals and surveys 
were completed to get general feedback on, and evaluation of, SSI-DW. 
Five ICPs were interviewed and surveyed. ICPs answered two survey sheets. The first 
survey consisted of 36 questions; all questions were single select options and focused 
on evaluation of the proposed system (Table 6.1). The second survey consisted of 18 
questions; all questions were open-ended questions. ICPs were asked about the 
current systems at their hospitals and they were asked to compare the current systems 
to the proposed one. The survey included a description of infection prevention and 
control department practices: What was the routine workflow? What standards were 
followed? Where and how did practitioners spend their time? (Table 6.2). Although 
the core business requirements and the key health care requirement - to keep the level 
of infection below a certain benchmark - were the same, the detailed requirements that 
they generated in terms of analysis reports, were different: (i) Targeted procedures in 
each health institution were different; (ii) Not all standard compliance factors were 
calculated for the same procedure; (iii) Some hospitals generated monthly reports, but 
most generated quarterly reports to have adequate data. 
The five health institutions involved were: 
• Two MOH hospitals: (1) Maternity and children hospital (M&CH), (2) King 
Fahd hospital in Jeddah (KFH). 
• One private hospital: International Medical Centre (IMC) 
• National Guard Hospital Affairs (NGHA) in Jeddah 
• One university hospital: King Abdulaaziz University (KAU) hospital. 
Note that KFSH&RC-J and NGHA are the top hospitals in S.A. Their standards are 
high, and they are very strict with guidelines and protocols; they have several 
accreditations. On the other hand, MOH hospitals are behind in standards and e-
health. Private hospitals vary but, in terms of e-health, they are not as advanced as 
KFSH&RC-J and NGHA. 
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~ NGHA IMC KAU MCH KFH Questions 
Usability 
I think that I would like to Not 
use this system frequently. provided. 
I Strongly disagree to 5 Strongly He believes 
agree he cannot 
answer until 2 3 5 4 
he has used 
the system 
for a while. 
I found the system ... 3 4 5 5 I Unnecessary to 5 needed 
I think the system is ... 4 
I Very difficult to use to 5 Very easy 5 5 3 
to use 
To be able to use this system, 
I think I need the support ofa 
technical person. 
4 5 3 2 
1 High support to 5 No support 
r found the various functions 
in this system ... 5 4 5 5 
j Not well integrated to 5 Very well 
intearated 
In the system, I think there 
was ... 4 5 5 5 
I Too much inconsistency to 5 Too 
much consistency 
I would imagine that most 
people would learn to use this 5 4 5 2 
system ... 
j Very slowly to 5 Very quickly 
I found the system ... to use. 
I Very cumbersome to 5 5 4 5 5 
VeT)' useful 
I felt ... toward using the 
system. 4 4 5 5 
1 Not confident to 5 Very confident 
I needed to learn ... before 1 
could get going with this 3 4 4 1 
system. 
I A lot of things to 5 Nothing 
Overall reactions to the 
system: 4 4 5 5 
I Terrible to 5 Wonderful 
Overall reactions to the 5 
system: 4 4 4 
I Frustrating to 5 Satisfying 
Efficiency 
Time to learn 4 5 5 3 1 Too much to 5 Too little 
Time to perform a particular 
task 4 5 5 4 
1 Too much to 5 Too little 
Time to execute a particular 
set of instructions 4 5 5 4 
I Too much La 5 Too little 
Time taken on ftrst attempt 3 4 4 2 I Too much to 5 Too little 
Instructions for commands or 5 5 5 3 functions 
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I Confusing to 5 Clear 
Time spent re-learning 
functions 4 4 3 
I Too much to 5 Too little 
Number of clicks perfonned 
during task completion 3 5 5 3 
I Too much to 5 Too linle 
How efficient you perceive 
the product to be 3 5 5 4 
I Not effiCient to 5 Very effiCient 
Number of tasks perfonned 4 5 5 I None to 5 All 
How well the product solves 
the intended job 4 4 5 5 
I Not well to 5 Very well 
How well the product in 
completing a given task 4 4 5 5 
I Not good to 5 Very \\ell 
How would you describe how 
difficult or easy it was 
complete a task? 
to 4 5 5 3 
I Very difficult to 5 Very easy 
How satisfied are you with 
using this application 
complete a task? 
to 4 5 5 
I Very unsatisfied to 5 Very satisfied 
Quality of output 
I Very poor to 5 Very good 4 4 5 5 
Quantity of output 
I Too little to 5 Too much 4 4 5 5 
Compare to the current 
product 4 5 5 5 
I Harder to use to 5 Easier to use 
I Less satisfYing to 5 More salIsfYing 4 5 5 5 
I More effort to generate reportS to 5 4 5 5 5 Less effort to generate reportS 
Satisfaction 
Usefulness ofthe product 
I Not at all useful to 5 Vel) useful 4 5 5 5 
Satisfaction with function 
and features 4 5 5 5 
I Not at all satisfied to - Very 
satisfied 
User versus technological 
control of task 4 5 5 5 
I o control of the product to 5 Full 
control of the product 
Productivity 
4 I Makes me less productive to 5 5 5 5 
makes mc more productive 
5 Words that best describe Accesslblc Accessible Comprehensive Comprehcnsive 
the product Easy to u e Efficient Customizable Customizable Motivating Relevant Relevant Flexible 
Reliable Time- Time-saving Time-saving 
Useful savmg Valuable Useful 
Useful 
Acceptability 
The acceptance level 
I Below expectation to 5 Exceed 4 5 5 
expectation 
Table 6-1 rep rating on the first survey 
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Figure 6.1 shows a word cloud of the results obtained from the five ICPs' feedback. 
ICP feedback depended on respondents' knowledge, work environments, current 
systems used, and IT backgrounds. For example, the ICPs of MOH hospitals liked the 
proposed system and would like to implement it in their departments, but they found 
it a bit difficult and they needed training and technical support. 
On the other hand, ICPs at KAU hospital had more skills and they were familiar with 
using a computerized system, as they were currently developing a new IC surveillance 
system integrated with all other systems in the hospital. They were very well trained 
with software, they were aware of their needs, and they had all the required skills. 
They found SSI-DW very easy to use and beneficial but it did not cover some details 
and options found in their current system. NGHA had a newly installed system 
developed by CDC. The system did not have any historical data, and it was not 
integrated with other systems in the hospital. ICPs needed to enter all the surgical 
details. Reporting and charting facilities were above standards. 
In general, all ICPs found SSI-DW timesaving, useful, comprehensive, and 
customizable. In addition, they agreed on the quality of the system, the quantity of the 
performed tasks, and satisfaction levels, as most scores were 5, with a few scores of 4. 
Accessible Desirable Gets in the way Patronizing Stressful 
Appealing Easy to use Hard to use Personal Time-consuming 
Attractive Efficient High quality Predictable Time-saving 
Busy Empowering Inconsistent Relevant Too technical 
Collaborative Exciting Intimidating Reliable Trustworthy 
Complex Familiar Inviting Rigid Uncontrollable 
Comprehensive Fast Motivating Simplistic Unconventional 
Confusing Flexible Not valuable Slow Unpredictable 
Connected Fresh Organized Sophisticated Usable 
Consistent Frustrating Overbearing Stimulating Useful 
Customizable Fun Overwhelming Straight Forward Valuable 
Acceptability 
Figure 6-1 Example word cloud of the words used in describing the system by ICPs. 
The larger the font size and the greater the contrast, the more frequently participants 
selected the adjective. 
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Question NGHA IMC KAU MCH KFH KFSH&RC-J 
Compare the Present System: Present Present System: Present System: Present System: Present System: 
amount of effort System: 
needed to generate Manual data Contains more 50 minutes to Manual data collection No comparison 
reports between the collection Manual data information collect data per provided 
current situation collection patient Individual fonns for all 
and the proposed Forms entered by Generates reports surgical procedures, Proposed 
system, in terms of data entry Proposed with more 3-4 hours average collected daily System: 
the data collection technician System: factors and time to generate 
process (time & 
results monthly reports Missing details, Much easier and 
effort). Analysis in No comparison classified upon class, time saving 
Riyadh, Quarterly provided Proposed Reports collected entered to Excel, rate for 
Reports produced System: and evaluated SSI per each wound 
monthly and sent class calculated 
Proposed System: Too general, toMOH 
System reports can 
generates 3 hours per day to 
descriptive data Proposed System: collect data 
be produced more 
only, no 
frequently. predictive factors No comparison Proposed System: 
provided for SSI Minimal data collection 
How many hours No answer No answer Does not save 3-4 hrs. Present: No answer 
have been saved (or any extra hours 
increased) / report? (Report is Time required to (Need time to 
generated by the generate a report per test reports and 
biostatistician in month is 8 hours. compare with 
Riyadh and sent to 
Proposed System: 
present system) 
the hospital in 
Jeddah.) With SSI-DW, it 
required a click of a 
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button. 
How many reports No answer No answer Reports are Reports are Present: No reports 
can be generated generated generated generated 
fully automatically? (Report is automatically manually Reports are generated 
generated by the (newly manually 
biostatistician in implemented 
Riyadh and sent to system Proposed System: 
the hospital in developed under All reports are generated IT department) Jeddah. Requirements automatically 
have been 
defined from the 
infection control 
department. 
How many new No answer No answer Nothing new in All reports in All reports in proposed Several reports, 
reports in the SSI-DW proposed system system believed to be proposed system 
proposed system do (Report is believed to be important gives the option 
you think would be generated by the helpful to choose among 
helpful? biostatistician in many variables 
Riyadh and sent to related to SSI 
the hospital in risk factors 
Jeddah.) 
Does the proposed Yes, some of the No No No No No 
system include any data are not very 
unneeded or important as far as 
irrelative reports? surgical site 
infections are 
concerned. 
-
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In general, what is Very impressive A No answer Useful, helpful, Time-saving, and very Easy and helpful 
your feeling toward and efficient comprehensive time-saving, and useful and time saving 
the proposed system. and well powerful 
system? organized 
system 
What do you think It can be helpful in It is a really There are many Very useful Very helpful Presumably 
about the data the case of critical good option. risk factors, good 
mining (prediction) reports where the which are not 
option? rates are higher covered by SSI-
than expected. DW 
With such a system, Would have to for Cannot No No No The system 
do you need to refer some information comment needs to 
to other systems in unless used communicate 
the hospital, such as with the other 
EPR? systems in the 
hospital like 
myCare and 
Cemer, and to 
the hospital. 
How do you think Producing quicker Can help in It will reduce By saving time, It will reduce the 100% sure 
the system will reports can be preparing more time of working, ICPs will utilize amount of errors in data 
have an impact on beneficial in detailed and by their time in more entry and calculating. 
your operations? finding the reports in less monitoring the efficient and It will help in ! 
Does it open problem early. time covering patient more productive ways discovering the cause of 
business different closely, it helps and focus on other infection in less time, 
opportunities for aspects of SSI. to recognize factors that might which will lead to better 
collecting data and It can also help infection in the increase the rate of service. As the most 
gaining additional in data mining. early stages, SSI important factor in 
evidence about which will lead industry is to prevent the 
particular to a reduction in cause of infection, if 
- -----
- --_ .. _-
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healthcare infection rate. infection detection 
I 
strategies? happened faster, there 
would be faster cures 
and less effect to the I 
patient. 
Are there any users, Always better to Surgical Surgical Surgical Surgical department Surgical 
either in the same pick and choose department department department department and 
department or in the data to be also researchers 
other departments, 
shared with other 
who might benefit 
departments. Some from getting 
information out of data may not be 
this SSI-DW, where useful for them 
in the past it was and would create 
very difficult to unnecessary 
gain any concern. 
information? 
What are the No answer None No answer None Requires time and Needs a better 
difficulties about training before using coding system in 
the system? regards to the 
type of surgery 
and the 
specialty. 
What are the More information Quite detailed Needs to be The amount of The amounts of So far, the 
limitations and is needed (e.g. hair but cannot expanded,by information is information and types of amount of 
weak points of the removal procedure comment including more satisfactory . reports are more than information, 
system, in terms of needs to be about its risk factors. Type of reports is actuall y needed; type of reports, 
the amount of mentioned in the practical Should have good. currently only need and interface are 
information in each bundles). efficacy unless flexibility in about 50% of the very fine. After 
-- ------ -------
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report? (Is it Graphs and charts used. giving the end Interface is easy proposed system. real 
enough? Does it would have been user options to and friendly. implementation, 
need to be very useful, which choose the idea would be 
expanded? What are not available. numerator and clearer. 
kind of information denominator to 
is missing?) With interface, create his own 
- the type of reports cannot see any equations. 
- interface problem. Reports are 
- others general and 
limited in 
calculating the 
crude rate of SSI. 
Interface is clear 
and easy to use. 
What percent of The new system is Almost 90% 25% No System exists No system exists at the No answer 
your SSI system more efficient as at the hospital. hospital 
does the proposed far as the analysis 
system cover? and the production 
of charts and 
graphs are 
concerned but, yes, 
everything has to 
be entered into the 
system. 
Is your system No answer No, but Yes, it is No answer No answer No 
integrated with hospital has integrated. 
other hospital phoenix for 
systems such as EPRand The system 
microbiology and information is refreshes daily. 
pharmacy? If not, always up to 
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do you need to date. 
enter every single 
detail to the 
system? If it is 
integrated, how 
often does the 
system refresh 
(extract the data 
from the other 
hospital systems)? 
How old are the No answer Regarding the It is an No answer No answer It is 11 years old 
data in your culture, results automated and it is not 
system? Does the and patient surveillance. automated. 
system have information 
automated can be 
surveillance? retrieved back 
but there is no 
automated 
surveillance 
system. 
How would you It would be useful Cannot Hospital Through the Infection control There is a need 
suggest building a for comparison. comment due communities Ministry of Health departments need for a unified 
system like this The GCC centre to lack of need education and decision education and awareness surveillance 
incrementally for Infection expenence m to unify makers. They have before implementation, system to be 
across S.A. Control and such systems. surveillance and to adopt a system as they need to able to do a 
(generalize it)? Prevention should But once reporting system. such as this and understand the needs, benchmark in 
What would the publish data for implemented Establish a deVelop it over the guidelines, limitations, the future. 
barriers and benchmarking. can comment network group to hospitals, educate and difficulties in There should 
difficulties be? If Consider on barriers or share end users, and current practices in most also be qualified 
this proposed willingness of difficulties information enforce it to be of the S.A. hospitals. individuals in 
system, (SSI-DW) hospital in sharing used. the field 0[ __ 
-------
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is not applicable, data The next step is to surveillance to 
why? What would approach other hospitals do training in the 
be the ultimate step by step, to show the hospitals that 
alternative system? benefits, and what can will join this. 
be achieved. 
Which approach do Developing an in- Developing an Developing an Through Ministry Developing an in-house Developing an 
you believe works house system in-house in-house system of Health system through the in-house system 
better: buying a (For practical system hospital's IT (A system that is 
readymade system reasons,depending (So that department. suitable to each 
or developing a on the capability anytime there organization. ) 
system through the and resources is a problem, 
hospital's IT available. ) there are 
department? people around 
to fix it 
immediately. ) 
What standards are Standards set by Standards set Standards set by Standards set by Standards set by CDC Standards set by 
used for SSI? CDC (definitions by CDC CDC CDC CDC 
and criteria are 
followed for And APIC 
diagnosing the (Association for 
SSI.) Prevention and 
Infection Control) 
Surveillance of SSI One Infection Not much One person full Full time, 4 ICPs An ICP is assigned for Varies, 
is manually Preventionist infection, time 150-200 beds, as per application of 
conducted, labour carries out the manageable standard surveillance 
intensive, and time- surveillance and it with available would need 
consuming. How takes 10-20 hours staff more staff 
many person-hours a week. 
I week does it 
--
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consume? How 
many people are 
needed? 
How frequently do Very frequently to Reports are None The hospital does Daily. For each infected No answer 
you need to refer to find infonnation generated not have any patient referred to the 
other systems in the regarding patient manually system that can be patient file, nurses, lab 
hospital for each infonnation, used. results, and OR. 
single report? 
antibiotics etc. 
The only system 
available at the 
hospital is for 
appointments. 
What are the Hemioraphy, Regarding Targeted All procedures All procedures Targeted 
targeted Cholecystectomy, surgical site procedures are surveillance for 
procedures? Hip and Knee infections, no changing CABGs, 
prosthesis specific frequently, the Cardiac and C-
targeted ones with highest 
Sections procedure. rate are selected 
What are the Yes, some Patients file No answer Patient file Surgical department, Required to refer 
sources of infonnation is and PHOENIX patient file to the patient file 
procedures' needed from the SYSTEM Nurses and Cemer for 
infonnation? 
wards (e.g. each patient. Surgeons 
stopping 
antibiotics within a 
specific time etc.) 
Is there any post- There is post- No system for There is post- No system for No system for post- There is post-
--- --
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discharge discharge post -discharge discharge post-discharge discharge surveillance discharge 
surveillance of any surveillance. surveillance, surveillance, surveillance surveillance 
kind? Can you tell However, if a done manually implemented from the lab if the infection was doctor detects an through 
recently reports and from detected pre- or SSI in the clinic on follow-up of 
post-discharge from follow up, he medical the admissions 
the system? informs the records 
infection control 
team so that it can 
be added in the 
data. 
Controlled The surgical As far as SSI In the newly There is no system There is no system for Done manually 
interventions: is it bundle compliance is concerned, implemented for controlled controlled interventions through input of 
possible to vs. the SSI can be there is no system, any risk interventions data in an excel 
calculate the effect 
an indicator of the system for factors or sheet. 
of any intervention? controlled 
effects of the variables are How? interventions. 
interventions. added and 
calculated 
afterwards. 
What should be In the system, it As for post op The newly If the rate exceeds The rate ofthe infection, No answer 
triggered would be useful patients, any implemented the hospital's if it is increased to more 
automatically? firstly to alarm the rise in temp, system has alerts average than the standard 
What kinds of alerts 
user if any wrong discharge from to MDRs, benchmark 
are important? 
data is entered or if 
the wound, 
MRs/d, Esbls. 
readmission 
data do not make after discharge 
sense. Secondly, might be of 
there should be a importance. 
maximum SSI rate 
-
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and when the rate 
exceeds that line, 
the system should 
notify the users. 
What information Not prediction in Predicting There are many No answer No answer No answer 
do you think should infection control, expectancy of risk factors 
be predicted? Why? rather, vigilance emerging which are not 
and early detection infections or covered by SSI-
(if and when it rising of DW 
occurs). existing ones i 
helps plan for 
the control 
measures. 
Are there any The CDC uses Yes, All the No CBAHI No answer No answer 
standards used percentage of SSI, hospitals 
among hospitals? which means SSI follow 
Terms, calculating per 100 procedures international 
the rates, ... ? for targeted standards set 
surgeries. The by CDC 
same standards are mainly. 
followed by the 
hospital 
Do hospitals across No No No No No No 
S.A. share 
information? 
Are there any No available No available Respondent's No available No answer No available 
studies relate to information aside information master thesis information aside information 
infections in our from own hospital aside from from own hospital aside from own 
region (S.A. has own hospital 
- --
hospital 
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different risk 
factors, additional 
ones or simple 
ones)? 
Table 6-2 ICPs feedback on the second survey 
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The main complaint of all ICPs was about the time consumed in collecting patient-
related data. They need to review the patients' paper records, which can only be in 
one place at a time; as a result, there is a negative impact on optimization of 
infonnation management in healthcare, and as a consequence of that, there is reduced 
productivity and quality of care provided. In addition to the patient file, ICPs need to 
collect and extract data from the surgery book and from laboratory results. All ICPs 
share the same hope to have access to a comprehensive, credible, and single health 
infonnation system. 
All ICPs agreed that having computerized surveillance systems could help in relieving 
them of the cumbersome, time-consuming tasks of hunting for and manually 
analyzing data, and freeing time for vital activities such as interventions and staff 
education. Having a surveillance system would be a big jump for some institutions, 
however, when in fact, ICPs are familiar and comfortable with traditional paper and 
spreadsheet technology, and they do not have the time to learn newer systems. ICPs 
believe surgical departments would benefit from a surveillance system such as SSI-
DW. 
Most ICPs agreed on not buying a readymade system. One of the biggest concerns of 
ICPs was to find a vendor who could best meet their requirements (understanding and 
ensuring their needs) in a cost-effective manner and provide ongoing support and 
innovative solutions. The big advantage of the proposed approach was that the IT 
department at the hospital would develop the system and actually grow towards 
"owing" it. IT departments would be knowledgeable about what to do if they wanted 
to change the workings of the system or if end users required additional work. It 
would be easy to maintain a system customized to the end users' particular needs. The 
system would be also fully compatible with the hospital infrastructure; thus, there 
would be no need to learn a whole new technology, and no need for a huge capital 
outlay to build it, keeping in mind that most healthcare organizations have their own 
IT departments to handle installation, configuration, and updating processes. 
Hospitals with advanced systems such as KAU and NGHA, however, found SSI-DW 
had extra reporting and details not found in their systems; on the other hand, they 
found some missing details that should be collected and utilized. For example, the 
ICP at NGHA believed that more infonnation was needed; they felt, for example, that 
hair removal procedures and the use of antibiotics needed to be mentioned in the 
bundles. The respondent believed also that graphs and charts, which were not 
available, would have been very useful. In general, ICPs' surveillance showed that 
nearly all data indicators available in KF AH&RC-J were available in most other 
hospitals; this is a reason to be confident that SSI_DW could be expanded nationally. 
During implementation, SSI-DW compliance factors were based on the feedback of 
ICP at KFSH&RC_J; although this was limiting, the system schema can incorporate 
any additional elements, which can be added later within the data model and design. 
The survey revealed ICPs' levels of knowledge, practice, and understanding of HAl; 
surprisingly, a few ICPs were unaware of some common terminologies used in SSI (3 
out of 5 ICPs). On the other hand, all questions used in the survey, asking respondents 
to compare and contrast the I CPs' current systems with the proposed system, were 
found not to be practical, because in order for the I CPs to answer those questions, 
they needed to use the system for a while, parallel to their current systems. Moreover, 
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in some hospitals such as NGHA, reports were generated by the biostatisticians in 
Riyadh and sent back to Jeddah. 
Following the proposed approach requires time, patience, and vision (wish list) in 
addition to awareness and knowledge, which will result in a highly accepted and 
utilized system with a user-centred design. As the system is based first on end users 
requirements and built incrementally, the process makes it easy to understand without 
the need for IT staff support or user manuals; this will help in accepting the transition 
to automated surveillance and in educating ICPs up to the standard level. ICPs 
reported that the development process had 'opened their eyes' to new and significant 
requirements. 
6.3 Generalizing the SSI-OW 
The study demonstrated a real life example of implementing a data warehouse system 
in a single department in one of the biggest hospitals in S.A. 
Establishing the efficacy of a new system for end users across several hospitals may 
be challenging for several reasons: (i) each hospital or facility has unique 
circumstances in data availability, standards, and budget, (ii) end users have different 
education levels, experiences, and backgrounds, and (iii) it is difficult to evaluate the 
impact of the system and to assure use of the system throughout the department. 
However, the study holds tremendous promise and several reusable techniques that 
are applicable to roll out to other hospitals. 
• Shares experience with other hospitals. Standardization of data is introduced 
while the risks involved are controlled. The study promotes a consistent way 
of collecting business requirements, enabling easier analysis, customizing, and 
promoting higher utilization. 
• Provides techniques for data cleansing and utilization. While the present 
system takes 6 months to complete these processes, the study would not only 
shorten the project duration, but also allow stakeholders to devote more time 
to decision making. 
• Generates basic schema for reference. Instead of having to build from 
scratch, other hospitals could identify good practices and standards as a basis 
for further process improvements. This would also help to make the method 
uniform, leading to easier monitoring for comparison and evaluation. 
• Empowers end-users. Through the light iterative approach, end-users are able 
to operate the system through different situations and circumstances. 
Participation is key as it helps in the ongoing evaluation and development of 
the system. These iterations also make end users more capable to adapt to 
changes. 
• Reduces financial burden. As explained in the project lifecyc1e and task 
plan, the overall improvement and contribution of the proposed system would 
be able to reap more benefits and value during the implementation phase. The 
financial burden would not be much of a consideration given the amount of 
time and resources the project would require. 
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• Integrates technology. The approach of the study makes use of an effective 
way of deploying new technology without impeding the existing practices and 
processes, thus reducing the amount of training current employees would need 
and their resistance toward change. 
The introduction of a standard method and system across hospitals permits better 
monitoring of compliance and establishes a baseline from which hospitals can 
compare their performance over time. A decrease in percentage compliance would 
mean that there would be operating room processes or other areas needing 
improvement. Coupled with other criteria for judging based on the standards and 
benchmarking from performance of other hospitals, facilities would be able to 
establish new best practices for the use of automated infection surveillance systems. 
Sharing of information is critical as collaboration between stakeholders helps promote 
the interoperability of the healthcare IT system. It is a challenge to be able to integrate 
all functions, so there is a need to standardize certain factors such as vocabulary and 
methods of extracting, interpreting, and recording data in the healthcare industry. The 
SSI-DW initiates this process, and could continue to branch out around S.A. with 
perspective shifts from individual hospitals to a national point-of-view, allowing good 
practices for handling information to be formulated at a national level. It is an 
imperative to educate hospitals on the benefits of a DW, such as improving the post-
discharge surveillance. The experience from building the DW encourages them to 
share data, compare results, and come up with national standards that would be 
beneficial in the long run. 
6.4 Challenges 
In general, many challenges exist that prevent the widespread adoption of IT in 
healthcare environments. The following addresses briefly some of the challenges and 
lessons learned upon the actual implementation of the proposed method in the real life 
clinical domain at KFSH&RC-J. Such challenges fall into three main categories: 
organizational, (data) informational, and technical. 
Organizational Challenges: (a) Political barriers may be more challenging than 
technical ones. One way to overcome these barriers is to establish a protocol to 
protect and safeguard data. (b) Integration challenges mean figuring out how to 
deliver an integrated system, integrating EPR systems with departmental systems, and 
integrating independent sub-systems together. (c) Evaluation challenges include 
generating outcomes measurement use of guidelines, pathways, and protocols. 
Data Information Challenges: The challenges related to data information include (a) 
database accuracy and data toxicity (an overload of redundant, inaccurate, 
uninformative, or confusing "facts" leading to incorrect conclusions), (b) the usability 
of data and processes for capturing, storing, delivering, and presenting information, 
and (c) security and data ownership. In addition, (d) the diversity of data causes 
difficulty in making information out of the data, in generating knowledge from the 
information, and in implementing intelligent decisions based upon this knowledge. 
The aforementioned challenges are all exacerbated by (e) the insufficient 
understanding of the needs of health care workers. 
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Technical Challenges: The technical challenges are due to (a) the poor design and 
weak integrity levels of the operational tables and (b) the need to redesign the 
transactional data to support retrospective decisions and data explorations (Integration 
tools provided by SQL data transfonnation services could not be used because of the 
improper database design.) In addition, (c) data originates from a very diverse set of 
sources, and (d) there is significant effort required to integrate the data to build the 
data warehouse. 
6.5 Recommendation 
Based on the experience gained from the research, the following recommendations are 
made: 
• Extensive Project Scoping. The scope should be able to consider various kinds of 
data from the development and design up to the actual implementation of the 
system. It should be able to incorporate the requirements specified by end-users 
along with those from the stakeholders. It should also be sufficient to adapt to any 
service while optimizing the use of the data warehouse. This entails 
comprehensive monitoring over a wide time span, as the data should be kept as 
relevant and consistent as possible. The scope should also help in data collection 
for operational systems, as it would maintain consistency in the practices and 
strategies being applied. 
• Immediate Definition of Operational Requirements. Through observations of 
operational systems, it has been observed that those that perfonn poorly are not 
able to obtain strategic infonnation requirements without an existing list of 
operational functional requirements. This indicates the precedence and priority 
that should apply in the automation of tasks and in the collection of the most 
recent data. 
• Address Business Needs. By soliciting participation from the end-users, it should 
be easy to identify their jobs and specific actions that contribute to the 
perfonnance of the system. This should always be prioritized as the first means of 
action, as it enables the system developers to understand the nonnal workflows, 
leading to common benefit between both the stakeholders and the end users. The 
alignment of goals and sub-goals helps in strengthening the relationship and in 
decreasing the amount of shortcomings present in helping develop the said 
technology. This is an important area to improve on and invest in as it is where 
most time and resources are consumed. Failure to do so usually result in 
significantly larger costs in the long-tenn as the system would not be capable to 
meet the needs of the program. The participation of users also provides a platfonn 
for understanding and for the sharing of tenninologies and technical language 
unique to the business. In addition, the IT infrastructure should go hand-in-hand 
with workflow considerations, as this would help identify and prioritize business 
requirements. The iterative implementation would also help detennine the order of 
importance. Lastly, standardization should be evaluated on which to apply and 
which would require their processes or sub-components and when to consider 
common dimensions. 
• Utilize Other Measures in Collecting Requirements. While most of the 
requirements in the study have been identified through interviews, other means 
should be explored. The end users' subject experts may not be able to relate their 
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tasks comprehensively, especially if these differ from day to day. To be able to 
distinguish the changes (whether internal or external), other insights should be 
sought. Members from the same sector who belong to different institutions could 
also provide better coverage on standards and other user needs. Methods could 
include focus group discussions among various stakeholders or regular monitoring 
and meetings between institutions. 
• Promote Pre-emptive Data Cleansing. Different values of certain parameters often 
encounter problems in classification because of lack of control over the procedure 
in which they are collected. The problems that could compromise the quality of 
the data and the reliability of the results would arise when end-users missed 
entering information or when errors in input occurred (typographical, duplication, 
mismatches, illogical entries [those that exceed clue date of 30 days after 
operation]). Thus, it would be beneficial to address these by having a validation 
system in place. This would ensure that the input is valid and that the level of 
details in the data is enhanced. It would also measure the accuracy of data, by 
assuring that the results of surveillance studies are of value. The validation 
instrument promotes several benefits, such as easier and faster operation of the 
Data Warehouse because of constant refreshing, quick and accessible report 
generation where questions and answers are easily modified, and the ability of the 
data store to track changes. 
• System-wide Integration. In most of the hospitals that have been in contract 
throughout the study, in-house systems were present. These systems were usually 
integrated with those from other departments to gather historical and detailed data. 
However, outsourced systems encountered difficulties in integration and were fed 
only with new data. Integrating the system with various databases (such as 
microbiology and pharmacy) will help to generate richer reports and promote 
better surveillance. The gap in historical and new, readily available data should be 
addressed by integration. 
• System design. Carefully redesigning and reengineering transactional tables for 
star schema development will ease the process of analysis and reporting. 
• Continuous Training. Aside from the implementation of the system, another 
important aspect should be the training of end users. Involvement from the start is 
encouraged. If the users are given only an existing system, they would be forced 
to adapt and continuously train. They should be trained for every development and 
iteration to be able to operate it efficiently. It is important to be able to monitor 
and assess the educational development of the users, so they are encouraged to 
participate in any technological development. 
6.6 Potential Areas of Interest and Contributions 
The contributions of this research are in the areas of DW methodology and healthcare 
DW applications. The primary contribution of this research is a methodology for 
building a clinical data warehouse to support decision making through the integration 
of heterogeneous sources in an agile approach. The methodology takes into account 
the difficulties of the business requirements phase in addition to the nature and needs 
of a healthcare environment. The contributions of this research, then, can fall into 
three main categories: 
First, although the research approach is not generic in its implementation, it appears 
that it covers some basic aspects, which are of interest for the development of a 
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general data warehouse methodology. These general aspects include: (a) a method to 
extract useful knowledge from a volume of data and the commonality of issues in data 
warehouse creation, (b) the presentation and analyses of some current development 
methodologies from a researcher's point of view, (c) the discussion of issues in 
developing a data warehouse from real life experience and the identification of 
restrictions in the surveyed cases, and (d) a demonstration of the benefits of an agile 
incremental approach with sceptical end users. 
Second, from the healthcare point of view, this research makes an important 
contribution to the health status of individuals by making quantitative information 
available to healthcare decision makers. Specifically, it allows infection control 
departments to determine the risk factors for the development of SSI. (a) It presents a 
methodology for developing a CDW and the issues that should be considered, and (b) 
it provides, in collaboration with domain experts and practitioners, a preliminary 
prototype for SSI along with its snowflake schema, which can be applied and reused 
for other HAL 
Third, from the financial perspective, measurements of return could not be completely 
quantified. As mentioned in the limitations of the study, the measurement in time and 
cost were not readily available because of the variable nature of surgical procedures 
and other operations. Thus, analyses of costs and benefits were done qualitatively. It 
provides a framework to follow so that the missing variables can be measured. First, 
the roles of entities involved are clearly defined. By doing so, developers are able to 
identify essential data sources and assign people to gather data from these sources. 
Second is the perceived quality of work for the employees. By making the data 
available, end users can perform different kinds of analysis such as trends, projections 
and so on. Reports can be generated with accuracy and validity, and then used as a 
measure of efficiency for the programs. Lastly, the interaction with end-users dictates 
the environment of the system. As they become more involved, the reliability and 
quality of the system increases. This should subsequently lead to their continued 
patronage and loyalty, even encouraging other stakeholders to implement the system. 
By expanding their reach, standardization of data will be easier to attain, making it 
more available and ready to use. 
6.7 Suggestions of Future Work and Research 
The scope and limitations of the research excluded other relevant aspects connected to 
the field. From the findings of the study, there are two directions for further research. 
The first direction revolves around the extension of the SSI-DW, including what other 
factors should be considered and the elements of the processes in which 
improvements could be made. This direction would also include testing the 
performance of the prototype. The other direction would involve other potential 
aspects of data warehouse design, technical details to address them and other areas, 
which require extensive study and research. 
The extension of SSI-DW would include the following: 
• To consider risk factors that are not in the CDC or IC database. Common 
elements of risk include previous hospitalization, antimicrobial use, history of 
colonization or infection, and residence in long-term care facilities. 
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• To include compliance factors as requested from other hospitals 
• To expand the system to include the other HAls such as bloodstream infection 
or ventilator-associated pneumonia. A data mart will be required for each. 
Conformed dimensions should be used with the new data marts for a greater 
understanding of the HAl and for a logically enterprising view. 
• To be able to incorporate other departments into the system, particularly the 
surgical department. For the infection control department in KFSH&RC-J, this 
idea met resistance as it entailed a lot of additional labour. It requires more 
time in the development of the system and in holding meetings between 
departments. Thus, an ideal way to approach this would be to have 
representatives for each department form a group for the development of the 
system. They would be responsible only for the requirements of their 
respective departments, and they would be consulted for every increment. 
• To justify the adoption of SSI-DW in the institution. The system introduces 
data cleansing and standardization in the organization, thus making jobs less 
labour-intensive and presumably promoting lower costs. The routine work 
would also require less effort. However, there is no effective measure for the 
cost-effectiveness of the system. Future studies should be able to measure the 
return of investment (ROI) in the automated surveillance system. The use of 
metrics before and after the implementation would help in assessing the 
performance of the system. This could be applied for infection rates, time 
studies on how ICPs spend their day, and the cost savings of detecting 
infections early and having education. One way to estimate the cost-benefit of 
a new technology is to take its annual cost (including labour, consumables, 
and other costs) and divide it by the average cost of an infection. Thus, this 
could represent the number of infections the new technology would reduce or 
avoid. 
• To find more studies on translating data into useful information and sending 
electronic messages to agencies such as NHSN. 
Suggestions for future research on data warehousing: 
Some questions were not fully answered by this work and they will require further 
investigations to be resolved. Continued experimental research is necessary to support 
fully the proposed approach with technical details, and to transform the proposed 
system into a working system. Areas needing more research include: 
• How much time would be saved with the synchronization among tasks in the 
proposed method? 
• How could the system be easily updated from operational systems? 
• How are ETL processes updated? Is it worth automating the processes of 
extraction and loading? 
• How could data be provided at a timelier rate for real-time intervention? 
• How could interoperability between different hospital systems be improved? 
• How does DW ensure proper understanding of data elements, about variations 
in terminology and coding? 
• How could a dynamic DW be developed to add and drop columns or data sets 
easily? 
• How can the data be cleansed directly from the operational system instead of 
the staging area? 
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6.8 Conclusion 
The DW development methodology proposed in the study was able to deliver a fully 
functional DW within a good time scale, with minimal resource. It was able to meet 
key business requirements, such as maintaining positive engagement with end users, 
having no significant re-work to do during iterations, and stimulating the generation 
of requirements from end users. Iterations are completed when a stable set of 
requirements is reached and the system ceases to generate additional requirements or 
any changes to existing requirements. 
The method was validated through experiments done in the KFSH&RC-J. These were 
done to derive an enhanced set of criteria and guidelines to support the DW designer 
in creating a more effective and comprehensive framework that would match a real, 
existing environment. Upon completion of the system, end users gave advice on 
implementation in the hospital - from which people to contact to how to be able to 
engineer it into a complete solution. 
The motivation for the study was not to prove the need of IT in healthcare. Rather, it 
was to propose a methodology that would assist end users in specifying their 
requirements and expectations while assuring correct understanding and proper 
interpretation between them and the developers. This would result in more acceptance 
and utilization for the product. 
While other studies emphasize the importance of having a clear goal prior to the 
implementation of the DW, this study was done to convince end users of the 
importance of DW and to assist them in seeing how it could be adopted and 
implemented in their working practices. It aimed to provide an approach that showed 
a win-win situation. 
The fundamental questions addressed in this study are: 
• How can the data warehouse development methodologies be redesigned so 
that end users and the developer team can participate actively? 
• Which development processes are relevant and what are their added values? 
Various research studies highlighted several barriers for the adoption of IT in health 
institutions [118]. The most cornmon barriers fell into four categories: 
project/economic barriers, technical barriers, organization barriers, and behaviour 
barriers. Through the proposed approach, the difficulties specified have been 
addressed. The agile development approach has also enabled the developers and the 
stakeholders to collaborate effectively. With their regular meetings, they were able to 
identify changes for each iteration and an understanding of further needs that would 
be embedded in the core architecture. The main purpose of the system was to create a 
platform that would be easily understood and applied and that would have enough 
adaptability to change. The involvement of the end-users also motivated them as they 
underwent ongoing evaluation while utilizing the system. Thus, it would not be 
discriminative on the skills and requirements of specific users. It also took into 
consideration how the system could be applied in creating a structure that would 
encompass the functions needed through various departments. By doing so, the 
system would not create a financial burden. Rather, it would promote additional value 
while eliminating redundancy and other unnecessary costs. 
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The infection control department was chosen because (i) it had an existing business 
strategy, (ii) it was one of the departments that had high interaction with other 
departments at the hospital, and (iii) the nature of HAl needed a retrospective DB for 
analysis and data mining. Wright [119] noted that "Automated surveillance 
methodology has been warmly welcomed in infection control for several obvious 
reasons: time saved in reducing manual efforts, reduced error potential, enhanced 
surveillance capabilities, and ease of access" and Gustafson [120] also suggested that 
the most important benefits of a computerized assistant was improvements in 
efficiency. 
Although the initial purpose of the DW was to enhance the reporting techniques and 
aid (support) decision making for the analyst and high level management (or to 
support users in the execution of their duties), the process of developing the DW also 
made them more aware of different aspects and opportunities in the organization. 
Starting from having unified trustable data (DW itself is a source of integrated high 
quality data) up to the creation of ad hoc multidimensional reports used in knowledge 
discovery, the DW is not only dedicated for decision makers, but also for a change of 
working style. Building a data warehouse will always have an added value, even if the 
project is not completed. The experience of building a DW initiates the process of 
steadily improving the data in the database, which in turn changes the perception of 
the hospital toward the system. Improving the quality of the data is a big step; the 
system moves from having poor quality data to a situation where the issues of the data 
are known, providing how much data is trustable, which data are weak and where the 
strong points are, and what kind of statistical analysis is achievable. By creating 
reasonably trusted data, a predictive model can be built to interpolate missing fields. 
As time goes by, the data will start improving because the input of data is much better 
controlled, and the more the system is used, the more data will be trusted as the weak 
data starts to lose its relevance. Therefore, the system produces more useful and 
trusted results because the data is much better, more complete, and there are fewer 
chances for error. 
Iterations were integral parts in the development process as they left clear project 
requirements and separated the essential from the nice-to-have. At the end of each 
iteration, there was sufficient information and feedback to build the next increment. 
Continuous planning, analysis, and revision of the list of business needs was 
necessary to agree upon which of them were within the scope of the next release of 
the application. Selection involves refining, evaluating, and scrutinizing the gathered 
requirements to make sure end users specify their requirements clearly and to find 
errors, omissions, or other deficiencies. The goal is to develop sufficient quality and 
detail in the system. From the development point of view, not all end users can adapt 
to a new technology at the same rate; the small increments approach offers a training 
program that can accommodate all levels of expertise, both technical and clinical. 
Interviews were an ongoing process throughout the development phase, where 
purpose and focus were changing. At the beginning, the major outcomes of the 
interviews were a set of subject areas and information that helped in creating the data 
model. During the ETL and schema development phase, interviews focused on 
confirmation and refinement of data sources, and on solving conflict issues. During 
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increments, interviews focused on eliciting and prioritizing requirements and 
evaluating the system. 
Selecting the appropriate architecture was an important task as well. First, the 
architecture had to be consistent with the applied methodology. Second, it allowed the 
sharing of data across the infection control department specifically and across the 
institution in general by including several data marts for different departments and 
clinics. Third, the first data mart played a strategic role for the enterprise to convince 
the end users of the potential benefits; other data marts may build progressively to be 
finally integrated bottom-up into the global warehouse. Fourth, adding new business 
processes and subject areas was relatively easier in this modelling than other 
architecture types. Fifth, the warehouse could be developed in a timely manner. 
The first persons to evaluate the system are end users; in our case, they were the 
infection control practitioners. But with the ICPs overload of work and sceptical 
beliefs, selecting the right approach to help them to determine what their requirements 
were and to show the potential benefits was critical. Following the proposed approach 
helped to develop a trustable and "to the need" system. Studying the domain, 
evaluating the data available in the institution, and offering more than less in small 
increments released the burden of the end users. Following the proposed approach 
offers the following promises: (a) produce a system that is highly acceptable to end 
users, (b) reduce the training time, while requiring minimal support from IT 
professionals, (c) integrate to other systems, and be expanded to provide further 
functionality, and (d) leverage into a public system. 
Currently, Saudi Arabia has pursued serious adoption of IT in health services. Several 
projects have been implemented, while others are still under development. Although 
data warehousing entails risks and does not guarantee success, several factors can be 
used to mitigate this risk. The adoption of an agile process helps in engaging with end 
users to deliver a prototype that meets their needs fully. It also provides an 
opportunity to sell the concept of DW to an organization, as the requirements of a 
heavyweight product requires huge transformations and increases the chances of 
being rejected. It compares the performance of having to transform from an existing 
state to an entirely new state; one that could potentially cost huge amounts of time, 
resources, and effort in training and education. Meanwhile, the incremental 
transformation builds a relationship with end users and gradually cleans up their data. 
This shows them a prototype that is quite similar to their existing system, but provides 
far greater value. 
In conclusion, there is still much research to be accomplished in DW development, 
especially in the clinical domain. However, this dissertation has discussed methods in 
data warehouse development and has identified a possible development approach to 
assure customer satisfaction and the willingness to change. 
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Appendix A 
Interviews' details (interviewee, number of interviews, length) 
Interviewee Position Total number Total hours 
of interviews h:mm 
Dr. Bakur Sadig Deputy Chief / Research Center 1 1:30 
Mr. Emad lamal ChiefInformation Technology / 4 1:30 
ITA 
Mr. Alhubaly Medical Application Section / 2 1:00 
ITA Cemer Administrator 
Ms. Nahid Zainy 3 1:45 
myCARE Coordinator/pharmacy 
Mr. Sarni Alahmadi Cemer Developer / ITA 1 0:30 
Mr. Alan PAC's Coordinator / Radiology I 0:30 
Ms. Dalia Murdad System analyst / ITA 5 2:45 
Ms. Rania Harazi System analyst / IT A 4 2:00 
Ms. Mona Gabas I 0:15 
Ms. Ghada Abu Infection Control Practitioner / 2 2:00 
Alsamah Infection Services 
Mariam Basheer Computer Coordinator / Nursing I 0:30 
Affairs 
Budor Hafiz ystem Analyst ( Oracle) / ITA I 0:30 
Dr.Baker Dajani Consultant Adult Cardiologist / I 0:30 
Department of Cardiovascular 
Disease 
Linen 
.., 4:00 .) 
Computer Programmer / ITA 
Mr. Mohamad Emran I 0:20 
Database Administrator / ITA 
Mr. Mohammad Saati Computer Programmer / ITA 1 0:20 
Dr. Samar Badaldeen Director / infection Control 2 1:30 
ervices 
Mr. Faiz Mohammed Project Manager / IT A 3 4:00 
Ms. Hanadi AI-Salmi II 5 :OO(before 
implementat 
Infection Control Coordinator / ion) 
Infection Services 7: 15 (during implementat 
ion) 
Dr.Ahmed Jamjoom 2 3:30 
Cardiovascular Surgeon 
Mr.Hamed AI-Daej I 2:00 
Chief Information Officer / ITA 
Dr.Nabeela infection Control Coordinator / 2 3: 15 
AlAbdullah KFU hospital 
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Dr.Mubammed Infection Control Coordinator I 1 2:00 
Yaseen NGRA 
Dr.Fatima Rusbdi Infection Control Coordinator I 1 3:30 
MCH 
Dr.Naeema Shahzad Infection Control Coordinator I 2 2:15 
IMC 
Dr.Shadia Afandi Infection Control Coord inator I 1 2:30 
KFH 
Appendix B 
Some examples of generated reports from IC department at KFSH&RC-] 
Surveillance Hospital Acquired Infections (RAJ) 
MONTH: Sep-09 
Total Pt. Days: 5172 
Tota l wnber Of HAl: 28 
Rate per 1000 pt days: 5.5 
Rate per Persentage 
Site of Infection o of HAL of Total 1000 pt Days HAl 
Urinary Tract Infection 8 1.5 28.6% 
Pneumonia 0 0.0 0.0% 
Blood Stream Infection 14 2.7 50.0% 
Surgical Site Infection 3 0.6 10.7% 
Other 3 0.6 10.7% 
No. OfPt. 
Rate per 
Ward Days o. HAL 1000 Pt Days 
5N 472 1 2.1 
5S 489 2 4.1 
4 N Adult-Oncology 535 5 9.3 
4 S Peds-Oncology 322 2 6.2 
3N 306 0 0.0 
3S 202 0 0.0 
2N 394 2 5.1 
2S 266 0 0.0 
IS Neuro 402 3 7.5 
IN Pediatrics 295 0 0.0 
OB/GYN 260 0 0.0 
VIP floors 86 I 11.6 
MSICU 390 .., 7.7 .:> 
CSICU 111 0 0.0 
PICU 69 0 0.0 
NlCU 344 3 8.7 
RDU * 12 15 3 2.5 
.. 
* = Rate IS calculated based on RDU VISItS rather than inpatient days. 
I Ward I CSICU I MSICU I PICU I 5 North I 5 
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Appendix C 
List of attended training courses 
Seminar Name Date Time 
Cemer training for nurses 25 Nov 2007 9:00-12:00 
myCARE training for nurses 25 Nov 2007 1 :00-4:00 
myCARE training for physicians 5 Feb 2008 1 :00-3:00 
Appendix D: a list of data dictionary 
Attribute Description Type Source 
Patient demoJUaphic data J 
MRN Patient lD# assigned by the PatIn f. MRN 
hospital 
Name Name of the patient Text. Enter fir t, Patlnf.Name 
middle, last 
Sex Gender of the patient Male or Female Patlnf.Sex 
Age Patient age Integer Patlnf.Age 
Diabete Is the patient diabetic. Check if Boolean Patlnf.Diabete 
Yes, otherwise No. 
Chemo-RX Is the patient under chemo therapy? Boolean Patl n f.ChemoRx. 
Check if Yes, otherwise No 
lmmunosuppressive Is the patient taking any drugs that Boolean Pat! nf.Immuno 
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Med inhibit or prevent activity of the 
immune system? Check if Yes, 
otherwise No. 
Adm ission data Date admitted to facility Date PatlnfAdmDate 
Diagnose on The patient diagnose on admission Text PatTnfDiagnos isAd 
admission m 
Discharge data Date patient discharged from Date N/A 
facility 
Location The inpatient location to which the Text Patlnf.Dept 
patient was assigned 
Procedure Attributes I 
MRN Patient ID# assigned by the SSLMRN number 
hospital 
Procedure The name of the procedure Text SSI.Procedure 
Or 
Patlnf.Proced 
NHSN Procedure The appropriate NHSN procedure From Master table N/A 
code code. (pick from master table) 
ICD-9-CM Procedure Optional, the ICD-9-M procedure From master table N/A 
Code code 
Outpatient Check Y if this operative procedure N/A 
wa performed on an outpatient, 
otherwise check N. 
Date Date of procedure Date SSLDate of 
Surgery 
Or 
PatInf.DateTimeO 
R 
Time surgery started Time of procedure started Time SSLTime Surgery 
Started 
Time surgery ended Time of procedure ended Time SSLTime SurgeI') 
Ended 
Duration The interval in hours and minute Time Calculate or 
between the skin incision and skin PatInf.DurationOR 
closure. 
GA Check Y if general anesthesia was Boolean PatInfGA 
used for the operative procedure, 
otherwise check N. 
LA Check if local anesthesia was used Boolean Patlnf.LA 
for the operative procedure, 
otherwise check N. 
SA Check if spinal anesthesia was used Boolean PatTnfSA 
for the operative procedure, 
otherwise check N. 
[mplant Check if the urgery required to Boolean Yes INo PatInf. Implant 
implant a device. A nonhwnan-
deri ed object, material , or ti sue 
that i permanently placed in a 
patient during an operative 
procedure and is not routinely 
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manipulated for diagnostic or 
therapeutic purposes 
Drain Check if the surgery needs to fix Boolean Yes / No PatInf.Drain 
drainage otherwise check No. 
Emergency Check Y if this operative procedure Boolean Yes / No PatInf.Emergency 
was a nonelective, unscheduled 
operative procedure, otherwise 
check N. 
Wound Class Check the appropriate wound class Specific list SSI.Wound Class 
from the list. 
C CC CO D U 
ASA class Check numeric ASA classification Specific list SSI.ASA Score 
at the time of the operative Or 
procedure. Patlnfo.ASA 
12345 
Trauma Check Y if operative procedure Boolean N/A 
was performed because of blunt or Any trauma transfel 
penetrating traumatic injury to the to other hospital 
patient, otherwise check N. 
Endoscope Check Y if the entire operative Boolean N/A 
procedure was performed using an 
endoscope/laparoscope, otherwise 
check N. 
Multiple procedure Required. Check Y if more than Boolean N/A 
one category of NHSN operative 
procedure was performed through 
the same incision during the same 
trip to the operating room, 
otherwise check N. 
Preoperative Enter yes if there is a request for Boolean PatInfo.PreOpAntii 
antibiotic antibiotic, No otherwise otic 
Or 
SSI.Antibiotics 
Ordered 
Dos } st dos of antibiotic Float Patlnfo.Dose (no' 
filled) 
Time of Antibiotic Time of first dos of antibiotic Time SSI.Time 
Antibiotics 1 st 
Surgeon code Enter code of the surgeon who From master file You can look Uf 
performed the principal operative from master file 
procedure. 
Surgeon} Name Name of the surgeon who Text Patlnf.Surgeon} 
performed the principal operative 
procedure. 
Anesthesiologist Name of the anesthesiologist who From master file PatInf.Anesthesio 
performed the principal anesthesia 
for procedure. 
OR# Operation room number Integer Patlnfo.OR# 
Patient Days Total number of days patient spent Integer N/A 
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at the hospital 
SSI Attributes J 
Event Type httQ:llwww.cdc.gov 
Inhsn/PDFs/QscMa 
SS! nua1l9QscSSIcurren 
t.Qdf 
Event date The date when the first clinical Date Patlnfo.ClueDate 
evidence of the SSl appeared or the 
date the specimen used to make or 
confirm the diagnosis was 
collected, whichever comes first. 
Specific Event SSI List N/A 
Check the appropriate level of SSI 
from the list: 
• Superficial incisional primary 
(SIP) 
• Superficial incisional 
secondary (SIS) 
• Deep incisional primary (DIP) 
• Deep incisional secondary 
(D! ) 
• Organ/space: (indicate pecific 
site code from table shown in 
organ/space SSI defmition) 
Detected Check List N/A 
• A ifS I was identified before 
the patient was discharged 
from the facility following the 
operation (During admission). 
• P if SSI was identified during 
po t-discharge urveillance. 
• R if S I was identified due to 
patient readmi sion to the 
facility where the operation 
was done. 
Secondary Check Y if there is a culture- Boolean N/A 
Blood tream confirmed blood tream infection 
Infection (BSl) and a related nosocomial 
infection at the surgical site, 
otherwise check N. 
Sign & Symptoms Check all that apply List N/A 
Purulent drainage or material 
• Pain or tenderness 
• Localized swelling 
• Redne 
• Heat 
• Fever 
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• Incision deliberately opened by 
surgeon 
• Wound spontaneously dehisces 
• Abscess 
• Hypothennia 
• Apnea 
• Bradycardia 
• Lethargy 
• Cough 
• Nausea 
• Vomiting 
• Dysuria 
• Other evidence of infection 
found on direct exam, during 
surgery, or by diagnostic tests 
• Other signs & symptomst 
Laboratory Check that apply List N/A 
• Positive culture 
• Not cultured 
• Positive blood culture 
• Blood culture not done or no 
organisms detected in blood 
• Positive Gram stain when 
culture is negative or not done 
• Other positive laboratory tests 
• Radiographic evidence of 
infection 
Died Check Y if patient died during the Boolean N/A 
hospitalization, otherwise check N. 
SSI Contributed to check Y if the SSI contributed to Boolean N/A 
Death death, otherwise check N 
Type of culture What is the culture type, mostly From master table Patlnf. TypeofCal 
wound culture 
Organism name Should match from the master table From master table Patlnf.OrganismNa 
me 
Pathogen identified Enter Y if Pathogen Identified, N if Boolean N/A 
otherwise; if Yes, specify on 
reverse (See Table 2a for 
Instructions ). 
Comment Comments for local Text 
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Appendix: Cemer Phase one Modules 
Module Name 
PowerChart 
RadNet 
Cerner Scheduling Management: 
Cerner Registration Management: 
Appendix : Cemer Phase two Modules 
FirstNet: 
SurgiNet: 
PharmNet: 
Function 
• Viewing application. 
• Collecting, refining, organizing, and 
evaluating detailed clinical and management 
data. 
• Supporting point of care automation. 
• Film and patient tracking features. 
• Enterprise-wide scheduling features. 
• Monitoring resources utilization and patient 
flow. 
• Supporting electronic signature 
• Appointment Scheduling and Perform 
Actions on Appointments 
• Using Request Lists 
• Using Suggested Scheduling 
• Verifying Insurance Eligibility 
• Verifying Medical Necessity Checking 
• Viewing Appointment Information 
• Printing Appointment Schedules and Reports 
• Scheduling Security and Warning Types 
• ADT Transactions 
• Bed Management 
• Work lists (or Work Queues) 
• Data Retrieval 
• Documents 
• Reports 
• Providing overview of the entire emergency 
department activity. 
• User-defined status alerts for long waiting times for 
patients. 
• Improving efficiency by identifying bottleneck in 
the care process. 
• Supporting documentation and standardization 
throughout the process of surgical case. 
• Increasing the accuracy of surgical documentation 
by automatically checking for omissions or errors. 
• Providing the ability to document and track the 
failure and service history of surgical equipment. 
Providing basic pharmacy functions in addition to the 
enterprise-wide management of pharmaceutical therapy 
critical to reducing risk in the medication-use process. 
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ProFile: 
PowerNote: 
PowerOrders: 
PowerForms: 
PowerPlan: 
Moreover, it offers safeguards and quality assurance 
across the continuum of care. PharmNet™ enables the 
pharmacy to continually monitor and positively 
influence the medication-use process. 
• Chart Tracking and Reporting 
• ROI, Request for Information 
• Coding and Abstracting 
• Easily and accurately document findings. 
• Creating a readable, HCFA-compliant, textual 
summary of the encounter. 
• Documenting automatically while reviewing the 
patient record and ordering therapeutic and 
diagnostic services, thereby eliminating redundant 
documentation tasks. 
• Promoting best clinical practices by incorporating 
recommended elements in each problem-focused 
template. 
• Making documentation available immediately 
through the Electronic Medical Record. 
• Reducing transcription and clerical costs. 
• Ordering entry by physicians, nursing staff, and 
medical students 
• Ordering processing 
• Ordering inquiry 
• Electronic signature 
• Security 
• Foundations 
The PowerForms component enables you to design 
custom input forms. Forms can be developed to collect 
virtually all the information that you used to collect on 
paper forms. 
This is a care planning tool that is accessible via the 
PowerOrders® tab in PowerChart®. This tool allows 
you to manage orders, outcomes and interventions as 
they relate to a predefined plan of care. 
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